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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
 

Becoming-With: Ecological Ethics 
and the More-Than-Human Worlds of Russian and American Horror 

 
 

by 
 
 

Brittany Rae Roberts 
 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Comparative Literature 
University of California, Riverside, June 2020 

Dr. Sherryl Vint, Chairperson 
 
 
 

 
This dissertation conducts a comparative analysis of horror literature and cinema 

from the former “Western” and “Eastern” blocs, particularly the United States and Russia. 

I focus especially on depictions of humans, animals, the environment, and the dynamics 

that link them. Although traditional academic discourses have obscured ideological 

convergences between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. by framing these regions as ideological 

opposites, I argue that both superpowers’ prominent cultural emphases on human 

exceptionalism, technological modernization, and scientific notions of “progress” led 

toward similar ecological catastrophes, shaping environmental conditions for much of the 

planet during the Cold War. Examining Aleksandr Sokurov’s film Days of Eclipse (1988), 

Carter Smith’s film The Ruins (2008), Dmitrii Svetozarov’s film Hounds (1989), Stephen 

Gregory’s novel The Cormorant (1986), Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s film Silver 

Heads (1998), and Stephen Graham Jones’s novel Mongrels (2016), I reveal how the 

discursive boundaries among humans, nonhumans, and the environment have been 

subverted by the cultural imaginaries of these regions, arguing that horror offers a unique 



 

 xii 

space of resistance in which to imagine more ethical ecological futures for humans and 

nonhumans. 

Horror often foregrounds species difference and nonhuman agency, with much of 

the genre’s narrative tensions turning on the transgression of corporeal boundaries and 

depictions of human-nonhuman ecological entanglement. It is thus an ideal genre through 

which to speculate on what a non-human-centric ecology might look like. In its radical 

openness to nonhuman presences and nonhuman material agencies, horror continuously 

makes a spectacle of the experiences of human embodiment and ecological embeddedness, 

foregrounding the uncomfortable intimacies between humans and nonhumans that are the 

necessary result of occupying shared spaces. Across this project’s six chapters, I perform 

an ecological and sociopolitical analysis of works of horror to demonstrate that horror takes 

for granted an ecological—and ethical—awareness of our inescapable entanglements with 

nonhuman others. I argue that the genre thus calls upon us to attend to ecological 

interconnectedness in ways that disrupt the oversimplified discourses of human 

exceptionalism predominant in the U.S.S.R. and U.S., thereby promoting an ethical 

attention toward animals and the environment rooted in respect for nonhuman life. 
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Ecological Intimacies in the Anthropocene: 
Horror, Ethics, and the Shadow of Nonhuman Difference 

 
Introduction 

 
 

“All is encounter, but not all is love […]. And yet this world is nevertheless the one we 
try to know, we love, we wish to live within. With, a stance that demands a reorientation 

of intimacy even toward beings we consider ugly, mundane, antagonistic.” 
– Jeffrey Jerome Cohen and Lowell Duckert, “Eleven Principles of the Elements” (16) 

 
 We find ourselves in an era of ecological crisis. Scientists report that we are 

standing on the brink of a sixth mass extinction event, which some say may claim humans. 

Global climate change continues to dramatically impact biospheres as diverse as oceans, 

polar ice caps, and rainforests, not to mention the biospheres of cities and small towns. 

This is the Anthropocene, in which human decisions and activities have significantly 

altered large-scale geological conditions and processes affecting all terrestrial life. 

Nonhuman organisms who have never encountered humans now bear the environmental 

consequences of our actions. This is a moment of decision: we must acknowledge the 

impacts our human activities make on nonhuman lives and environments. We must take 

responsibility for the Anthropocene and the anthropocentric philosophies and ecological 

policies that have contributed to it. We must recognize our own complicity with and 

position within the material circulation of death that human activity has wrought. Most 

importantly, we must promote more ethical interconnections with the nonhumans who, like 

us, are entangled in the inescapable material circulations of this planet. 

But how might we do this, and how did we reach the Anthropocene in the first 

place? 
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 This project is concerned with both beginnings and ends. Specifically, I investigate 

the philosophical, historical, and sociopolitical conditions that have brought all life on this 

planet to the edge of ecological apocalypse. Concurrently, I consider the particular 

environmental ends to which we might put horror literature and cinema in the present 

ecological crisis. While this ecological crisis touches every living being and thus 

necessarily transgresses both national and political boundaries, 1  my project is most 

concerned with the regions under the sphere of influence of the twentieth century’s most 

powerful political superpowers: the United States of America and Russia. In particular, I 

examine Cold War and post-Cold War-era literary and cinematic representations of human-

nonhuman interaction produced in the horror traditions of these regions.2 I consider how 

horror literature and cinema facilitates ecological awareness and how its visibility as a 

genre offers a powerful means of disseminating an ethics of interspecies relationality 

throughout popular culture. 

Within the United States and Russia, rapid technological modernization and 

scientific notions of “progress”—driven by the state in Russia and by capitalist expansion 

in the United States—became intermeshed with Cold War-era competition, producing 

 
1 Andrew Jenks notes, “National boundaries are marked by steel fences, entry points, cement walls, and 
precise lines on a map. Yet those boundaries are far more ambiguous than the maps suggest. When 
environmental disaster strikes, pollution does not stop at the border. […] Although the disasters happened in 
a particular national context, their origins and consequences were supranational; they required global legal 
and political responses that severely strained the twentieth-century division of the world into supposedly 
sovereign nation-states” (7). 
 
2 Though the project primarily considers works of Russian and American national origins, Russian and 
American literature and cinema have long been in dialogue with both émigré communities and other national 
and cultural regions circumscribed by the sphere of influence of Russian and American superpower relations. 
I thus also reference and at times engage seriously with works from other Anglophone regions, such as 
England, and with works that center other nations and regions within the former Soviet bloc, such as 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and the Central Asian Aral Sea basin. 
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different historical, social, and political conditions, which, nevertheless, have resulted in 

similar ecological catastrophes, shaping environmental conditions for much of the planet 

during the Cold War.3  In Stalinist Russia, for instance, the state emphasis on human 

domination over nature became intimately connected to ideas about Soviet progress, 

industrialization, and the improvement of human society, forwarding a “new pseudo-

Marxist conception of human domination over nature” as “central to the survival of 

socialist society, which must transform nature’s handiwork, displaying a boundless 

confidence in the inventive capacities of socialism” (Mirovitskaya 35). As Natalia 

Mirovitskaya observes, “Irrespective of the environmental and human consequences, 

millions of enthusiasts engaged in [the] ‘great projects of communism’ sincerely believed 

in the enormous potential and necessity of collective effort to remould nature for the benefit 

of the people” (35-6). The Soviet Union’s exploitation of nature for the benefit of social 

and economic growth mirrors the West’s treatment of natural resources under capitalism, 

which has similarly regarded nature primarily in terms of how it can best benefit humans. 

Indeed, as Carolyn Merchant argues, “Capitalism’s origin story moves from desert 

wilderness to cultivated garden. In the new story, undeveloped nature is transformed into 

a state of civility, producing a reclaimed Garden of Eden […] through science, technology, 

and capitalism” (68). Whether communist or capitalist, then, Western notions of “progress” 

have led, inexorably, toward the reshaping—and inevitable destruction—of nature.4 

 
3 As Astrid Mignon Kirchhof and J. R. McNeill point out, although the Cold War’s “main theaters of 
competition were those of World War II: Europe and East Asia,” its impacts were much more far-reaching: 
“with the decolonization of overseas empires and the creation of more than one hundred new countries, Cold 
War competition after 1960 came to envelop much of the world” (4). 
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As Andrew Jenks argues, the teleological notion of “progress”—the notion upheld 

by both the U.S. and U.S.S.R.—is its own ideology, which often obscures environmental 

damages by highlighting human mastery over nature and animals as an unambiguously 

noble goal.5 He writes: 

While the evidence is overwhelming that technological and scientific progress has 
caused human and environmental damage, few textbooks of modern world history 
focus on the costs of development. According to the narrative of progress taught in 
most places around the world, technology fixes problems rather than creates them. 
[…] The history of technology and science in the modern world remains, by and 
large, a story of relentless forward movement toward a better and safer world. (3) 
 

However, if the development of science and technology has improved the lives of many 

over the course of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, it has also led to environmental 

tragedies such as Love Canal in the United States and Chernobyl in the former Soviet 

Union, irrevocably altering untold numbers of human and nonhuman lives. By focusing on 

the “progressive” aspects of science and technology and their potential benefits for cultural, 

economic, and political expansion, discourses surrounding scientific and technological 

development often downplay or even completely obscure the significant costs borne by 

individual human and nonhuman lives. Instead, these discourses uphold “an abiding faith 

in the doctrine of progress […that has] transcended economic, political, and cultural 

differences, creating a kind of metaideology of global development” (Jenks 8). That is, the 

humanist discourses of progress surrounding science and technology in the twentieth and 

 
4 As Jenks writes, “Though often unacknowledged, the more a society developed, the more it produced lethal 
toxic wastes” (4). 
 
5 Donna Haraway similarly writes, “A dark bewitched commitment to the lure of Progress (and its polar 
opposites) lashes us to endless infernal alternatives, as if we had no other ways to reworld, reimagine, relive, 
and reconnect with each other, in multispecies well-being” (Staying 50-1). 
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twenty-first centuries—whether the humanism of Western capitalism or of Marxist-

Leninism—relate a human-centric, national narrative of “progress” measured in terms of 

human mastery over nature. This makes it difficult to grasp the interconnections between 

humans, nonhumans, and the environment in anything other than non-hierarchical terms. 

Thus, despite the vast differences between the United States and Russia and their traditional 

representation as ideological opposites, the predominant cultural heritages of both 

regions—grounded in humanist modes of discourse and inquiry that emphasize human 

exceptionalism—bring us, seemingly inevitably, to ecological crisis.  

In order to undo the legacies of human exceptionalism that have contributed to 

ecological catastrophe in the West, and in order to move forward into new, more ethical 

ecological futures, we must first confront the origins of human exceptionalism, which are 

embedded in the framework of Western liberal humanism itself. In the West, a long 

philosophical tradition of conceptually separating humans from animals (and, thus, culture 

from nature) has produced a dualistic manner of thinking in which humanism has rejected 

as inferior the nonhuman “animal” and a “nature” perceived to fall outside of human 

construction. The human/nonhuman and nature/culture binaries have structured many 

Western cultures’ modes of thinking not only about the “human” and the value of human 

life, but also about the other species with whom we live and the environmental spaces to 

which we are bound. As Brian Deyo notes, this manner of thinking is endemic to the Judeo-

Christian tradition as such, undergirding the theistic and ontological modes through which 

many Western cultures have conceptualized what it means to be human. He writes: 

As the legatees of Judeo-Christian traditions of thought and the Enlightenment, we 
[in the West] are beholden to conceptions of the human that psychologically protect 
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us from the very real impingements of nonhuman forces. To recognize what 
environmental crisis demands from us—to see ourselves in strenuously ecological 
terms—is a very tall order indeed. To seriously countenance the ecological basis of 
our being would mean to be prepared to lose—and perhaps passionately reject—
received conceptions of the human’s place in nature, the very structures of thought 
that, according to Cary Wolfe, have “anchored the ontological hierarchy of human 
and animal in the philosophical tradition.” (199)6 
 

By producing boundaries among humans, nonhumans, culture, and nature—that is, by 

policing the boundaries among that which we consider to be ontologically different from 

the privileged category of the “human”—we obscure connections among these terms, 

installing a limit in our ability to think the more-than-human world and, more importantly, 

creating a false sense of separation from it. Human exceptionalism can only be undone by 

recognizing our embeddedness among other beings, agencies, and ontological modes of 

being that do not fit within and yet impinge upon the spaces we have jealously guarded as 

“human.” Our survival as a planetary community of ontologically different and yet 

ecologically interconnected beings depends upon dismantling claims of human superiority 

and making room for ontological difference. 

As Timothy Morton argues, thinking in the era of the Anthropocene necessitates 

thinking on a planetary scale, thinking alongside the myriad ontologically withdrawn 

beings whom we intersect and yet cannot access, thinking while yet acknowledging the 

limits of human thought. He writes: 

Thinking on a planetary scale means waking up inside an object, or rather a series 
of “objects wrapped in objects”: Earth, the biosphere, climate, global warming. 
Ecological being-with does not mean dusting some corner of an object so one 
doesn’t feel too dirty. Ecological being-with has to do with acknowledging a radical 
uniqueness and withdrawal of things, not some vague sludge of apeiron (using 

 
6 Deyo quotes Wolfe’s Before the Law: Humans and Other Animals in a Biopolitical Frame (U of Chicago 
P: 2013), 63-4. 
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Anaximander’s term for “the limitless”). A circle, not an endless line, is a better 
emblem for the constraint, yet openness, of things. (Hyperobjects 119) 
 

Indeed, in an era in which nonhuman lives are increasingly endangered by human activity, 

the reality of ecological embeddedness and of all lives’ inscription and constraint within a 

limited, finite space has become terrifyingly clear. As the illusion of human separation 

from and superiority over nature crumbles in the ongoing crises of the Anthropocene, the 

relationships among humans and nonhumans and the demarcations between “nature” and 

“culture”—inscribed not only within philosophy, but also within the boundaries of “nature 

preserves” and “city limits”—must necessarily be reconfigured. We must foreground our 

profound entanglements with otherness in order to produce an awareness of the 

connections that traverse boundaries between humans and animals and between nature and 

culture, thereby facilitating more ethical encounters between humans, nonhumans, and the 

environment. It is only by reconsidering our attitudes toward ontological difference—

which also includes re-examining the place of the human—that a necessary, simultaneous 

awareness of the ecological interconnections and ontological disjunctions between humans 

and nonhumans can be facilitated. Only then can more ethical encounters be imagined and 

practiced. 

 In this dissertation, I propose that the horror genre is an ideal space for examining 

the discourses that inculcate and propagate attitudes toward ontological difference in 

Russian and American cultures and for staging the discussions necessary for cultivating an 

ethical attention toward the nonhuman others and environments with whom we share this 

planet, and with whom we are facing total ecological destruction. Horror often depicts the 
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uncomfortable “intimacies” 7  that arise as a result of transversal materiality between 

humans, nonhumans, and the environment. Additionally, the narrative tensions of horror 

often turn on the transgression of boundaries between humans and nonhumans. The genre 

thus presents a unique perspective from which to explore how the nonhuman, as 

philosophical Other, inhabits and haunts the very notion of the “human” from within. Like 

“nature,” coded as the illogical, violent, and chaotic complement of the complex, rational, 

and structured spaces of “culture,” horror has been similarly coded and barred from “high” 

culture. Dismissed as a means of exploring the darkest fantasies of the heart and maligned 

as “violent,” “illogical,” and “chaotic,” horror has often been considered a dangerous, 

almost shameful indulgence of the secretly vile.8  Echoing language used to describe 

nonhuman animals, some critics have suggested that horror—too violent, too irrational, too 

bodily, too sensual, too sexualized—is not “human” enough. From this perspective, to 

indulge in horror is to deface one’s humanity by succumbing to one’s more “bestial” urges. 

 
7 In Timothy Morton’s Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the World (2013), Morton 
argues that a true sense of ecological awareness often involves a discomfiting, even terrifying feeling of 
intimacy with nonhumans, a concept I mobilize throughout this project. Morton explains, “What best explains 
ecological awareness is a sense of intimacy, not a sense of belonging to something bigger: a sense of being 
close, even too close, to other lifeforms, of having them under one’s skin. Hyperobjects [such as global 
warming, nuclear radiation, and toxic waste] force us into intimacy with our own death (because they are 
toxic), with others (because everyone is affected by them), and with the future (because they are massively 
distributed in time). Attuning ourselves to the intimacy that hyperobjects demand is not easy. Yet intimacy 
and the no-self view come together in ecological awareness. The proximity of an alien presence that is also 
our innermost essence is very much its structure of feeling” (139). 
 
8 As Andrew Tudor observes, “Horror, especially on film or video, provokes strong responses. Self-appointed 
moral guardians are apt to condemn the genre sight unseen, while media coverage routinely scapegoats ‘video 
nasties’ in much publicized cases of violence and murder. Critics otherwise benevolently disposed towards 
popular culture often view horror as the lowest of the low, and even liberal gentlefolk are suspicious about 
the motives and character failings of its consumers” (443-4). 
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The claim that horror satiates “the beast within” 9 is telling: as Ian Bogost has noted, “In 

history and myth and fiction, the beast is not just the animal, but the animal as opposed to 

the human. The beast is dangerous, cruel, violent, inhuman” (134). 

However, I argue that horror’s very associations with the chaotic and disordered, 

the “violent” and “illogical,” connect it semantically with those spaces subordinated by 

Western liberal humanism: nature and the nonhuman animal. Horror thus offers a 

promising space in which to trace the pressure points of the human/nonhuman binary 

within the cultural imaginaries of Russia and the United States and to imagine more ethical 

ecological futures for humans and nonhumans. If traditional, human-centric art forms have 

failed to present more ecologically sound modes of thought, then what might a genre 

associated with the chaotic and irrational, the “violent” and “disordered”—a genre 

associated, by humanism’s own parameters, with the nonhuman—offer in its place? As a 

genre whose main philosophical weight lies in its thematizations of the murky unknown, 

whether it be the obscured nonhuman spaces of nature, of ontological difference, or of 

nonhuman consciousnesses that lurk just beyond the reach of knowledge, science, and 

rationality, horror is ideally equipped to explore the spaces of an ecological apocalypse 

brought about by an emphasis on the “rational,” the “orderly,” and the “human” and whose 

 
9 In Terrors of Uncertainty: The Cultural Contexts of Horror Fiction (1989), Joseph Grixti summarizes the 
various psychoanalytic approaches to horror that theorize it as a cathartic release for “the beast within” the 
human. He notes that such readings of the genre are dependent precisely on the “human/nonhuman” binary, 
which relies on a culturally determined notion of what does and does not count as “human.” He argues, “The 
model of human nature underlying this [view of human nature] is basically Cartesian: it juxtaposes the 
rational mind against the drives and tendencies of the flesh. Violent or cowardly dispositions are thus 
projected as deriving from the animal or more primitive part of human nature, while more socially acceptable 
characteristics become the province of a rational mind which is conceptualized as being historically more 
recent and as having the task of balancing, directing, controlling, or placating the ‘beast within’. […] The 
belief that human beings are rotten to the core, that there is a beast within us which causes us to commit evils 
that our rational selves blush to think of, holds very wide currency in the popular imagination” (86). 
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consequences necessarily involve both humans and nonhumans. Horror’s thematic 

investment in the nonhuman, coupled with its very characterization as “nonhuman,” make 

the genre a critical vessel through which to imagine what a non-human-centric ecological 

ethics might look like.10 

Like other fantastic genres, horror is invested in the concept of the planetary. As 

John Clute argues, modern fantastic literatures trace their roots to the scientific discovery 

of the totality of the planet in 1750 and, thus, with our awareness of the possibility of the 

planet’s destruction.11 He writes: 

Like all the genres of the Fantastic, Horror is born at [the] point where it has begun 
to be possible to glimpse the planet itself as a drama: a very dangerous time in the 
history of the West, because it is at this point that (to put it very crudely) 
Enlightened Europeans were beginning to know it all, were beginning to think that 
glimpsing the world was tantamount to owning it. Horror is (in part) a subversive 
response to the falseness of that Enlightenment ambition to totalize knowledge and 
the world into an imperial harmony that, soon enough, would become treasonous 
to dispute (viz Stalin). Horror—and the Fantastic as a whole—are conceived in 
contradiction to the imperialisms of the West. […] Bound to the world, the Fantastic 
exposes the lie that we own the world to which we are bound. Of these contrarian 

 
10 Brian Deyo makes a similar argument regarding the productive potentials of genre and particular aesthetic 
forms to catalyze the formulation of an ecological ethics appropriate to the Anthropocene. Speaking of 
ancient Greek tragedy, he argues, “Inasmuch as anthropocentric cultures work to blunt ecological awareness, 
it’s crucial, on both political and ethical grounds, to develop an array of strategies, aesthetic and otherwise, 
to inculcate critical reflection on their psychological appeal. […] Pedagogically speaking, we might 
productively utilize this ancient cultural technology [of tragedy] to inspire critical reflection on our own 
culturally mediated desires for cosmic reassurance. Like the Anthropocene, tragedy powerfully compels 
engagement with our animal, vulnerable, limited, and mortal condition. Additionally, inasmuch as it 
dramatizes the complexity, dynamism, and sheer impersonality of the nonhuman cosmos—what the Greeks 
personified as the gods or a ‘higher law’—a robust engagement with this genre of storytelling may help to 
motivate and produce a new range of ecological sensibilities: sensibilities that derive sustenance and strength 
from feelings of wonder and awe, humility and respect—and perhaps even gratitude for the material, 
ecological basis of our being” (209). Horror, I argue throughout this project, poses precisely the same ethical 
and ecological potentials that Deyo outlines with respect to ancient Greek tragedy.  
 
11 He observes, “Before 1750 […] our habitations were local; the world itself was no more visible than air. 
We saw what our eyes saw: we did not see a planet. The reason why there was no genre of Fantasy before 
1750 was that there was no planet to escape; there was no Science Fiction because there was no planet to 
address; there was no Horror because there was no torturing of the planet till our world could be seen entire: 
turning on the wheel of history” (33-4). 
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modes, Horror is the extremest. […] Horror comprises a process of uncovering the 
true nature of the prison, which is seen to be inescapable, for the prison of the world 
is where the buck stops, huis clos. (87-8) 
 

In emphasizing horror’s relationship to the planet as a whole, Clute argues that horror is a 

prime example of the “Bound Fantastic,” or fantastic works that underscore our bondage 

to the “prison of History” (33) and thus question the assumptions of Enlightenment and 

post-Enlightenment thought. Contrary to the philosophies of human exceptionalism 

espoused by the Enlightenment and its inheritors in twentieth-century Russia and the U.S., 

we can achieve no distance from ecological destruction, as we are not transcendent to the 

environment: there is no exit from ourselves, our nonhuman neighbors, or our irreversibly 

polluted planet. As Clute notes: 

The literatures of the Fantastic began consciously to evolve around 1750, just as 
the planet itself began to be understood as a mortal engine; […] these literatures 
can be understood as manifestations—and the figures human and inhuman who fill 
their pages can be understood as utterands […]—of that sudden apprehension of 
the Earth beneath our feet. (33) 
 

It is this very foregrounding of the reciprocal relationships between humans, nonhumans, 

and the planet—relationships obscured by the tenets of Enlightenment and post-

Enlightenment humanist thought—that makes horror itself so subversive. By revealing our 

inability to “own” the planet, to know it entirely, or to predict the consequences of our 

ecological embeddedness, horror poses a profound challenge to post-Enlightenment 

philosophies of human exceptionalism. 

Morton, echoing many of Clute’s sentiments, argues that this space of planetary 

apprehension—the space of ecological awareness—can be one of profound discomfort, a 

space of enforced, non-consensual intimacy with a nonhuman planet and nonhuman others 
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from whom it is impossible to separate ourselves and, simultaneously, to whom it is 

impossible to gain access. In this space, we find ourselves uprooted from our humanist 

“world,” populated solely by humans and “culture,” and thrown, suddenly, into the reality 

of planetary coexistence on a material plane of ecological immanence ordered along 

radically nonhuman principles. 12  However, this feeling of uncomfortable, terrifying, 

claustrophobic intimacy with nonhumans is ecological awareness. In terms with great 

resonances with the horror genre, Morton argues: 

Without a world, there is no Nature. Without a world, there is no life. What exists 
outside the charmed circles of Nature and life is a charnel ground, a place of life 
and death, of death-in-life and life-in-death, an undead place of zombies, viroids, 
junk DNA, ghosts, silicates, cyanide, radiation, demonic forces, and pollution. My 
resistance to ecological awareness is a resistance to the charnel ground. It is the 
calling of the shaman to enter the charnel ground and to try to stay there, to pitch a 
tent and live there, for as long as possible. […] When the charm of world is 
dispelled, we find ourselves in the emergency room of ecological coexistence. […] 
Haunting a charnel ground is a much better analogy for ecological coexistence than 
inhabiting a world. (Hyperobjects 126) 
 

Ecological awareness, then, is not always, or even often, a pleasant experience; it is the 

awareness of both our mutual entanglement with nonhuman others whose ontological 

spaces remain foreclosed to us and our mutual entrapment on a devastated planet whose 

ecological apocalypse has only just begun and from which there is no escape. The feeling 

of ecological awareness in the Anthropocene, then, is the feeling of horror. 

In this project, I consider works of horror that toy with the self/world and 

human/nonhuman binaries in order to propose an ethics of ecological entanglement 

 
12 Indeed, as Morton asserts, “Hyperobjects such as global warming and nuclear radiation surround us, not 
some abstract entity such as Nature or environment or world. Our reality has become more real, in the sense 
of more vivid and intense, and yet it has also become less knowable as some one-sided, facile thing” 
(Hyperobjects 129). 
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appropriate to the complexities of the Anthropocene. Throughout, I foreground several 

questions urgent to this effort: What does it mean to be ecologically aware, and why does 

it necessitate an abandonment of the label “human”? What does it mean to exchange a 

concept of “humanity” for one of intimacy with the nonhuman others—minerals, plants, 

and animals—with whom we coexist, and who “obtrude on our awareness with greater and 

greater urgency” (Morton, Hyperobjects 108)? Drawing on Morton’s “dark ecology,” 

which underscores that ecological entanglement is often unsettling, frightening, and 

depressing, I argue that ecological ethics in the Anthropocene must, like horror, 

acknowledge and come to terms with what is ugly, violent, and cruel in coexistence. As 

Morton writes: 

Dark ecology puts hesitation, uncertainty, irony, and thoughtfulness back into 
ecological thinking. […] There is no metaposition from which we can make 
ecological pronouncements. Ironically, this applies in particular to the sunny, 
affirmative rhetoric of environmental ideology. A more honest ecological art would 
linger in the shadowy world of irony and difference. […] The ecological thought 
includes negativity and irony, ugliness and horror. […] Ugliness and horror are 
important, because they compel our compassionate coexistence to go beyond 
condescending pity. (Ecological Thought 16-7) 
 

Following Morton’s call for a dark ecology, I take up works that bring attention to the 

disturbing notion of a planet from which there is no escape and to the sometimes-violent, 

often-involuntary bonds we make with other species. I argue that, by foregrounding 

material entanglement between humans, animals, and the environment and by 

demonstrating the urgency of rethinking what it means to be an ecologically embedded 

human on an environmentally devastated planet, horror is a valuable tool in advancing a 

dark ecological ethics appropriate to the complex and urgent challenges of the 

Anthropocene. 
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Though on the surface Russian and American dark speculative fiction traditions 

appear quite different, these distinct modes of “horror,” despite their differing historical 

circumstances, interrogate many of the same philosophical issues. The shared concerns of 

Russian and Anglophone dark narrative traditions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

can be explained by their common roots: both were influenced by earlier writers of the 

Romantic and Gothic movements, with some writers, like Edgar Allen Poe and E.T.A. 

Hoffmann, tremendously influencing the gothic-fantastic traditions of both regions. 13 

Indeed, as Neil Cornwell notes, the development of the “Gothic” as a literary style involved 

a resolutely international and cross-cultural exchange. He writes: 

Certainly, what is now regarded as the Gothic novel, together with the allied or 
anticipatory phenomenon of “graveyard poetry,” stems from eighteenth-century 
England. The eastward spread, however, soon mingled with kindred local currents 
and a process of cross-fertilisation ensued, embracing structure, style, setting, 
themes, and common sources. A reverse wind quickly wafted the fashion back to 
England—and beyond, to Ireland and America—as well as returning it again to 
eastern Europe, from where some of its themes at least, such as that of the “undead,” 
appear to have originated. (4-5) 
 

The Gothic, then, developed out of a profound cross-cultural exchange that involved 

British, European, Eastern European, and American sources, creating an international 

 
13 Neil Cornwell argues that E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 1816 novel The Devil’s Elixirs, a foundational source for 
European Gothic, exerted a considerable influence on the development of the Gothic novel as a whole, 
regardless of national affiliation. He writes, “Many subsequent works in the Gothic mode (by Nerval or 
Gogol; Poe or Dostoevskii; and indeed many others) would seem inconceivable without Hoffmann” (12). 
Additionally, he notes that Hoffmann’s tales—alongside other European sources—were particularly 
important within the development of Russian Gothic. He comments, “A certain input from folklore, and such 
further native medieval ingredients as chronicles and saints’ lives apart, Russian Gothic can be said to derive 
from an amalgam of European influences: the English Gothic novel, the tales of Hoffmann, the French 
fantastique and frénétique traditions, and the various schools of European idealist and esoteric thought” (4). 
The significance of European influences to the Russian Gothic—and, indeed, to Russian literature as a 
whole—is not necessarily surprising, given that most Russian intellectuals of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries were educated according to European traditions and curriculums, with many Russian intellectual 
figures reading more comfortably in French or German than in their native Russian. 
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movement that drew on both global and local traditions. In Russia, this cross-cultural 

exchange also included influences from East Asian fantastic literatures, making Russian 

fantastic literature—including the Russian Gothic and supernatural horror traditions—a 

particularly unique blend of Eastern, Western, and Slavic influences. As Cornwell 

indicates: 

Eastern influences, folkloric motifs and the fairy tale all fed into the Russian 
fantastic, along with the idealist philosophy of Schelling and the impact of the 
Gothic and the ballad […]; fate, revenge and the intervention of otherworldly 
powers (often resulting in gloom, tragedy, moralising, and mysticism) lead this 
version of the fantastic to merge with […] ideas of a Russian Gothic. (14) 
 

Additionally, in the twentieth century, many Soviet Russian writers and filmmakers 

continued to draw inspiration from Aleksandr Pushkin and Nikolai Gogol, extremely 

influential Russophone writers of the nineteenth century whose works often contained 

gothic-fantastic overtones14 and who themselves had been influenced by earlier European 

Gothic writers. Both Russian and Anglophone writers, then, drew on internationally known 

writers like Poe and Hoffmann and international movements like Romanticism and the 

Gothic, in addition to their own national literary traditions, cultures, and local folklores, to 

develop their respective supernatural horror and gothic-fantastic traditions over the course 

of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These traditions, then, can be said to be both 

 
14 As Cornwell notes, “No text can rival Pushkin’s The Queen of Spades for the position of undisputed 
masterpiece of the Russian Gothic. Neither has any comparable short Russian text (given its mere 30 pages 
in length) been accorded such massive critical attention” (17). Regarding Gogol, Cornwell writes, “[A] major 
figure of Russian prose of [the first half of the nineteenth century], Nikolai Gogol (1809-52) incorporated 
Gothic settings or features into a number of his Ukrainian and Petersburg tales. An important example of the 
artistic Gothic is his Hoffmannian The Portrait […], which projects a Gothic struggle of good and evil into 
the creative process, highlighting the eponymous evil-eyed and cursed painting. […] The demonic Ukrainian 
story Vii [and] the Petersburg extravaganza The Nose (Nos) [can be treated] as a Gothic pair, or ‘double,’ in 
themselves” (16). 
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local and global, with their roots in both national folk cultures and cross-cultural literary 

exchange, making their comparison productive for thinking through literature’s 

transformative potentials for confronting ecological problems that, like literature, 

frequently traverse national borders. 

Understanding the local distinctions among unique literary traditions, however, 

remains an equally important necessity. The distinct differences between the historical 

circumstances and literary inheritances of Russian and Anglophone gothic-fantastic 

traditions is one reason why “horror” as a coherent, well-defined genre is difficult to 

discern in Soviet Russian literature and cinema, resulting in its frequent erasure from Soviet 

literary and cinematic histories. 15  When using American, Hollywood-influenced 

parameters for defining the “horror” genre—parameters that have become a kind of global 

standard—Soviet literature and cinema appears, on the surface, deceptively empty of 

examples of what might be termed “horror” in the more genre-driven marketplaces of the 

United States and United Kingdom. However, Soviet Russian writers, artists, and 

filmmakers produced a rich tradition of dark, gothic-fantastic speculative fictions that in 

many ways parallels the thematic interests of Anglophone horror—itself a modulation of 

earlier global Gothic literatures—and which might therefore be considered contributions 

 
15 As Lev Nikulin remarks, “Fans of horror film curious about Russian-language contributions will find a 
USSR-sized gap in their research. Soviet horror films are rarely presented as an existing category, and write-
ups on Russian horror film often skip straight to the post-Soviet period. Indeed, the genre had a hard time 
with the demands of Soviet cinema. However, […] rumors of its non-existence have been greatly exaggerated” 
(n.p.). Indeed, as Nikulin continues, “Soviet filmmaking was certainly hostile to horror’s moroseness and 
suspicious orientation towards an archaic past, but genres rarely stay out of sight for long, and horror arose 
again in the mid-to-late Soviet period through strategic and sometimes daring choices on the part of 
filmmakers. The 1990s would give rise to a tumultuous but exciting time for Russian-language horror—but 
this productive chaos had its roots in the efforts of preceding filmmakers” (n.p.). 
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to a local, distinctly Soviet horror genre.16 These gothic-fantastic themes do not only appear 

in texts with more overtly associated gothic tropes, such as witchcraft, the demonic, or the 

haunted castle, but also in other speculative fiction genres, such as science fiction, feeding 

into the development of a generically unique Soviet horror that blends elements of multiple 

fantastic genres. 17  Soviet horror, however, did not solely confine its expression to 

speculative genres, such as the gothic-fantastic or science fiction; as Muireann Maguire 

has shown, aspects of horror also appeared, perhaps unexpectedly, within early Soviet 

Socialist Realist literature and cinema, where many of the narrative tropes and 

characteristic atmospheres of pre-Soviet gothic-fantastic literatures returned in subtly 

altered forms as the spectral backdrop against which many overtly Socialist Realist plots 

unfolded. Maguire writes: 

Despite the requirement for new Soviet literature to express both social realism and 
ideological conformity, the ghosts of Russian literature refused to be exorcized. 
This was not surprising; it would have been more surprising had the Gothic-
fantastic—that is, the characteristic tropes of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
Gothic novel, often enriched by supernatural aspects, declared or implicit—not 
emerged as a mode within the canon of the Soviet novel. […] Yet the primary 
survival of the Gothic-fantastic was not at the censored or non-literary margins of 
Soviet textual culture, but within the narrative core of Socialist Realism itself. (3-
4) 
 

 
16 As Cornwell argues, “The demonic (or forms of diabolism, or the Satanic), witchcraft and other Gothic 
appurtenances continued to resurface in Russian literature, even into the Soviet period (most notably in the 
writings of Mikhail Bulgakov), while the city of St. Petersburg (renamed Petrograd, Leningrad, and finally 
St. Petersburg again) has continued to exercise its own Gothic-type mystique. Indeed, the St. Petersburg 
theme (or ‘text’) in Russian literature (from Pushkin, Gogol, and Dostoevskii, on to Andrei Belyi and beyond) 
could even be said to qualify as a sub-category of its own: ‘St. Petersburg Gothic’” (19). 
 
17 In the second half of the twentieth century, for instance, the science fiction writers Arkady and Boris 
Strugatsky—particularly in their novel Roadside Picnic [Piknik na obochine] (1972)—used their unsettling 
atmospheres, locales, and alien beings to interrogate the limits of human knowledge and agency in a 
nonhuman cosmos in much the same way that contemporaneous writers of Anglophone “strange stories,” 
horror stories, and weird tales, such as Robert Aickman, were questioning their own epistemological and 
ontological boundaries. 
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Indeed, within Socialist Realism, a “literary discourse predicated on a model resurrected 

from the preceding century and targeted to express not what is, but what must be” (Maguire 

6), horror erupts again and again, crossing the boundary of the speculative into the Socialist 

“Realist” novel, one of the Stalinist-era Soviet Union’s most important ideological tools. 

Thus, despite horror’s surface absence on the Soviet literary and cinematic fronts, horror 

was in many ways richly woven into the fabric of Russian cultural life,18  a presence 

obscured when reading Soviet literature and cinema according to Anglophone genre cues. 

 The Anglophone horror genre and Russian, Soviet, and post-Soviet gothic-fantastic 

traditions thus have many interesting points of interconnection, despite their seeming 

stylistic, aesthetic, ideological, and generic divergences, and despite their differing 

historical, cultural, and sociopolitical circumstances. Collectively referring to these 

traditions as “horror,” I engage these traditions both separately and in concert as I examine 

specific works of Russian and Anglophone horror that investigate aspects of the human-

nonhuman dynamic. In Chapter One, I consider the self/world and nature/culture binaries 

that, historically, have positioned the human as distinct from a nature perceived as inhuman. 

Reflecting on how these binaries are taken up in Aleksandr Sokurov’s late Soviet science 

fiction-horror film Days of Eclipse (1988) and Carter Smith’s brutal plant horror film The 

Ruins (2008), I mobilize speculative realist philosophies and the emerging field of critical 

plant studies to consider how these Soviet and American works of horror force human 

 
18 Indeed, as Maguire notes, “Within the emergent Soviet media, […] a discourse of Gothic horror was used 
to manipulate the general public; Gothic scenarios in news reporting and even in popular fiction probed the 
young culture’s ‘anxieties about being together and being alone.’ Some popular fiction […] also exploited 
fears about ideology, social origins, and sexuality, using updated ‘scare Gothic’ scenarios” (6; Maguire 
quotes from Eric Naiman’s Sex in Public: The Incarnation of Early Soviet Ideology [Princeton UP, 1999], p. 
130). 
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recognition of the nonhuman agencies that both intersect with and structure the human 

“world.” In Chapter Two, I examine works of horror that foreground the human/animal 

binary. Turning my attention toward the field of animal studies and the sub-genre of 

“animal horror,” both of which center the complex relationships among humans and 

animals, I investigate how Dmitrii Svetozarov’s environmental horror film Hounds (1989) 

and Stephen Gregory’s gothic psychological novel The Cormorant (1986) explore the 

difficult ethical questions that arise, in Donna Haraway’s memorable phrase, “when species 

meet.” In Chapter Three, I return to the self/world and nature/culture binaries discussed in 

Chapter One, this time considering the dissolution of the boundaries between these terms 

as explored in Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Necrorealist, science fiction-horror film 

Silver Heads (1998). Reading Silver Heads alongside recent work in critical plant studies 

and posthumanist philosophies, I consider how Iufit’s underground Soviet-era arts 

movement Necrorealism and its later incarnation in post-Soviet films like Silver Heads use 

horror to pose affirmative alternatives to the destructive environmental legacies of the 

U.S.S.R. In Chapter Four, I return to the human/animal and nature/culture binaries explored 

in Chapter Two, here considering how the complex figure of the werewolf serves as a 

conceptual bridge between the polarities of humanity and animality. Studying Blackfeet 

author Stephen Graham Jones’s novel Mongrels (2016), in particular, I juxtapose werewolf 

criticism, posthumanist philosophies, and theories of indigenous storytelling to consider 

how Jones’s werewolf protagonist engages in an ethical posthumanist process of 

becoming-monster useful to contemporary ecological praxis in the Anthropocene. In each 

chapter, I balance attention between close readings of my chosen primary texts and broader 
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consideration of their particular contexts, locating each work within its wider literary, 

cinematic, and cultural milieux. 

As each chapter demonstrates, the works I explore throughout this project represent 

both local and, increasingly, global understandings of “horror,” or dark speculative fictions 

that elicit feelings of unease, discomfort, and awe and that foreground forces and agencies 

beyond the human—precisely those affects and entanglements that Morton, above, notes 

must be centered in the dark ecological ethics necessary in the Anthropocene. Ultimately 

rejecting distillations of human exceptionalist philosophies such as the self/world, 

nature/culture, and human/animal binaries, I and the theorists, writers, and filmmakers I 

engage throughout this project suggest that such philosophies can no longer be allowed to 

perpetuate the illusion of an autonomous, individuated, bounded human “self” perceived 

as separate from nonhumans and the environment. Instead, we advocate for the importance 

of thinking in terms of human co-constitution with nonhumans and of privileging 

interrelational thinking. As Donna Haraway argues: 

A great deal is at stake in such meetings [between humans and nonhumans], and 
outcomes are not guaranteed. There is no teleological warrant here, no assured 
happy or unhappy ending, socially, ecologically, or scientifically. There is only the 
chance for getting on together with some grace. The Great Divides of animal/human, 
nature/culture, organic/technical, and wild/domestic flatten into mundane 
differences—the kinds that have consequences and demand respect and response—
rather than rising to sublime and final ends. (When Species Meet 15) 
 

In disavowing these “Great Divides,” we make room for difference, thereby halting some 

of the worst consequences of a series of ecological catastrophes whose root causes lie in 

the human illusion of transcendent superiority and whose effects necessarily imperil all 

terrestrial life. 
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Strangers in a Strange Land: Exploring the Divisions Between Humans and Nature 
 

Chapter One 
 
 
I. Introduction: Solaris and anthropocentrism 

 
In Andrei Tarkovsky’s enigmatic, science fiction (sf)-horror film Solaris [Soliaris] 

(1972), based on Stanisław Lem’s 1961 novel of the same name, psychologist Kris Kelvin 

travels to a mysterious planet, named Solaris, in order to investigate the planet and its 

strange manifestations. Seemingly sentient and yet epistemologically inaccessible, Solaris 

resists apprehension by its human researchers: it sends back only the enigmatic Phi 

creatures, strange humanoid beings assembled from the memories of the human crewmates. 

The Phi creatures remain ontologically murky to both themselves and their human 

interlocutors, while Solaris the planet remains hermetically sealed: it is a dark object, a 

closed, impenetrable space. What the film allegorizes is the basic inability of 

anthropocentric discourses—which would frame all things in human terms, or according 

to a human-world correlate—to apprehend a world that is radically inhuman. Solaris, then, 

points toward the necessity of overthrowing an anthropocentrism that would make the 

human the measure of all things.  

Like Tarkovsky’s later film Stalker (1979), based on Arkady and Boris Strugatsky’s 

novel Roadside Picnic [Piknik na obochine] (1972), Solaris does not attempt to satisfy its 

viewers with any form of epistemological closure. Indeed, the film’s central drama is the 

omnipresent breakdown of communication caused by the insurmountable impasse between 

the human self and nonhuman world. The human researchers and the hybrid Phi creatures, 

assembled from human memories, are unable to see past the limits of their anthropocentric 
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epistemological discourses. The Phi creatures point back, finally, not to the nonhuman 

planet from which they emanate, but to the humans from whose memories they are distilled, 

forming a closed circle in which the human refers back only to the human and is thus unable 

to escape its own claustrophobic anthropocentrism. Solaris itself persists as a threatening, 

shadowy object. The film’s multiple shots of the planet’s swirling ocean never allow a 

glimpse beneath its watery surfaces, from which the Phi creatures return again and again. 

The human researchers are, quite literally, haunted by an anthropocentrism that blinds them 

to the nonhuman, planetary Other of Solaris. 

Tarkovsky’s film is a powerful allegory of the limitations of the anthropocentric 

philosophies that have dominated much of Western post-Enlightenment thought. 

Appearing often in the form of the nature/culture dualism, or the rigid philosophical 

separation between nature and nonhumans, on the one hand, and humans and human-made 

culture, on the other, anthropocentrism has proven a stubborn and blinding philosophical 

force that has often erased our perception of the ecological connections among humans and 

nonhumans. Instead, nature has often been treated as a resource or passive reserve for 

human exploitation, an aid to the growth and expansion of human culture. In both Russia 

and the United States, anthropocentrism and the nature/culture dualism have contributed 

much to the ecological catastrophes from which the planet is currently suffering. 

In Soviet Russia, these philosophies took a highly regimented and politicized form 

under the authority of the Communist Party, which advocated a complete domination of 

nature as part and parcel of the Communist project. As noted in the introduction to this 

project, the many modernization projects of the Soviet Union were carried out by “millions 
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of enthusiasts […who] sincerely believed in the enormous potential and necessity of 

collective effort to remould nature for the benefit of the people” (Mirovitskaya 36). Indeed, 

Natalia Mirovitskaya argues that even Soviet Russian environmentalism was characterized 

“by [its] extreme anthropocentrism” (47). She writes: 

[T]he majority of environmentalists in the FSU [former Soviet Union] could be 
regarded as successors of the “scientific” or “ecological” trend. Historically, 
adherents of this world view emphasized nature’s fragility and the disruptive impact 
of industrial civilization upon the delicate equilibrium between the various biotic 
components of the environment. Natural scientists who most exclusively held this 
view at the beginning of the century were, however, concerned not with the 
integrity of nature itself but primarily with the consequences of the envisioned 
ecological collapse for human civilization. (47-8) 
 

This anthropocentric perspective extended through the 1980s. Although environmentalism 

experienced a second resurgence in Russia beginning in the 1960s, the Soviet Union’s 

management of the environment in these decades emphasized the health of the economy, 

rather than ecological principles. As Philip Pryde notes: 

The earlier Soviet environmental agenda, which initially evolved in the 1960s, was 
based on the time-honored principles of using natural resources in the most efficient 
manner, with an eye to their conservation and, if possible, reproduction […]. For 
the most part, the basis of this approach was not primarily enlightened ecological 
principles, but rather involved running the national economy in a more efficient and 
productive manner. […] At least prior to Gorbachev’s new emphasis on the 
environment, this remained the dominant consideration. (12) 
 

Thus, in Soviet Russia (and, I argue, in the post-Soviet era today), nature has most often 

been treated not as inherently valuable in its own right, but rather as a resource, at best, or 

a force to be overcome, at worst. 

In the United States, the economic and cultural forces of capitalism and Protestant 

Christianity have similarly demanded the subjugation and exploitation of plants, animals, 

and the material environment as a means of eliminating the threat of the unknown wild, 
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reinforcing notions of human “civility,” and creating larger profits for individuals. This 

subjugation of plants, animals, and the material environment has often depended upon 

turning “wilderness” into something manageable and exploitable by capitalist standards, 

thereby bringing “nature” closer in line with “culture.” As Carolyn Merchant notes, “[In 

the early United States,] [w]ild places were synonymous with uncultivated, uninhabited 

forests, wastes, and deserts. While woodlots on the edges of towns were known and used, 

deep forests were dark and unknown—places in which one might become bewildered and 

lost” (68). This impression of a “wild nature,” something wholly separate from the human, 

helped justify American expansion from east to west, the Christian notion of human 

dominion over nature, and the capitalist emphases on production and progress. Merchant 

writes: 

The perception of nature as forested wilderness or desert became important in the 
modern era. For Protestants such as John Calvin, John Locke, the New England 
Puritans, and the pioneers who settled the American West, God had authorized 
human dominion over the earth. Therefore forests and deserts ought to be improved 
by converting them to productive farms and gardens. (69) 
 

Like the Soviet Russians who believed that nature must be reshaped to better benefit Soviet 

society, Protestant Christians in the United States believed that cultivating the land 

improved the state of the earth and increased productivity.19 Within both regions, the 

 
19 Astrid Mignon Kirchhof and J. R. McNeill note that this anthropocentric tendency of national policy is 
characteristic not only of the United States and former U.S.S.R., but also of most other nations. They write, 
“Wherever it became a popular social movement, environmentalism provoked political responses. Those 
might include suppression of environmentalists, but in most cases tended in the opposite direction, toward 
accommodation. Governments found it prudent to create departments or ministries devoted to environmental 
protection and remediation. They gradually sorted through their priorities, depending on the issues in a given 
country, and formulated environmental policies […]. By and large, these emphasized issues related to human 
health, rather than, say, the integrity of ecosystems, the maintenance of biodiversity, or other possible goals 
for environmental policy. Nonetheless, it is fair to say that despite the modern surge of environmentalism 
and the creation of deliberate environmental policy, everywhere and always environmental issues stood well 
down the list of human and governmental priorities. […] Economic and security issues always took 
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legacies of these political, economic, and cultural policies have reinforced 

anthropocentrism and, in particular, the conceptual gap between a human “self” and 

nonhuman “world” and between human “culture” and nonhuman “nature.” 

In both Russia and the United States, however, dark speculative fictions have 

appeared that foreground the self/world and nature/culture binaries in productive ways by 

underscoring the limitations of these anthropocentric philosophical categories. Though 

emphasizing the ontological gaps between humans and nonhumans, these works do not 

posit a transcendent human authority over the nonhuman material environment that would 

reinforce a sense of anthropocentric human exceptionalism. Instead, by dramatizing 

sublime encounters with nonhuman forces, ontologies, and agencies and human 

entanglement with nonhuman environments, these works highlight the twin human 

inabilities to ever fully know or to transcend our material environments. In doing so, they 

reveal the limitations of anthropocentric epistemological frameworks to confront the 

radically nonhuman aspects of the planet, thereby doing much to force our recognition of 

the agencies which structure the more-than-human world. These works thus represent a 

first step toward questioning the assumption of human mastery over the more-than-human 

planet and toward recognizing that humans and nonhumans are linked on a material plane 

of ecological immanence.20 There is no human self without the material environments that 

 
precedence, and so at most times did a host of others. This was true on both sides of the Iron Curtain, as 
everywhere else in the world” (7).  
  
20 I draw here on the distinction between “transcendence” and “immanence.” Whereas Western humanism 
has often imagined humans to be transcendent to nature, occupying a “culture” at once removed from and 
superior to nature, I argue instead that humans are immanent to nature, or materially interconnected with the 
ecological webs that entangle all terrestrial life. We are thus necessarily contained within nature, not apart 
from it or from the ecological damage caused by human activities. By considering ourselves immanent to 
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shape it; there is no elevation of “human” culture over “nonhuman” nature. In what follows, 

I consider how Aleksandr Sokurov’s unsettling and dark sf-horror film Days of Eclipse 

[Dni zatmeniia] (1988) and Carter Smith’s ecohorror film The Ruins (2008) challenge the 

anthropocentric cultural philosophies of the Soviet Union and United States, respectively. 

 

II. Crossing the invisible circle: Anthropocentrism, object-oriented ontology, and the 

occulted universe of Days of Eclipse 

Aleksandr Sokurov’s enigmatic sf-horror film Days of Eclipse (1988), based on the 

novel A Billion Years Before the End of the World [Za milliard let do kontsa sveta] (1974) 

by Arkady and Boris Strugatsky, confronts viewers with cosmic agencies and nonhuman 

ontologies that vastly exceed the explanatory capacities of human-oriented epistemological 

frameworks. I argue that the film foregrounds the ontological divide between the human 

self and the nonhuman universe, thereby depicting the limitations of these epistemological 

frameworks when confronting the nonhuman. By presenting a fable that warns against the 

assumption of human mastery over the nonhuman environment, Sokurov critiques 

traditional Soviet approaches to nature—particularly the Soviet emphasis on the 

nature/culture binary—and makes room for an understanding of the environment as both 

immanent to the human and beyond human understanding. 

 
nature, rather than transcendent to it, we may begin to re-orient our conceptions of the “human” and of what 
it means to be an ecologically embedded being. Thinking of ourselves as immanent to nature is an important 
step in considering the environmental responsibilities we bear toward this planet and its diversely situated 
multispecies inhabitants. 
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As a director whose work often features non-linear narratives, obscure plots, and 

innovative film techniques, Sokurov is an intriguing, divisive, and often inexplicable figure 

for many film critics.21 Speaking of Days of Eclipse, Mikhail Iampolskii has observed: 

The difficulty of Alexander Sokurov’s cinema lies largely in the multiworldedness 
of his films. If in traditional cinema we meet relatively a clear determinism of action 
caused by reasons within the narrative, in Sokurov’s world, the reasons that affect 
the action in one layer are often hidden in another layer of the discourse. The world 
we know turns into a mirror for the other world. (“Mirror” 114) 
 

As Iampolskii’s statements suggest, Sokurov’s oeuvre is notoriously difficult, and Days of 

Eclipse is perhaps one of his most challenging works.22 Mixing documentary and fictional 

footage, sepia tones and color, and shot in the former Soviet republic of Turkmenistan, the 

film follows the Russian doctor Dmitrii Malianov (Aleksei Ananishnov) as he conducts 

research in the Turkmen city of Krasnovodsk into the effects of religious faith on children’s 

health. However, as Malianov’s work progresses, mysterious events begin to disrupt his 

research: a postman attempts to steal his papers; he is bombarded by constant phone calls; 

he receives the unwanted delivery of a lobster; his sister (Irina Sokolova) unexpectedly 

visits and then disappears; a strange boy (Sergei Krylov) turns up on his doorstep, only to 

be taken away by an unidentified—and possibly extrahuman—visitor; and a close friend, 

Snegovoi (Vladimir Samanskii), dies under obscure circumstances. Strange geological 

occurrences also begin to manifest in Krasnovodsk, further disrupting Malianov’s research: 

an earthquake shakes his house and, most intriguingly, a strange eclipse momentarily 

 
21 As Michael Brashinsky and Andrew Horton observe, “Alexander Sokurov’s films offer no middle ground 
for Russian critics. He is a director’s director, an auteur’s auteur” (121).  
 
22 Indeed, as Victor Bozhovich admits, “This is a strange film, mysterious beyond all limits. I watch it again 
and again, wandering inside it as if through a labyrinth of ruins. I stumble and freeze, embarrassed and 
stunned. I am unable to reduce my impressions to one denominator” (111). 
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throws its shadow over the city, unbeknownst to Krasnovodsk’s sleeping residents (see 

Figure 1). As the young Malianov attracts more and more inexplicable events, it becomes 

increasingly apparent that Malianov, standing at the edge of a scientific breakthrough of 

profound importance, will not finish his research: some unknown force intervenes again 

and again, preventing its conclusion. 

 

(Figure 1. Film still from Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse.) 

 

Days of Eclipse and the limitations of humanist interpretation 

Sokurov’s dense and multilayered film has justifiably attracted the attention of 

scholars in a wide range of fields, leading to a diverse array of critical approaches to Days 

of Eclipse that often draw from psychological, sociopolitical, and historical perspectives to 

explicate the film. However, in many previous commentaries on the film, the question of 

the mysterious nonhuman force that impinges upon Malianov’s work is either elided or 

rendered a metaphor for the pressing political, economic, and imperial changes—human 

changes—of the Soviet 1980s. Only a few critics, such as Mikhail Iampolskii and Andrew 

Horton, have suggested that the cosmic disruptions experienced by Malianov may be 

literal. Taking the film’s numerous cosmic events seriously, Iampolskii insightfully writes: 
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Sokurov is one of our few directors who senses the existence of some higher spheres 
that have been pushed by us beyond the threshold of sensitivity and are now 
forgotten. […] The Days of Eclipse […] reaches out for the extreme intensity of a 
multiworld universe. The film’s structure is built upon the interaction between 
hermetic and independent universes. […] The most powerful element of this 
multiworld universe is the universe itself, the cycles to which we are unknowingly 
submitted. The main event in the film is an eclipse that the characters hardly sense 
or experience, but which explains much in the picture’s message. (“Mirror” 114-5)  
 

For his part, Horton compares Sokurov’s adaptation to the Strugatskys’ source material, 

arguing that the film’s portrayal of the universe is not a metaphor, but a sincere 

philosophical—and perhaps religious—exploration of the place of the human within a 

larger nonhuman universe. Horton notes, “Sokurov’s new context for his ideas [in contrast 

to the 1974 Strugatsky novel] is […] the struggle of the individual against a literal, perhaps 

even pantheitical [sic], universe rather than in the book where it is the struggle with a 

universe which merely serves as a metaphor” (n.p.). Iampolskii’s and Horton’s 

interpretations of Days of Eclipse are atypical of most critical approaches to the film. The 

dominant interpretations of Days of Eclipse have tended to stress political, economic, and 

historical concerns that only comprise one layer of Sokurov’s densely multilayered film. 

However, I argue that Sokurov is, instead, concerned with something else: the presence of 

a nonhuman universe that always already envelops the human, denying any neat separation 

between self and world, nature and culture. Indeed, the film’s dramatic opening sequence 

is highly suggestive of nonhuman environmental presences, presenting an important key 

to interpretation that I take seriously throughout this chapter. In the opening scene, Sokurov 

depicts an object falling from the cosmos into the city of Krasnovodsk from the point of 

view of the cosmic object itself, immediately foregrounding the presence of nonhuman 

forces of cosmic proportion that vastly exceed human perception (see Figure 2). The film’s 
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opening sequence is but one of a series of such shots, which also includes a scene depicting 

a searchlight passing over the city from above, a shot of something large blocking out the 

sun (which, as Fredric Jameson points out, “testif[ies] that something very large is looking 

at you” [Geopolitical Aesthetic 89]), and another sequence from the point of view of 

something flying at great speed through the sky, which may be from the perspective of the 

extrahuman little boy (or perhaps angel) taken from Malianov following the boy’s physical 

ascension. In these scenes, we are “seeing” with the eyes of the nonhuman: we are 

confronting—perhaps even experiencing—an agentive, nonhuman ontology. 

 

(Figure 2. Film still from Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse.) 

The film’s many other unusual and inexplicable events, such as the presence of a 

charred organic substance on the wall of Malianov’s friend Vecherovskii, also do not fit 

easily into the sociopolitical interpretive model that Jameson and many other Western 

commentators have applied to the film. These events suggest the presence of nonhuman 

forces that point beyond the human and challenge the Western humanist assumption of 

epistemological mastery over the universe. By transforming these mysterious events into 

metaphors for sociopolitical, historical concerns, many critical approaches to Days of 

Eclipse have foreclosed attempts to engage seriously with the film’s spiritual, 

epistemological, and ontological concerns. In Days of Eclipse, Sokurov confronts the 
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possibility that anthropocentric epistemological frameworks—such as science and religion 

in the film, or the sociopolitical interpretive models that have often been used to read it—

are incapable of assimilating nonhuman ontologies and of explaining a universe that is 

overwhelmingly nonhuman. These modes of reading privilege human knowledge at the 

expense of nonhumans and others who have been excluded from the philosophical category 

of “reason,” inadvertently denying agency to the film’s nonhuman forces and leaving 

unexamined the notion of an agentive universe in Days of Eclipse. In short, the 

epistemological frameworks that many critics have used to interpret the film risk erasing 

its primary spiritual and ontological concerns, thereby replicating the film’s central 

dilemma: that anthropocentric modes of epistemology necessarily confront a limit point at 

the boundary between self and world, human and nonhuman. 

 

Theory and confrontations with the ineffable 

Sokurov’s film presents a great challenge to anthropocentrism and human 

epistemologies. These layers of the film are not only underexamined, but also invaluable 

in light of the contemporary ecological crises that are, in part, due to precisely what the 

film critiques: anthropocentrism and the assumption of Western epistemological mastery 

over the planet and its nonhuman inhabitants. I propose to take seriously Sokurov’s 

explorations of the limitations of anthropocentric human epistemologies and his call to 

think through the implications of nonhuman ontologies and agencies. As stated by the 

corpse of Malianov’s friend Snegovoi, whose message to Malianov composes one of the 

film’s many inexplicable events and one of its many warnings to Malianov to break off his 
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research, there is a limit point that cannot be broken by the human, lest we confront 

nonhuman forces incapable of being contained within human epistemological frameworks 

(see Figure 3). As Snegovoi’s corpse intones to Malianov: 

Why have you come? The living don’t belong here. You don’t understand how 
painful it is when your body is not under your control anymore, and only your sad 
mind remains… Don’t take this sin upon your soul. I can feel it… each one of us 
has an invisible circle around them and we cannot venture beyond it for even a 
single moment… forgetting this limit, trying to break it with reason… You don’t 
know what guardians you have awakened, what forces directed against yourself. 
Crossing the circle, you lose everything that exists within its borders, and there is 
no way back.23  
 

Snegovoi here underscores one of the film’s central philosophical principles: every human 

exists within a circumscribed space of knowledge, outside of which lies the unknowable, 

that which is closed off to humans—the cosmic forces alongside which humans, oblivious, 

build discourses which ultimately refer back only to the human itself. However, despite 

Snegovoi’s message, the dominant critical approach to Days of Eclipse has been to 

demystify Sokurov’s universe by applying sociopolitical, allegorical interpretative models 

to a film whose structure, plot, filmic techniques, and principal thematic concerns point 

again and again to that which cannot be grasped by human discourse: the unknown. 

 

(Figure 3. Film still from Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse.) 

 
23 These translations come from the English subtitles of a bootleg copy of the film. 
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In “Cinema of the Sublime: Theorizing the Ineffable,” Jeffrey Pence comments on 

the proliferation of deconstructive methodological approaches that have formed the nexus 

of critical work in the humanities over the last several decades. Such approaches, he notes, 

have been useful tools for understanding the systematic power relations that compose our 

contemporary social and political sphere. Indeed, these critical approaches, he writes, “can 

alert us to the pressures that social and political contexts bring to bear on cultural 

production and consumption” (59). However, these methodologies also run the risk of 

reifying the ineffable, of reducing confrontations with ontological unknowns to points on 

a grid of human power relations. However, for a film like Days of Eclipse, whose central 

spiritual and philosophical crisis lies in the inability of human epistemological frameworks 

to confront the unknown ontologies of the nonhuman, such readings miss an important 

dimension of the film, thereby threatening to erase these nonhuman dimensions altogether. 

As Pence convincingly demonstrates, “A strict understanding of culture as a sphere of 

political struggle risks reducing complex works to the object (and abject) status of 

evidence, even when such works literally demand we focus on unanswerable, even 

ineffable questions” (59). This understanding of culture—which theorizes only human 

political struggle—also reinforces the nature/culture binary and, thus, the philosophical 

separation between humans and nonhumans. By rendering Sokurov’s nonhuman universe 

a metaphor for human events, these critics perform the crisis posed by Tarkovsky’s Phi 

creatures in this chapter’s introduction, who again and again point back only to the human. 

How, then, can we avoid this risk with a film like Days of Eclipse? How can we direct our 
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critical attention to the unanswerable, unknowable aspect of Sokurov’s film: the nonhuman 

universe that surrounds us all? 

 

Object-oriented ontology: Toward a (non)reading of Days of Eclipse 

If many firmly entrenched modes of discourse cannot account for the nonhuman 

aspects of a film like Days of Eclipse, new post-humanist currents in contemporary 

philosophy are increasingly challenging the anthropocentrism of post-Kantian continental 

philosophy and of the deconstructive and historicist approaches that have been so 

influential in the humanities in the last few decades. Contributions to the emerging 

philosophies of speculative realism, in particular, have generated productive philosophical 

frameworks that engage many of the same modes of inquiry utilized by Sokurov in Days 

of Eclipse. This is especially true of object-oriented ontology, an aligned philosophical 

mode often considered a sub-field of speculative realism. Both object-oriented ontology 

and Days of Eclipse similarly challenge the restrictive confines of anthropocentric human 

epistemologies and their roots in what Quentin Meillassoux terms post-Kantian 

“correlationism,” or “the idea according to which we only ever have access to the 

correlation between thinking and being, and never to either term considered apart from the 

other” (5). This correlation between thinking and being transforms reality into the 

privileged domain of humans, whereby the notion that reality is bound to human thought—

or “a focus on discourse, text, culture, consciousness, power, or ideas as what constitutes 

reality” (Bryant, Srnicek, and Harman 2)—necessarily forecloses attempts to think about 

reality and the nonhuman without this human correlate. As Levi Bryant, Nick Srnicek, and 
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Graham Harman argue: 

This position [of correlationism] tacitly holds that we can aim our thoughts at being, 
exist as beings-in-the-world, or have phenomenal experience of the world, yet we 
can never consistently speak about a realm independent of thought or language. 
Such a doctrine, in its countless variations, maintains that knowledge of a reality 
independent of thought is untenable. (3-4) 
 

In contrast to correlationism, object-oriented ontology maintains that all objects—human 

and nonhuman—exist equally, on the same ontological footing, regardless of whether they 

are perceived by humans. Furthermore, object-oriented ontology holds that objects are 

withdrawn from epistemological access: a gap between an object and its appearance-for 

other objects exists, making absolute knowledge of any object, including “nature,” 

impossible.  

For Eugene Thacker, correlationism has had the effect of validating what he terms 

the “world-for-us,” or the world’s appearance-for humans, thereby marginalizing or 

actively excluding manifestations of the world that cannot be recuperated by some 

anthropocentric framework. Anthropocentrism transforms the world itself—in all its vast 

cosmic proportions—into a world that is just “for-us.” In an observation that is essential to 

my reading of Days of Eclipse, Thacker agues: 

When the non-human world manifests itself to us in […] ambivalent ways, more 
often than not our response is to recuperate that non-human world into whatever the 
dominant, human-centric worldview is at the time. […] These approaches are no 
longer adequate. We can, instead, offer a new terminology for thinking about this 
problem of the non-human world. Let us call the world in which we live the world-
for-us. This is the world that we, as human beings, interpret and give meaning to, 
the world that we relate to or feel alienated from, the world that we are at once a 
part of and that is also separate from the human. But this world-for-us is not, of 
course, totally within the ambit of human wants and desires; the world often “bites 
back,” resists, or ignores our attempts to mold it into the world-for-us. Let us call 
this the world-in-itself. This is the world in some inaccessible, already-given state, 
which we then turn into the world-for-us. The world-in-itself is a paradoxical 
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concept; the moment we think it and attempt to act on it, it ceases to be the world-
in-itself and becomes the world-for-us. (4-5) 

 
The anthropocentric tendency to turn the “world-in-itself” into the “world-for-us” is visible 

throughout Days of Eclipse. For instance, Malianov notices that some children heal at a 

rate five times faster than others, and that these children tend to come from families of Old 

Believers, Baptists, and Adventists. However, his attempt to investigate this cosmic 

mystery through scientific and theistic frameworks reifies the manifestations of the world-

in-itself by transforming them into anthropocentric epistemological problems more suited 

to the world-for-us. The world-in-itself, for Malianov, remains occulted and inaccessible. 

As Thacker notes: 

The hidden world, which reveals nothing other than its hiddenness, is a blank, 
anonymous world that is indifferent to human knowledge, much less to our all-too-
human wants and desires. Hence the hiddenness of the world, in its anonymity and 
indifference, is a world for which the idea of a theistic providence or the scientific 
principle of sufficient reason, are both utterly insufficient. (53-4) 
 

In Days of Eclipse, reality—a world-in-itself not bound to the human-world correlate—

makes itself known to the human from spaces outside of human thought, from spaces that 

remain paradoxically hidden, and therefore beyond the abilities of scientific and theistic 

frameworks to explain this world. It disappears beneath Malianov’s attempts to navigate 

the world through human-oriented philosophies, and yet makes itself felt regardless. 

Malianov’s inability to imagine a world beyond a humanistic framework obscures his 

ability to perceive the manifestations of the world-in-itself. In terms that could be equally 

applied to Malianov, Thacker states, “The world-in-itself may co-exist with the world-for-

us—indeed the human being is defined by its impressive capacity for not recognizing this 

distinction” (5). Jameson, unlike Sokurov’s Malianov, observes, “What we witness over 
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and over again in [Sokurov’s] images is in fact the representation of the inside of a situation 

of closure or helpless imprisonment whose outside is inaccessible yet constantly makes its 

presence felt as pressure and as strangeness” (“History and Elegy” 7). The film’s 

earthquake, “eclipse,” talking corpse, nonhuman animals, and the mysterious appearance 

of the charred organic substance on the wall of Vecherovskii—among countless other 

inexplicable events—testify to agentive forces that fit neither into the human-world 

correlate propounded by post-Kantian philosophy nor Malianov’s narrow conception of a 

universe that acts just for-us. These forces decenter the human by revealing reality to be of 

cosmic, nonhuman proportions. They reveal both the limitations of human epistemology 

and the presence of an agentive world-in-itself that is nonetheless occulted and inaccessible 

to the human. 

 

 Days of Eclipse and epistemological uncertainty 

In Days of Eclipse, Sokurov goes out of his way to demonstrate this blind spot to 

human epistemological frameworks not only within the plot, but also within the 

construction of the film itself. Days of Eclipse implicates the viewer in this crisis of 

epistemology through Sokurov’s frustration of viewer expectations, mapping the 

inexplicability of the mysterious events caused by agentive nonhuman forces in the film 

onto the inexplicability of the film’s plot and structure. For instance, Sokurov’s mixing of 

sepia tones and color has left some critics at a loss. As Horton comments, “The film 

changes from colour to monochrome (both predominantly yellow in hue) and back again 

without explanation and with no apparent link to the mood or significance of the action” 
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(n.p.). Sokurov’s mixture of documentary footage with stylized, fictional footage in Days 

of Eclipse has been even more contested. Jeremi Szaniawski argues that due to the hybrid 

nature of the film’s footage, “[i]t is difficult to ascertain at first whether or not Days of the 

Eclipse qualifies as a choral, polyphonic work, or whether it has instead a unified voice 

hiding behind the score of characters crossing paths through the atypical diegesis” (60). 

Horton, on the other hand, stresses the film’s mixture of documentary and fictional footage 

as a purposeful extension of Malianov’s alienation from the Turkmen residents of 

Krasnovodsk. He writes: 

Dmitri’s [Malianov’s] self-removal from life is contrasted with sequences which 
show the ordinariness of the local people. […] The comparison is multileveled, 
since Dmitri’s life is in the genre of film fiction whereas the local inhabitants are 
shot […] in a manner which looks as if the material was originally intended for a 
documentary. Living a life as a piece of fiction is thus contrasted with living a life 
as fact. (n.p.) 
 

The film’s mixture of documentary and fictional footage weaponizes the epistemological 

uncertainty that is the core of its philosophy by transforming this uncertainty into an 

ontological anxiety about the status of the film itself. We are no longer certain what to 

make of a film whose generic status—metaphysical horror? science fiction? documentary? 

myth?—is unclear, and Sokurov does not offer any easy conclusions. We are to experience 

the film, to be with the film, but not to contain it. Indeed, how can we contain a world-in-

itself that constantly disappears at the moment of thinking it? 

Sokurov’s use of film techniques which actively foreclose the possibility of 

epistemological certainty is perhaps most evident in the extended scene that takes place in 

Snegovoi’s apartment. In this scene, police officers investigate Snegovoi’s apartment 

following his death, distributing themselves throughout both the apartment and the 
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stationary frame of the image. Sokurov’s composition of the frame actively refuses 

epistemological certainty to such an extent that at first viewers cannot be certain what they 

are seeing. The body of Snegovoi, covered by a white sheet, rests in the very back of the 

frame, while multiple police officers occupy the forefront of the shot, frequently impeding 

the viewer’s visual access to Snegovoi’s body (see Figure 4). Iampolskii, reflecting on this 

scene, argues that the frame’s composition represents a form of epistemological violence. 

He writes: 

It would be incorrect to think that this position of the camera results from tactfulness 
on Sokurov’s part, from a desire not to traumatize the viewer. On the contrary, the 
frame exerts a kind of violence on the viewer’s freedom of vision, which is 
frustrated, cut, even smothered. The director does not allow us to become spectators 
in the sense that this word presumes the comfort of distanced contemplation. 
Presentation of the corpse in this film follows a very specific set of principles. 
(“Death in Cinema” 275) 
 

If sight has been linked to human knowledge—and thus mastery—throughout much of 

Western philosophical history, then Sokurov’s decision to obscure the body of Snegovoi 

and deny the viewer visual and therefore epistemic knowledge of the corpse is a pointed 

one. Sokurov systematically erases epistemological certainty, denying viewers the ability 

to fit the image within the narrative framework of the film and thus to draw conclusions. 

Indeed, it is only once the police carry out Snegovoi’s body, bringing it to the forefront of 

the frame, that viewers can even be certain someone has died. Sokurov’s film, then, extends 

the uncertainty of the plot onto the filmic mode of production itself. Days of Eclipse denies 

epistemological certainty, focusing on the practice of being with the film, rather than 

claiming knowledge of it. 
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(Figure 4. Film still from Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse.) 

Jameson has referred to the unique riddle presented by both the Strugatsky source 

material and Sokurov’s adaptation as a “challenge to cognitive mapping.” Writing of the 

inability to locate the causes of these works’ mysterious occurrences, Jameson notes: 

What I have called [the novel’s] meaning does not lie in one or the other of [the 
possible explanations for the events], but rather in the problem of the indeterminacy 
itself and that of assessing the nature of an external force that does something to 
you, but which, by virtue of the fact that its power transcends your own and cannot 
be matched, by definition also transcends your capacity to understand it or to 
conceptualize—better still, to represent—it. The novel, and the film as well, are 
fables about this epistemological problem, this ultimate challenge to cognitive 
mapping. The meaning of the fable then lies not in making a stab at interpretation 
anyway, in a situation in which it has been shown to be impossible; but rather, as 
we shall see, in locating and hypothesizing that feature of the national culture and 
the national experience to which this peculiar interpretive dilemma can be said to 
be relevant. (Geopolitical Aesthetic 88) 
 

Jameson is correct to point out the challenge to “cognitive mapping” issued by the 

Strugatskys’ novel and Sokurov’s film, as well as to point out the impossibility of 

interpretation under such circumstances. Both the novel and film are, indeed, fables about 

the limits of epistemology. However, Jameson is quick to collapse the cosmic and 

ontological implications of this “epistemological riddle” (Szaniawski 60) by imposing an 

anthropocentric cultural framework over the film, resulting in the riddle’s reification and 

rendering the film’s nonhuman universe a transcendent force incapable of impacting the 
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human world. For Jameson, the “universe” of the film stands in for the arrival of late 

capitalism (Geopolitical Aesthetic 109), while the actual universe itself is displaced 

elsewhere. 

 

The mutual imbrication of humans and nonhumans 

Though I borrow and build from Jameson’s theorization of Sokurov’s challenge to 

cognitive mapping, I proceed where Jameson does not: to a conceptualization of the 

nonhuman universe of Days of Eclipse as immanent, rather than transcendent. Sokurov’s 

universe subtends the human world and impacts it. As Thacker shows above, the world-in-

itself is always present, though obscured by our conception of the world as the world-for-

us, perhaps pointing toward the significance of the film’s intermixing of documentary and 

fictional footage as well as sepia tones and color. Through the intermixing of these 

opposing elements, Sokurov reveals the multiply ontological status of a nonhuman 

universe that produces effects on the human “world” even from outside the human-world 

correlate. The unshakeable feeling that the disruptions Malianov experiences are caused by 

something vaster than the human, but which nonetheless affects the human, reflects 

Sokurov’s recognition of nonhuman ontologies that do not exist in a transcendent 

elsewhere, but instead exist alongside and within the human world-for-us. Like Sokurov’s 

universe, these nonhuman forces act and make differences in the world-for-us, but lurk just 

beyond the narrow field of vision through which anthropocentrism regards the universe. If 

these nonhuman forces cannot be “thought” or perceived by the human, they are, 

nonetheless, real.  
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In contrast to the anthropocentric epistemologies of Jameson and others working in 

and through the Western humanist tradition, Levi Bryant proposes a “Principle of the 

Inhuman” that finds a clear expression in the nonhuman cosmic force at the center of the 

film’s plot, the disturbances this force causes for Malianov’s research, and Sokurov’s 

epistemologically disruptive film techniques. Bryant writes: 

The Principle of the Inhuman asserts that the differences that make a difference are 
not restricted to the domain of the human, the linguistic, the cultural, the 
sociological, or the semiotic. […] The being of difference is, in no way, dependent 
on knowledge or consciousness. The most insignificant quark on the other side of 
the universe makes its difference(s) without any relation to our consciousness or 
knowledge of that quark. Difference is thus a matter of the “things themselves”, not 
our relationship to things. In this regard, the Principle of the Inhuman is formulated 
not so as to exclude the human—humans and human artefacts, after all, make 
differences too—but rather to underline the point that humans are beings among 
the swarm of differences and hold no special or privileged place with respect to 
these differences. (267, emphasis added) 
 

Following Bryant, I propose that Sokurov’s depiction of the failure of Malianov and those 

around him to grasp—or sometimes even to notice—the full dimensions of these 

inexplicable events reflects a decentering of the privileged place of human epistemologies 

by demonstrating that the universe acts whether or not it is perceived, whether or not it is 

understood, and whether or not it is useful to the world-for-us. What Sokurov establishes 

through his “challenge to cognitive mapping” (Jameson, Geopolitical Aesthetic 88) is the 

indisputable existence of nonhuman ontologies that cannot be assimilated into any 

anthropocentric epistemological framework. Sokurov’s nonhuman universe sidesteps 

human knowledge and asserts, instead, its agentive being as both separate from the human-

world correlate and imbricated within the human world. It exists on the other side of an 

unbreachable gap between human and nonhuman and yet makes its presence known, 
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sometimes to humans, through the inexplicable events that occur throughout the film, and 

sometimes to no one, as when the “eclipse” that covers Krasnovodsk goes unnoticed by 

the city’s residents. The nonhuman universe thus produces differences whether “thought” 

by humans or not—and these differences are manifest on this plane of immanence. 

As though emphasizing the mutual imbrication of humans and nonhumans and the 

limited place of the human within the nonhuman universe, many of Sokurov’s images in 

Days of Eclipse are “flattened” (Iampolskii, “Absolute Intimacy” 114), using a minimalist 

design and downscaling of color that underscore the restricted autonomy of humans within 

the larger ontological spheres they are incapable of fully grasping. Iampolskii has described 

this aspect of Sokurov’s cinema as “womb”-like. He notes: 

Sokurov’s space is often distorted and flattened. Distortions serve to better embed 
figures in space; frequently they are not shown as freely moving in a neutral three-
dimensional volume, but—thanks to a mutual distortion of figures and their 
surroundings—they are inscribed into space as if onto a surface. In this way figures 
lose their autonomy in relation to the space that contains them. Space and figures 
are amalgamated by the same energy of alteration; they are not mutually 
autonomous. Such treatment transforms space into a kind of womb that keeps 
figures wrapped in its folds. (“Absolute Intimacy” 114-5) 
 

Through the “womb”-like aspect of Sokurov’s cinematic spaces, human figures are 

enclosed within larger geometrical spaces, in which space and figure are mutually bound, 

the world-in-itself existing alongside—and not separate from—the world-for-us. As 

Sokurov insisted in one interview, the film’s characters “do not understand the scale of 

time they are living in, which is flowing round them from all sides” (quoted in Graffy 81). 

They are enclosed within a larger geological deep time, a scale of time that vastly exceeds 

the scale of human history and the anthropocentric epistemologies through which Malianov 

tries to apprehend the universe.  
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This concept of a larger, extrahuman space that encloses and impacts the human, 

limiting human autonomy and the horizons of human epistemology, has multiple 

resonances with what Timothy Morton has termed the hyperobject, or objects that are 

massively distributed in space and time relative to the human. Morton’s hyperobject 

coincides neatly with Sokurov’s nonhuman universe, which ontologically exists alongside 

and within the world-for-us, on the same plane of immanence, and is yet almost completely 

obscured by the human-world correlate that insists that reality is only that which can be 

grasped by human thought. For Morton, hyperobjects demolish the human-world correlate. 

They reveal their separate ontological being from the human, their existence outside the 

scope of human thought, while nevertheless impacting and impinging upon the human 

world-for-us. We at times notice what we cannot understand or assimilate into our 

epistemological frameworks, but we can never grasp the hyperobject in its entirety. Morton 

writes: 

Hyperobjects […] are viscous, which means that they “stick” to beings that are 
involved with them. They are nonlocal; in other words, any “local manifestation” 
of a hyperobject is not directly the hyperobject. They involve profoundly different 
temporalities than the human-scale ones we are used to. […] Hyperobjects occupy 
a high-dimensional phase space that results in their being invisible to humans for 
stretches of time. And they exhibit their effects interobjectively; that is, they can be 
detected in a space that consists of interrelationships between aesthetic properties 
of objects. […] Hyperobjects are directly responsible for what I call the end of the 
world [in the sense of Thacker’s world-for-us], rendering denialism and apocalyptic 
environmentalism obsolete. (Hyperobjects 1-2) 
 

Sokurov’s nonhuman universe is a prime exemplar of Morton’s hyperobjects. It is 

ontologically separate from the human and incapable of being assimilated within the 

anthropocentric modes of thought through which Malianov attempts to contain it, such as 

science and religion. Indeed, like Morton’s hyperobjects, all attempts to “fix” Sokurov’s 
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universe into recognizable epistemological frameworks fail. The hyperobject of Sokurov’s 

universe is perpetually withdrawn, demonstrating only “local manifestations” of its force—

such as the eclipse and other strange disturbances that appear in Krasnovodsk—that can 

never capture the hyperobject itself in its totality. Nonetheless, the hyperobject engulfs 

everything. Malianov, Vecherovskii, Snegovoi, and all of the residents of Krasnovodsk rest 

within the womb of a universe that unfolds within a geological deep time, dwarfing human 

attempts to understand it even as we move within it, and even as it intrudes upon the narrow 

world-for-us. The hyperobject, like the universe of Days of Eclipse, is powerful and vast 

enough that at times we recognize it, but only as that which is occulted, hidden from our 

understanding. A gap unfolds between the human and nonhuman that demands our 

attention and yet eludes our knowledge. As Morton describes: 

There is an inevitable dislocation between the hyperobject and its indexical signs. 
[…] Hyperobjects are big enough that they cause us to become aware of the rupture, 
which following Heidegger I have begun to call the Rift. The Rift exists at an 
ontological intersection, not a physical one. The intersection is between a thing and 
its appearance-for another thing, or things. Thus, the mesh of relations is on one 
side of the Rift, the hither side, while what I call the strange stranger is on the yonder 
side—again, not spatially, but ontologically. (Hyperobjects 78) 
 

The genius of Days of Eclipse, then, lies precisely in its elusive quality: by revealing the 

Rift between the human and the universe, between the hyperobject and its “local 

manifestations” as mysterious disturbances, and between epistemology and the strange 

stranger that can never fit into any anthropocentric epistemological framework, Sokurov 

breaks with human epistemology and paradoxically reveals, as hidden, what we can never 

know: the occulted universe, the world-in-itself. 
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Days of Eclipse: Non-conclusions at the edge of thought 

I would like to briefly consider the final shots of Days of Eclipse as a gesture toward 

this occulted world-in-itself. In the film’s final moments, in what is perhaps Sokurov’s 

greatest mystery, the camera lingers over the city of Krasnovodsk as seen from afar (see 

Figure 5). Viewers look down into the city detached from any human perspective, looking, 

perhaps, from the perspective of the cosmos itself. In a very slow time lapse, almost 

imperceptible at first, the city of Krasnovodsk fades from sight, leaving only the mountains 

and the unfolding deserts of Earth (see Figure 6). We are left with the erasure of the world-

for-us; we are left, in essence, with the world-in-itself. As Thacker has demonstrated, the 

world-in-itself is an impossible thought, a thought that, for humans, can exist only as a 

lacuna in thought. In a literal sense, Sokurov’s film must end here, for as stated earlier in 

the film by Snegovoi, “Each one of us has an invisible circle around them and we cannot 

venture beyond it for even a single moment. […] Crossing the circle, you lose everything 

that exists within its borders, and there is no way back.” The invisible circle, I argue, is 

human epistemology. Crossing the circle, we lose everything that exists within its borders: 

we forego the certainty of knowledge and enter, instead, a zone of inaccessibility, an 

inconceivable ontological space that is necessarily separate from the human-world 

correlate. The film must end here, for beyond that, nothing can be shown. However, 

Sokurov’s film—and the American horror and weird fiction tradition with which it 

resonates—offers a glimpse of the limitations of these epistemologies, demonstrating the 

blind spots of a humanist tradition that insists upon human mastery over nature. Sokurov 

points toward the necessity of moving beyond this anthropocentric tradition that falsely 
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separates nature and culture, nonhuman and human, while at the same time preserving the 

mystery of the nonhuman ontological spaces which humans cannot claim access to. 

Sokurov’s critique of human ecological hubris is made more explicit—and more 

gruesome—in Carter Smith’s American ecohorror film The Ruins (2008), with which this 

chapter closes. 

 

(Figure 5. Film still from Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse.) 

 

(Figure 6. Film still from Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse.) 

 

III. Human trespass, inhuman space: Monstrous vegetality in Carter Smith’s The 

Ruins 

Plants feature widely in landscape paintings, in descriptions of settings in literature 

and drama, and in establishing shots in film and television. Indeed, vegetal life is often 

vital to our sense of place and to the intimate relations we feel to specific geographical 
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locations. As Matthew Hall notes, “Most places on Earth which contain life are visibly 

plantscapes” (Plants As Persons 3). Plants, it seems, can form a marker of the boundaries 

between locations—between the city and country, between inside and outside, between 

nature and culture, even between self and world. Where plants are prevalent, the sense of 

being in the “authentic” spaces of nature permeates. And yet, we are used to thinking of 

plants as background, as passive features of landscape. Even the genre of landscape 

painting—which regularly depicts vegetal life—tends to position plants as part of a unified 

whole, a vista into nature from which to peer out, a frame that separates and elevates the 

human viewer from the vegetal beings upon whom we gaze. In Western culture, plants 

ossify into a kind of “thinghood,” reified into features of broader topographical landscapes 

and stripped of liveliness. Indeed, as botanists James H. Wandersee and Elisabeth E. 

Schussler point out, the phenomenon of “plant blindness” is widespread throughout 

Western culture, manifesting itself in “failing to see, take notice of, or focus attention on 

the plants in one’s life” and in “thinking that plants are simply the background for animal 

life” (Hall, Plants As Persons 3).24 But, what happens if we adjust our perspectives, so that 

a new sense of plants as beings emerges? And, in recognizing their liveliness, we might in 

turn ask: who are the vegetal beings that haunt our landscapes, and what of their lifeworlds? 

Although mainstream Western media has tended to reinforce the subaltern status of 

plants by featuring them predominantly as aspects of setting or landscape, relegating them 

to a mute background, non-mainstream genres such as horror and science fiction have 

 
24 For more information about plant blindness, see James H. Wandersee and Elisabeth E. Schussler’s “Preventing 
Plant Blindness,” The American Biology Teacher 61, no. 2 (1999): 82-86. 
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frequently taken plants as central points of narrative departure. As Randy Laist has noted, 

“[O]ne has to dig pretty deeply into the B-movie bin to find narratives that are actually 

about plants, or in which plants play a central role” (11). Literary and cinematic genre 

works such as John Wyndham’s The Day of the Triffids (1951), Roger Corman’s The Little 

Shop of Horrors (1960), and M. Night Shyamalan’s The Happening (2008) have 

increasingly challenged depictions of plants as passive, inert beings, instead recasting them 

as agentive subjects—indeed, even antagonistic subjects—that blur boundaries between 

vegetable and animal, human and nonhuman. In these works, the human-dominated 

hierarchies in which plant lives have been fixed are reversed, so that plants quite literally 

inhabit the landscape in a new way: as hostile environmental threats. 

Like the burgeoning tradition of plant horror of which it is a part, Carter Smith’s 

2008 film The Ruins, adapted from Scott Smith’s 2006 novel of the same name, poses an 

important question in an era of widespread ecological catastrophe. What happens when the 

landscape is not simply a passive background, but is instead a series of complex, intelligent, 

and inescapable forces? What happens when the natural landscape makes its presence as a 

collection of living, sentient beings known? In contrast to the passive background to which 

plants are often relegated, The Ruins derives its horror from the sentience of plant life itself, 

highlighting the agency and inescapability of the nonhuman environment and thus 

challenging assumptions of both human separation from the environment and human 

mastery over the natural world. In doing so, the film counters Western traditions of human 

exceptionalism and long-standing Western attitudes toward vegetal life. As the film’s 

monstrous vines demonstrate a liveliness, agency, and sentience incompatible with 
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traditional Western views of plants, The Ruins urges viewers to consider whether plant life 

is as silent, pliable, and given as has frequently been assumed (Williams 231). 

 

Plants and Western philosophy: The uncanny ontology of plants 

 Plato and Aristotle long ago described plants as occupying the barest margins of 

life: indeed, in Aristotle’s concept of the “Great Chain of Being,” presented in his Historia 

animalium (c. 4th century B.C.E.), plants hang suspended between the organic and 

inorganic, the living and the dead, positioned only slightly above rocks and minerals in a 

chain of organisms that ascends gradually toward human life. As Hall has argued, “[T]he 

authority of the Aristotelian view of plants has been instrumental in maintaining the 

position of plant life as inferior,” creating “a default position of exclusion in which plants 

are commonly understood to be passive, insensitive, and unminded” (Plants As Persons 

37). From this perspective, the defining characteristics of plant life are immobility, 

passivity, and mindless growth, a zoocentric bias that Hall declares is “neither natural nor 

inevitable,” but “a cultural-philosophical attitude” (Plants As Persons 6). 25  Such 

philosophical perspectives toward plants have persisted across millennia, informing current 

 
25 Hall defines zoocentrism as “a method for achieving the exclusion of plants from relationships of moral 
consideration. For want of a better term, it is a political tool in an exclusionary process in which ‘the Other 
becomes a negative necessity, that which must be set apart and kept apart for one’s own self of [sic] collective 
self to be sustained.’ Zoocentrism thus helps to maintain human notions of superiority over the plant kingdom in 
order that plants may be dominated. It is a crucial dualising force, responsible for depicting plants as inferior 
beings and as the natural base of a human-dominated hierarchy” (Plants As Persons 6). Hall quotes C. Ram-
Prasad, Indian Philosophy and the Consequences of Knowledge: Themes in Ethics Metaphysics and Soteriology 
(Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2007), 9. Recent biological research has shown that plants do exhibit capacities for 
decision-making, challenging traditional zoocentric exclusions of plants from moral consideration on the basis of 
their lack of agency (see, for instance, Hall’s Plants As Persons; and Michael Marder, Plant-Thinking: A 
Philosophy of Vegetal Life, [New York: Columbia University Press, 2013]). Such research demonstrates the 
necessity of revising and expanding our definitions of agency to include nonhuman actors, an argument frequently 
forwarded by scholars of posthumanism, animal studies, and critical plant studies. 
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Western perceptions of vegetal life as a ubiquitous resource for unlimited human use. Here, 

the plant is not agentive; it does not warrant moral consideration, for as Michael Marder 

notes, “[Plants’] non-participation in the acts of locomotion and perception casts their life 

in the uncertain terms of a mere appearance, a matter of seeming: they only ‘seem to live’” 

(Plant-Thinking 22). Indeed, this bias has extended even to the Western cultural 

imagination, which frequently relegates plants to a silent background, an unnoticed 

beyond. Remarking upon the silencing of plant voices in Western literature, for instance, 

Erin James comments, “Plants endure a reputation for being unmoving, unfeeling, 

unthinking, unspeaking. Indeed, perhaps the sheer lack of plant narrators, compared to a 

plethora of narratives told by dogs and other animals, is indication enough of how plants 

tend to be represented in Western cultures” (254). 

 However, plants’ positioning at the lowest end of Aristotle’s “Great Chain of 

Being,” between animals and minerals, or between the living and non-living, also lends 

them what Laist refers to as “an uncanny ontological potency” (12), a potency inflected by 

their subaltern status among lifeforms. It is this dual ontological potency and alterity that 

has rendered plant life an appealing subject for the horror genre. As Dawn Keetley argues, 

horror has often served as a repository for marginalized and silenced voices in Western 

culture, including those of plant life. She writes, “There are […] scant calls to take a plant’s 

point of view. Such a perspective is often articulated in horror narratives, however, and it 

involves a blind and unrelenting desire to overrun, assimilate, and dominate. And it is our 

very foreclosing of the plant’s point of view, our suppression of the plant, which drives its 

emergence within the realm of horror” (6-7). Indeed, following Robin Wood’s influential 
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argument that the horror genre is driven by the “return of the repressed,” or by the return 

as monstrous of that which has been repressed in society, plant horror narratives often turn 

on this alterity and on the emergence into visibility of what has previously been relegated 

to the margins.26 In the present context of widespread environmental devastation, such 

“backgrounding” of plants can no longer be sustained, and plant horror again and again 

cautions human viewers and readers against the oppression and dismissal of plant life. 

Offering monstrous representations of the beings at once so intimate to our lifeworlds and 

so obscure, plant horror narratives are often informed precisely by plants’ uncanny 

ontological ambiguity, one of several justifications for their exclusion to the margins of 

Western thought in the first place. As Keetley continues: 

Plants easily become monsters […] because they are the absolute “other,” because 
they exist on and beyond the outer reaches of our knowledge, because they “silently 
deconstruct” […] our very system of metaphysics. Never completely accounted for 
by humans’ efforts to categorize them […], plants already lurk perilously close to 
the very definition of the monstrous—which […] centers precisely on its refusal of 
known categories. (8) 
 

In the many Western plant horror narratives that have appeared globally since Algernon 

Blackwood’s masterful 1907 story “The Willows,” the plant horror sub-genre illuminates 

the cultural “tendency in Western thought to breed monsters when thinking about plants” 

(Farnell 187). In these tales, plants become monstrous precisely because of their dual 

obscurity and proximity, the uncanny familiarity with which they share our habitats, the 

chill realization that we are not alone in the woods but are, in fact, surrounded by 

 
26 See Robin Wood’s essay “Return of the Repressed” (Film Comment, vol. 14., no. 4, 1978, pp. 25-32) and the 
development of these ideas in his later work Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan… and Beyond (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2003). 
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strangers.27 This tension is played out to great effect in The Ruins, creating the conditions 

for the re-emergence of plant life from the background of setting into the foreground of 

narrative space. 

 

Plant blindness and anthropocentrism: The Ruins and lives unnoticed 

 The Ruins begins with a disturbing opening sequence: a terrified young woman (Bar 

Paly) sits alone in gloomy darkness, screaming and clutching a cell phone, searching 

desperately for a signal. Her attempt is unsuccessful, and seconds later, she is brutally 

dragged into the surrounding darkness by an unseen force. The camera cuts to an aerial 

tracking shot showing a dense jungle landscape, suggesting that the source of the unseen 

force lies somewhere in the forest (see Figure 7). The opening sequence, however, retains 

the mystery of the force’s identity and of the jungle spaces from which it emerges, 

narratively jumping to a different locale: a noisy poolside in Cancún, Mexico, where a 

group of young, college-aged friends has taken a summer trip as a last celebration before 

the onset of adult responsibilities. Some members of the group are poised to begin a new 

life in fall: Jeff (Jonathan Tucker), the group’s unofficial leader, is about to begin medical 

school far from his girlfriend Amy (Jena Malone), who views Jeff’s upcoming move with 

uncertainty. Another couple, Stacy (Laura Ramsey) and Eric (Shawn Ashmore), have 

joined Jeff and Amy for the summer trip. Though the group speaks a bit of Spanish, their 

status as tourists in the region is emphatically pronounced: like countless visitors before 

 
27 As Keetley points out, “[Plants] don’t inhabit but are the ‘unrecognizably bleak landscape,’ even more alien 
and inimical, even more thoroughly indifferent, than the animal predator” (6). 
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them, Jeff passes his time by finding interesting sites for the group to visit while Amy 

huddles the group together for cheery photographs against lush backgrounds. 

 

(Figure 7. Film still from Carter Smith’s The Ruins.) 

The language barriers between the American friends and the others they meet are 

emphasized throughout the film, as are the American exceptionalist attitudes they 

demonstrate. As the camera hanging around Amy’s neck indicates, the group is not only 

eager to explore, but also to document and capture the human and nonhuman beings they 

encounter on their trip. Their American identities initially lend them a sense of entitled 

access to the region. When a German tourist named Mathias (Joe Anderson) invites them 

on a trip to an archaeological dig site at an abandoned temple near a Mayan village to 

search for his missing brother, the group does not hesitate to join, thinking only of the 

photographs and memories they can bring home from the temple. Although a Mexican taxi 

driver (Patricio Almeida Rodriguez) hired to bring them to the jungle path that affords 

access to the temple’s ruins insists that their going there is a mistake, the group dismisses 

his protests, as though their status as Western Americans gives them the right of unimpeded 

access to the mysterious ruins, which Jeff views as a more authentic Mexican cultural 

experience than the Cancún pools and beaches where they have spent their trip thus far. 
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The jungle surrounds the friends throughout their journey to the temple, a fact 

highlighted by the film’s mise-en-scène. In these early scenes, plants often take the 

foreground of the shot, dwarfing human figures and automobiles (see Figure 8); however, 

the plant life within these shots initially goes unnoticed by the group. They are too 

concerned with the heat, their hangovers, their lack of adequate footwear, and the long trek 

to their destination to notice the densely growing trees. Indeed, when the group notices two 

Mayan children (Nathan Vega and Tanisha Marquez-Munduate) watching their approach, 

any nonhuman concerns are immediately relegated to the background: ominous music cues 

the viewer, like the characters on screen, to focus solely on the implications of the Mayan 

children’s presence. Eric entertains the possibility that the archaeologists hired the Mayans 

to keep people away from their dig site, then suggests that they are walking through an 

ancient Mayan “bone depository.” Though the film shows the human characters traipsing 

carelessly through scores of nonhuman vegetal lives, the Americans demonstrate their 

anthropocentrism by focusing exclusively on the Mayan villagers. The trees, shrubs, and 

flowers brush their legs as they pass, but go unremarked upon by the Western trespassers. 

 

(Figure 8. Film still from Carter Smith’s The Ruins.) 

As the group enters the clearing in which the magnificent, vine-covered temple 

stands, their mood is visibly lifted. Amy takes Stacy’s and Mathias’s photographs as they 
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dance in front of the temple, Stacy’s elated shout of “Mexico!” echoing through the empty 

clearing. The tranquil scene is short-lived, however, as a Mayan man (Sergio Calderón) on 

horseback arrives to prevent their entrance to the temple’s steps. Unable to understand his 

language, the friends continue their attempt to gain access to the space; indeed, their 

American exceptionalist attitudes and sense of entitlement to the temple are so pronounced 

that Jeff at first offers the man money for their entrance and, while he continues to protest, 

Amy fiddles with her camera, trying to capture the moment’s drama. Despite the arrival of 

more armed men, Amy photographs the villagers, positioning the camera as a barrier 

between self and world, a space through which she actively attempts to separate herself 

from the danger of her situation. If Amy wields her camera as a barrier, however, the 

surrounding vines—like Sokurov’s universe of the last section—refuse this distance. As 

she backs up to get the perfect view, she inadvertently steps onto the base of the temple, 

enclosing her foot in a loop of beautiful, red-flowering vine. As the Mayans realize that 

Amy has trespassed onto the space they are guarding, the now-terrified travelers are forced 

uphill at gunpoint to the seeming safety of the temple. 

Though the jungle looms close throughout the film’s opening scenes, and though 

the camera frequently emphasizes the lurking presence of the hilltop’s vines, the group’s 

anthropocentrism, their fear of the Mayans, and their search for Mathias’s missing brother 

Heinrich (Jordan Smith)—who is quickly discovered as a corpse on the hillside—initially 

prevents them from detecting the true danger of their situation. Focusing on the Mayans 

who have formed an armed ring around the hill, the group enacts an almost hyperbolic 

“plant blindness”: though the vine grows everywhere, covers everything, overgrows 
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clothes and other organic materials within the space of one night, and emits a burning sap 

when touched, the young Americans and their German friend are—at least for the first hour 

of the film—much more attuned to the more readily legible human threat posed by the 

Mayans. As Jericho Williams similarly observes: 

Part of The Ruins’ critique of present conceptions of plants emerges from how long 
it takes the explorers to realize that the vines are equally as dangerous as the Mayans 
that surround the temple. Their blindness stems, in part, from how modern Western 
culture inculcates the idea that humans reign over a discrete and scientifically 
categorized plant world. (231) 
 

A Western philosophical tradition of “backgrounding” plants has left the Western friends 

poorly prepared to encounter plants as subjects; culturally trained to think of plants as 

ornamentation, as landscape, and as background, the friends’ attentions and survival plans 

initially hinge only upon escaping the humans in their proximity. The vine—a far more 

insidious presence—appears to them at first only as a moderately inconvenient feature of 

the landscape, a pale threat compared to the already-demonstrated efficiency of the 

Mayans’ bows and pistols. Indeed, the group’s anthropocentrism and fear for their survival 

are also inflected by their culturally inherited colonialist racism. As they speculate about 

the possible reason for their quarantine, for instance, it does not occur to them to consider 

how their situation might intersect any of the nonhuman lives that surround them; Eric 

thinks instead only that the Mayans may be preparing for something “like a sacrifice,” 

projecting a set of primitivist associations over the Mayan guardians, while Jeff observes 

that their quarantine has “something to do with the ruins,” as the Mayans refuse to enter 

the temple’s bounds themselves and, now that the group is there, will not allow them to 

leave. However, as Jeff soon realizes, their quarantine is a result of the vines, not of a 
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“sacrifice” or the protection of the temple. After Amy throws a fistful of the vines at a 

Mayan child in frustration, the Mayans immediately shoot the young boy, dispelling any 

illusions that they are being held for some tribal—or, indeed, anthropocentric—purpose. 

As Jeff informs a visibly disturbed Amy shortly after, “He [the boy] touched the vines.” 

 If the group at first demonstrates a zoocentric and Western bias by backgrounding 

the vines in favor of the human Mayans, the Mayans themselves do not commit the same 

mistake. As their decision to quarantine the Western interlopers demonstrates, the Mayans 

understand the vines’ capabilities and, further, its migratory capacities. By attempting to 

contain the vines within one location, they demonstrate a non-zoocentric perspective that 

does not conflate plants with either their utilitarian value or a passive landscape. By ceding 

the temple as a territory for the plants, they acknowledge the plant as an agentive being 

with a right to life, even despite their attempts to contain this life.28 For their part, the vines 

themselves, too, refuse a Western zoocentrism that would background them. Indeed, as 

Marder notes with regard to Western philosophy, “The fault of the plant […] hinges on the 

fact that it is a thing that has overstepped the confines of thinghood” (Plant-Thinking 23-

4). Plants are seemingly lifeless, and yet have historically been defined by excessive 

growth; they are seemingly silent, and yet sense and communicate through underground 

root networks; they are seemingly immobile, and yet spread both vertically into the air and 

horizontally throughout the soil. In short, plants refuse to stay a “thing,” and much of the 

horror of The Ruins lies in the film’s slow unfurling of the vines’ various capabilities that 

 
28 The Mayans’ ecological perspective as portrayed in The Ruins is consistent with many other indigenous 
perspectives on ecology and interspecies connection, as will be discussed further in Chapter Four. 
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resolutely breach the taxonomic and ontological boundaries in which plant life has 

historically been fixed in Western thought. As the film progresses, the vines overstep the 

confines of “thinghood” again and again, revealing a monstrous vegetality that demands to 

be accounted for by Western epistemological frameworks. 

 

Monstrous vegetality: The vines and vegetal agency 

 Throughout The Ruins, the Western interlopers are forced to question their 

assumptions about what plant life should and should not be capable of. Shortly after their 

hilltop quarantine begins, the travelers hear a cell phone ringing from the base of a shaft 

built into the temple. As they attempt to find the phone by lowering Mathias into the pit, 

the unlucky German breaks his back in a fall and Stacy must be sent to assist him. Stacy, 

too, is injured during her descent: her knee is deeply cut by a shattered lantern, and by the 

time Amy and Stacy are able to lift the injured Mathias out of the hole, both Mathias and 

Stacy are in poor physical shape. It is during this first evening on the hilltop that the vines 

begin to step out of the narrative background of “setting,” to which plants are often 

relegated in film, and into the foreground of plot and narrative progression. Indeed, the 

plants violate the taxonomic categories through which Western culture has tended to 

construe plant life—as organisms that affix to concepts of place, as emblems of “outside,” 

as beings that belong out there. During the night, Stacy notices that the vine has wound 

itself around her leg, burrowing its way into the gash on her knee and penetrating deep into 

her flesh. It must be pulled bit by bit from her body, its resistance to extraction marked by 

the jerking halts and strenuous efforts that must be made to pull it out. Something similar 
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has happened to the paralyzed Mathias: although he can no longer feel his legs, the vine 

has wound its way around his appendages and stripped them almost completely of flesh. 

As Eric remarks, the vine is “growing on us” and, indeed, in us. It grows where it is not 

supposed to: not out there, but rather in here, violating the boundaries between inside and 

outside and between self and world upon which much of Western metaphysics has 

historically depended. As the injured Mathias repeats again and again, “Something’s 

wrong.” Hall notes, “These changes in order and identity unnerve and unsettle because they 

deal with a corruption in the established order of things. The idea of plants that can move, 

communicate, that use their intelligence, runs counter to the established order of nature 

which human beings have concocted” (“Monster Plant” 251). As the group realizes the 

porousness of their previously taken-for-granted bodily separateness from the 

environment, the true metaphysical horrors of The Ruins unfold.  

 The realization of the vine’s carnivorousness and of its fast-growing tendencies 

adds another layer of urgency to the group’s attempts to escape. On the second day, when 

the cell phone’s ringing resumes from the pit, Amy and Stacy again attempt to retrieve the 

phone. While in the pit, however, Amy makes an unsettling observation: the cell phone she 

finds is shattered, inoperable, and more frightening still, silent. The source of the sound, 

then, is not a phone at all, but rather the vine’s beautiful red flowers, which open and close 

repeatedly like tiny, hungry mouths, the filaments within vibrating with the mimicked 

sound of a cell phone’s ringtone. When Amy attempts to pick one of the flowers, the vine’s 

tendrils flail like limbs, wrapping quickly around Amy’s and Stacy’s arms and legs and 

attempting to drag them into the mass of plant life that grows along the pit’s walls. As the 
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women are pulled out of the pit, the vines surge upward beneath them, a wall of seething 

green punctuated here and there by grasping, powerful tendrils. As the terrified Amy and 

Stacy are released from the harness, Amy can only utter the frightening words, “It’s not a 

phone! There is no fucking phone.” For her part, Stacy is too shocked to speak; the plants’ 

behavior is so far outside her realm of expectations that she finds herself, momentarily, at 

a loss for words. As Amy finally explains that the flower was making the sound of the cell 

phone, the bewildered Eric can only ask “How? Amy, how does it do that?”. Stacy and 

Amy, however, have no answers—only Stacy’s stunned revelation that the vine “was 

moving. It was alive. It knows we’re here.” 

 As Stacy’s declaration indicates, the vine’s rapid movements and ability to produce 

sound place it outside the ontological and epistemological boundaries in which she is used 

to thinking of plant life. Though all plants move and are alive, the slow temporality of 

vegetal time often produces the illusion that plant life is static and unchanging, rendering 

their lives, as Marder has it, “a matter of seeming: they only ‘seem to live’” (Plant-Thinking 

22). Stacy’s declaration, born of her fear and shock at the plant’s capabilities, demonstrates 

this Western zoocentric tendency to think of plants as beings with a diminished capacity 

for life. Her use of the word “alive” to describe the plant belies her sudden recognition that 

the plant is, in fact, alive, but alive in a way that is different from her previous culturally 

encoded ways of viewing plants: as though they were dormant, passive repositories of life, 

things that are only barely or contingently alive and therefore not worthy of consideration. 

For the group, the vine has suddenly come “alive” in a new way: as an agentive, conscious 

force that “knows we’re here,” a force worthy, finally, of consideration not only as a “what 
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but also a who, an agent in its milieu” (Marder, Grafts 42). As Simon C. Estok argues, the 

recognition of agency outside humans represents a profound threat to Western humanist 

thought, which has traditionally located agency only within the autonomous human subject. 

In words imminently applicable to the Western tourists of The Ruins, Estok writes: 

We take agency outside of ourselves as threats. It is precisely these nonhuman 
agentic forces that determine so very much of our environmental ethics: the felt or 
imagined material effects of these forces, the felt or imagined material threats, the 
felt or imagined challenges to our existence […], the felt dangers of material 
agencies beyond us simply do not fit into any friendly epistemological familial 
mesh we may design, and history speaks to this; we have a history of […] hostility 
to agentic forces outside of ourselves, variously articulated as a will to live, as a 
pleasure principle, as existential angst. (130-1)  
 

The recognition of the vine’s agency and sentience—its capacity to upend long-held 

cultural assumptions about the passivity of vegetal life—is received by the group as an 

existential, ontological crisis. As the film progresses, the group struggles to reconcile the 

monstrous reality of the carnivorous, agentive, sentient vines with how they have been 

culturally trained to perceive plants. For instance, when they are forced to amputate 

Mathias’s desiccated legs to prevent gangrene disease and observe, moments later, the 

vine’s creeping approach toward his discarded appendages (see Figure 9), Amy can only 

whisper, in stunned, hushed tones, “Look… how can it do that?”. As Williams notes, this 

scene in the film is crucial, for “as the vines consume the discarded portions of Mathias’s 

legs, they counteract expectations, eating humans rather than serving as food for humans” 

(233). However, despite all that Amy has observed in the day and a half that she has spent 

sequestered on the hilltop, the Western cultural tendency to view plant life as something 

motionless, pliable, and more importantly still, for consumption—a passive component of 

landscape, rather than a consuming and growing life in itself—does not fade easily. As the 
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film progresses, it becomes clear that traditional Western modes of accounting for plant 

life are inadequate. Both the film’s characters and the viewer must reconceive of plants as 

agentive beings—as “subjects-of-a-life”—if they want to better understand their 

precarious, exposed, and vulnerable situation as ecologically embedded beings.29 

 

(Figure 9. Film still from Carter Smith’s The Ruins.) 

 

When plants speak: Vegetal communication 

As though commenting on the human characters’ embeddedness within larger, 

multispecies ecological networks, an establishing shot follows Amy’s stunned, 

unanswerable question. Like the establishing shot earlier in the film’s beginning, depicting 

an aerial perspective of the jungle, this shot is also taken from above as the camera pans 

back to reveal the isolated human figures standing atop the temple’s hill (see Figure 10). 

The lonely silhouettes are surrounded—even made small—by vegetal life: the red-

flowering vines have overtaken nearly the entire temple, while beyond the temple’s 

clearing trees expand in all directions. The shot reveals the imminent presence of vegetal 

life within human lifeworlds; indeed, it underscores that vegetal life is not merely a 

background for human activity, a “setting,” but a collection of beings whose lives and 

 
29 See Tom Regan, The Case for Animal Rights (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), 243, for more 
on what it means to be a “subject-of-a-life.” 
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capabilities often unfold beyond the scope of our attentions and yet intercut our lifeworlds. 

The “establishing shot,” then, takes on new meanings in a film in which setting and 

location—often conflated with plant life and the environment—are no longer merely a 

background for narrative activity, but agents of narrative activity themselves. The shot thus 

includes not only a sense of place, but also a revelation of the vegetal lives that often form 

that sense of place. As Williams notes, even the horror genre—which makes so much room 

for Otherness in its many various forms—often performs this oversight, leveraging plant 

life more for purposes of setting or atmosphere than for narrative progression. He observes: 

Because of their lack of fear-inducing qualities and vast difference from animal life, 
plants often exist on the periphery of horror movies, helping to shape unsafe 
settings. They cloud the outer edges of the screen when characters dash through the 
woods in slasher films, obscure animals or supernatural monsters, and induce 
feelings of disorientation and claustrophobia among theatergoers. As they do in our 
real lives, plants grow and expand silently in the background, contributing to 
atmosphere and mood rather than themselves orchestrating attacks. (229) 
 

Like other works of plant horror, however, The Ruins refuses this zoocentrism, bringing 

plants out of the narrative background of setting and into the foreground of agentive 

narrative progression. If the jungle before represented the film’s field of action, it now 

encompasses the sense of the jungle as a network of lives: no longer merely a place or 

setting, but also a collection of discrete and even hostile beings. Where the film before 

played upon viewers’ “plant blindness” by cueing viewers, like the characters themselves, 

to initially suspect the Mayans to be the film’s villains, it now thrusts plants into visibility 

as agentive subjects with desires and intentions of their own. 
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(Figure 10. Film still from Carter Smith’s The Ruins.) 

 The film, however, does not merely make plants visible. In its final half hour, it is 

the senses of touch and sound that dominate the film as plants become bodily enmeshed 

with human flesh and audible, even too audible. As the group slowly becomes aware, it is 

not only cell phone ringtones that the plant can mimic, but also the sounds of human voices 

and laughter. While the group slowly loses voice and the capacity to speak—long 

considered a benchmark of human exceptionalism and superiority over nonhuman 

beings—the vines themselves colonize human voice and speech. On the evening of the 

second day, the vines manipulate the minds of the isolated humans, recreating Amy’s voice 

in order to divide the members of the group against one another. Their attentions focus on 

the vulnerable Stacy, who—ever since the vine burrowed into her knee—is increasingly 

convinced that the plant is not only still inside her leg, but also spreading throughout her 

body. As she lies in the tent, she hears the sound of Amy breathing heavily, and in her 

vulnerable state, concludes that Eric is cheating on her with her best friend. In the ensuing 

argument, the vine takes advantage of the group’s diverted attentions to choke Mathias, 

sending a lone tendril down the throat of the paralyzed man while the rest of the group 

soothes Stacy. Breaking the stunned silence that follows the discovery of Mathias’s death, 

Stacy concludes that the vine is “eating me like it’s eating him.” Frustrated that the group 
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will not allow her to make an incision to “show” them that the plant is inside her, Stacy 

begins to scream “You’re not listening to me!”, a chorus that is immediately echoed from 

all sides by the vines. The camera circles around the group, creating a disturbing and 

disorienting effect heightened by the high-pitched sounds of the plants’ voices (voiced by 

Karen Strassman) and the distinctly audible noises of the vines’ laughter. As the plants 

repeat the phrase to the stunned and silenced humans, an accusation is clearly leveraged 

against the group and, by implication, the viewer: Western societies have, indeed, not been 

listening to plants for a long time. As noted by several critics, the plant horror sub-genre 

often makes use of talking plants as a central component of its horrors, for in accruing 

voice, plants make themselves audible as desiring subjects.30 Gary Farnell writes: 

The idea of talking plants is […] at the root of plant horror. Why? Because words 
are the absence of things and, by the same token, to speak is to lack. This lack 
testifies to the existence of desire, to that which is absent in the presence of words, 
on the speaker’s part: speech is the locus of desire itself. The important point about 
talking plants specifically is that in speaking they become creatures of desire; as 
such they give rise to the question “What do plants want?” This question, as asked 
by human beings, is what generates plant horror through our inability to answer it. 
(180) 
 

In The Ruins, the historical marginalization of plant lives and voices is reversed as the 

sounds of the plants’ screams and laughter wash over the hilltop, even reaching the waiting 

Mayans below. Manipulating the minds of the human trespassers and leveraging their 

voices and laughter, the vines reveal themselves as agentive, sentient, and desiring subjects; 

the question of what they want, however, remains obscure. 

 
30 See, for instance, Gary Farnell’s “What Do Plants Want?”; Stephanie Lim’s “A Return to Transcendentalism 
in the Twentieth Century: Emerging Plant-Sympathy in The Little Shop of Horrors” (in Plants and Literature: 
Essays in Critical Plant Studies, ed. Randy Laist [Editions Rodopi, 2013], pp. 197-219); and Williams’ “An 
Inscrutable Malice.” 
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 As the film draws toward its conclusion, it enters one of its most frightening 

sequences. Following the incident with Mathias’s legs, dawn finds Stacy in a state of 

complete fear as the vine clearly and visibly squirms beneath her skin, as though reclaiming 

the narrative foreground usually reserved for human bodies. Though the group is able to 

remove part of the vine from her body, it continues to spread, and so while the others sleep, 

Stacy retrieves the knife and makes incisions on her leg, abdomen, and forehead. Covered 

in blood and desperate to extract any remaining vines from her body, Stacy lashes out at 

Jeff and then at Eric as they attempt to remove the knife from her. Eric, however, is stabbed 

in the process, dying almost instantaneously. Not long after, Stacy begs Amy to kill her, 

the plants picking up and repeating her cry of “Kill me! Kill me! Kill me!” until the abrupt 

silencing of the plants’ voices indicates that she has died. Reduced now to two remaining 

members, Jeff and Amy, it is no longer possible for the human trespassers to underestimate 

the vines: capable of locomotion, of mimicry, and of entering and metabolizing human 

flesh, surviving the vines will now depend only on their ability to leave the ruins. 

 

No exit, no world: The impossibility of ecological extraction 

 In the final moments of The Ruins, Jeff and Amy devise a plan to escape the 

Mayans, hoping that in fleeing the ruins there may be a chance of survival. The plan is an 

effective one: Amy smears herself in Stacy’s and Eric’s blood and poses as a corpse, while 

Jeff carries her down to the base of the temple and draws the Mayans away from her. Amy 

runs, and the Mayans shoot Jeff with arrows and finally a pistol before pursuing Amy. Amy 

manages to reach and even start the Jeep left behind by Mathias’s brother, preparing the 
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viewer for the traditional “final girl” scenario popular in horror slasher films: while 

everyone else is ruthlessly slaughtered, the final girl—often a young, college-aged white 

woman such as Amy—survives.31 In keeping with the film’s ecological critique, however, 

Amy’s escape in the film’s theatrical ending is uncertain. The final shot of The Ruins shows 

a close-up of a terrified, desperate Amy studying her reflection in the Jeep’s rearview 

mirror, which clearly reflects the squirming of the vines beneath the thin skin of her face. 

The film’s theatrical ending suggests that, although escaping a location is possible, there is 

no relief from ecological embeddedness: bodies are intermeshed with nonhuman lives and 

the nonhuman environment in more ways than one. The ecological contamination 

represented by the vines may be briefly held at bay by preventing the escape of trespassers, 

or by salting the soil—as the Mayans are shown doing earlier in the film—but the 

ecological interpenetration of plant, animal, human, and mineral portends that the idea of 

a bounded, static locale is, at best, an illusion. In her own bodily, human flesh, Amy is 

pregnant with a nonhuman brood of vegetable life; there is, thus, no exit from ecological 

embeddedness, no possibility of separating the human “self” from the nonhuman “world,” 

no “world,” in fact, at all, insofar as this term is understood to mean “the world that we, as 

human beings, interpret and give meaning to, the world that we relate to or feel alienated 

from, the world that we are at once a part of and that is also separate from the human” 

(Thacker 4). In place of “world,” The Ruins—like Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse—offers a 

complex network of interpenetrating human and nonhuman lives, from which there is no 

 
31 See, for instance, Carol Clover’s seminal 1992 study Men, Women, and Chain Saws: Gender in the Modern 
Horror Film, which explores this horror stock character in great depth. 
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possibility of separation, no objective ground on which to differentiate the human. Indeed, 

as Timothy Morton notes, “There is no static background. What we call Nature is 

monstrous and mutating, strangely strange all the way down and all the way through” 

(Ecological Thought 61). 

 The film’s alternate ending, deleted after initial screen tests, depicts this ecological 

message more explicitly.32 In this version, an additional scene is added following Amy’s 

escape, taking place in an undisclosed locale presumably within the United States. The 

sequence depicts a funeral before the camera slowly pans left, where a cemetery caretaker, 

whistling the tune “Frère Jacques,” is gathering flowers. Hearing the same tune rising from 

a nearby grave, the caretaker curiously approaches a headstone simply marked “Amy, 

1986-2006.” Surrounding the base of the headstone are two beautiful red flowers on a leafy 

green vine, and as the caretaker reaches for one, the screen abruptly fades to black. The 

alternate ending confirms not only Amy’s death, but also the impossibility of 

differentiating the self from the confines of ecological embeddedness. Ecological networks 

are unruly; they are not confined to this or that space, this or that body. Like the ecological 

networks in which they are enmeshed, plants overgrow any confines in which they are 

placed, both metaphysical and geographical; they refuse to be an indicator merely of setting 

or place. The whistling flowers around Amy’s headstone imply that no final separation 

between self and world is possible, for as Keetley hauntingly points out, the carnivorous 

 
32 As director Carter Smith explained in an interview, “We shot a bunch of different stuff to see which one would 
work best with the finished film. There's a testing process you go through with a studio movie and as frustrating 
as it can be, it also really gives you a good sense of how an audience feels about an ending. Our final decision 
was informed by what audiences found the most satisfying after watching a really punishing film. I love the 
ending of the book, but if the movie had ended the same way, the audience would have wanted to kill themselves” 
(quoted in Rodriguez G6). 
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plants of horror fiction “only hyperbolize a mundane fact about our relationship with plants 

[…]: in the end, we become their nourishment. […] And each of us becomes the landscape 

from which we spend our lives trying to distinguish ourselves” (6). By the final moments 

of The Ruins, we are confronted not only with the ruins of the temple, not only with the 

ruins of the human lives of the Mayan boy, Mathias, Eric, Stacy, Jeff, and Amy, but also 

with the ruins of a Western system of metaphysics that has for millennia installed 

boundaries between self and world, human and nonhuman, and those who live and those 

who only “seem to.”33 As Morton argues, 

What is left if we aren’t the world? Intimacy. We have lost the world but gained a 
soul—the entities that coexist with us obtrude on our awareness with greater and 
greater urgency. Three cheers for the so-called end of the world, then, since this 
moment is the beginning of history, the end of the human dream that reality is 
significant for them alone. We now have the prospect of forging new alliances 
between humans and nonhumans alike, now that we have stepped out of the cocoon 
of world. (Hyperobjects 108) 
 

What is needed in place of “world,” Morton and The Ruins both suggest, is a more robust 

sense of the nonhuman lives and ecosystems with which we are enmeshed.   

 

Toward vegetal futures: New directions for late modernity 

 As I draw toward this section’s conclusion, I would like to consider the implications 

of Smith’s unsettling film, which upends the easy taxonomic systems in which Western 

philosophy has attempted to confine vegetal life. As T.S. Miller notes: 

 
33 Farnell similarly notes of The Ruins that “overall, a tale unfolds of creeping vines which use their powers in 
order to cannily exploit human weaknesses and, thereby, take back nature from an expansionist ‘culture.’ The 
very ruins of this culture are inextricably linked with its profound inability to learn plant-thinking. At issue in this 
respect is a different sort of ruins, as contrasted with the remote Mayan temple—covered in plant life—which 
serves as both the narrative’s main setting and a home to the talking plants” (193).  
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The monster plant challenges nothing if not zoocentrism: in fact, the mere existence 
of carnivorous plants challenges the conception of plants as objects intended for 
human and animal use, since these plants obviously ensnare and consume animals 
for their own benefit. […] Like their animal counterparts, vegetable monsters in 
fiction represent a disruption that also works to contain itself, reflecting unease with 
a hierarchy that places plants at its bottom, even as these same narratives reinforce 
hierarchy by positioning the monster as evil, aberrant, an error to be corrected. 
(“Lives of the Monster Plants” 462) 
 

The monstrous vines of The Ruins certainly challenge the zoocentrism and utilitarian 

attitudes toward plants that have defined Western relations with vegetal life for millennia, 

in particular since the advent of the large-scale agricultural and technological 

transformations that have characterized late Western modernity in the U.S., Russia, and 

many other nations. Rather than providing clothing, the vines overgrow human clothing 

and use it as an agent of migration; rather than providing food, the vines digest and draw 

nourishment from human bodies; rather than providing medicine, the vines penetrate 

human bodies and take root within human hosts. As Williams writes, The Ruins “asks if 

plant life is as manageable as Western metaphysics propounds and as many people assume” 

(231). 

 However, in contrast to Miller’s above assessment, which argues that monstrous 

plants are frequently presented in plant horror narratives as “an error to be corrected,” I 

suggest that Smith’s film proposes an alternative. Rather than destroying or outsmarting 

the monstrous vine and thereby reinforcing Aristotle’s speciesist “Great Chain of Being,” 

Smith’s film offers no exit from the realization of the landscape’s sentience and agency. 

The brutal film forecloses the possibility of regarding plants as anything but subjects, 

suggesting instead that the true error is in thinking of plant life as background—as a passive 
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component of an environment with which plant life is often conflated—and in thinking of 

oneself as separate from that environment. As Catriona Sandilands poetically proposes, 

[B]y understanding myself as participating in the lively, thoughtful interactivity of 
the forest as a self among selves—or as an element in a plural, distributed “forest” 
selfhood—I might be able to see my own relationships to plants and others as 
ecologically embedded, and myself as something other than a fiber-user […]: 
perhaps even as mindfully and multiply vegetating among the many others who are 
doing the same. (26) 
 

By refusing a resolution that would restore ecological and botanical mastery to humans at 

the film’s close, The Ruins suggests that there is no separation between self and world, 

between viewer and landscape, between human body and the surrounding plant life. 

Instead, the film invites us to “vegetate”: to recast our conceptions of human selfhood in 

terms commensurate with the multiple networks of human, animal, plant, mineral, and 

planet within which we are all enmeshed, and to adjust our interactions with nonhuman 

lives accordingly. Rather than correcting the “error” of the monstrous plant, then, Smith 

instead lets it flourish, extending an invitation for plant life to venture out from the 

background of an inert, passive landscape and into the foreground of Western popular 

culture and thought. 

 

IV. Closing the self/world gap: Horror and critiques of anthropocentrism 

 Both Sokurov’s universe in Days of Eclipse and Smith’s vines in The Ruins 

challenge the conceptual separation of self and world and of culture and nature that has 

categorized Western humanism for millennia. By revealing the entanglements among 

human subjects, cultures, and the more-than-human world, these films use horror as a 

means of exploring human and nonhuman interconnection on a plane of ecological 
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immanence in which there is no transcendence of ecological catastrophe, in which human 

knowledge, agency, and autonomy is limited at the boundary of human experience and 

ontology, and in which humans are necessarily entangled with nonhuman others. By 

making a spectacle of the experience of human embodiment and embeddedness, they 

foreground the openness of our bodies to nonhuman environments, ontologies, and 

agencies, highlighting the continual—and sometimes involuntary—human/nonhuman 

assemblages that we are always already a part of. And, by promoting and ceaselessly 

dramatizing the uncomfortable intimacies between humans and nonhumans that are the 

necessary result of occupying shared spaces, they take for granted an ecological and, more 

importantly, ethical awareness of our inescapable entanglements with nonhuman others. 

The claustrophobic spaces explored by both Days of Eclipse and The Ruins, then, 

productively underscore our ecological embeddedness and the terrifying intimacies we 

share with nonhumans, forcing us to re-evaluate the rigid self/world and human/nonhuman 

binaries through which Western humans have attempted to domesticate the environment 

and to instead ethically recognize—and make room for—ontological difference. With their 

permeable boundaries among self, world, nature, and culture and their powerful 

representations of nonhuman agencies, these films demonstrate, through different cultural 

contexts, the nonhuman circles in which all humans are circumscribed, refusing any 

absolute breach between human and nonhuman spaces and thus emphasizing the fragility 

of the category of “human” itself. They thus call upon us to attend to ontological difference 

in ways that disrupt the oversimplified discourses of human exceptionalism, tempering 

feelings of mastery and transcendence over nonhuman beings and environments with 
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feelings of immanent claustrophobic intimacy, powerlessness, and an uncomfortable 

recognition of nonhuman agency. The feelings of horror generated by both works—and by 

others like them—are, I argue, our first steps toward ecological awareness and more ethical 

ecological futures. The complications horror poses for these binaries can be harnessed to 

promote an ethical attention toward nonhumans that is not rooted in discourses of 

superiority but, rather, in respect for nonhuman difference and recognition of our shared 

material coexistence. 
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The Spaces Between Species: 
Horror, Human Exceptionalism, and Coexistence in a Shared World 

 
Chapter Two 

 
 

I. Introduction: Human/animal 

As explored in the introduction and first chapter of this project, Western philosophy 

has long been centered on the concept of the “human”: that bounded, individual being—

usually characterized as rational, male, European, and civilized—who draws boundaries 

between self and world and between the culture he inhabits and the nature he subdues. But, 

Western philosophy has long also been aware of another being: the “animal,” who, like the 

human, inhabits the world but, unlike the human, inhabits it differently. This being from a 

wild nature—so different from the ontological standard of the “human”—has presented a 

conceptual riddle to Western philosophy, which humanism has sought to simplify by 

reducing the field of difference: humans and culture on one side of the equation, 

nonhumans and nature on the other. Jealously guarding the boundaries of the “human” and 

its attendant philosophical constructs of rationality and “culture,” these philosophical 

traditions have defined the “human” against its animal neighbor, rejecting as inferior the 

“animal” and the “nature” it is said to belong to. As Descartes long ago pronounced, in 

terms that drew clear lines between the human and the animal, “Cogito, ergo sum”—“I 

think, therefore I am”—emblematizing in one phrase the “zoophobic” (Ferry 150), human 

exceptionalist legacies of the Enlightenment. 

Like any philosophical binary, the terms within the human/animal dichotomy, once 

established, reinforce one another, so that it is difficult to dislodge the “animal” from the 
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“human”: one cannot exist without the other. As Akira Lippit observes, “The invention of 

the idea of humanity, its appearance in the human sciences, was accompanied by an 

intensive investigation of the animal in those very sciences. At precisely the moment when 

the bond between humanity and animal came to be seen as broken, humanity became a 

subject and the animal its reflection” (19). In other words, at the moment in which the 

logical, mind-driven “human” is born, the illogical, body-driven “animal”—the cast-off, 

negative Other to the human—is born also, such that each term contains the other. Giorgio 

Agamben has referred to this act of division as the operation of the “anthropological 

machine,” without which the concept of “humanity” itself would be impossible. He writes: 

The division of life into vegetal and relational, organic and animal, animal and 
human, […] passes first of all as a mobile border within living man, and without 
this intimate caesura the very decision of what is human and what is not would 
probably not be possible. It is possible to oppose man to other living things, and at 
the same time to organize the complex—and not always edifying—economy of 
relations between men and animals, only because something like an animal life has 
been separated within man, only because his distance and proximity to the animal 
have been measured and recognized first of all in the closest and most intimate 
place. (The Open 15-6) 
 

As Agamben explains, the operation of the anthropological machine—an operation 

premised on the act of division itself—allows the “human” as an exceptional being apart 

from the animal to emerge. Is the very gap between these terms, then, that allows the 

“human” to be born at all. 

However, despite the intensely pursued estrangement between the “human” and the 

“animal” in Western philosophy, the human has never quite excised the animal. Indeed, as 

Agamben explains, the operation of the anthropological machine itself guarantees the 

animal’s haunting of the human, for the machine “is an optical machine constructed of a 
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series of mirrors in which man, looking at himself, sees his own image always already 

deformed in the features of an ape” (The Open 26-7).34 Indeed, Brian Deyo argues that the 

anxiety of animality is built into the concept of “humanity” itself. Reflecting on Descartes’ 

infamous pronouncement—which many regard as the inception of modern Western 

understandings of the human—Deyo notes that underlying “Descartes’ impassioned 

insistence on a rigorous ontological distinction between humans and animals” is “the 

repression of anxieties concerning human animality, finitude, and mortality” (196). Thus, 

as a buffer to the recognition of our animality—and thus of our mortality—the ontological 

division between human and animal positions as transcendent the human consciousness 

that animates and sustains the Western illusion of ecological separation. Being “human” 

separates us from the death that, from the point of view of humanism, more properly 

belongs to the realm of the animal, of nature. Perhaps this is why so many works of horror 

have taken up the question of the animal as their central focus.35 In sub-genres as diverse 

 
34 Karen Houle similarly writes, “‘The animal’ has been perennially conceived and deployed in philosophy 
as what we are not: the non-human. Efforts to conceive or to know or to express the animal through or 
adjacent to the human, or, to conceive or know or express the human through or right next to the animal—
through the genius of analogy, resemblance, and of teleology, through form and function—has produced a 
very stable, hierarchical scaffolding with the animal; like the ontological family pet—always there, right 
beside us, if a little lower” (38). 
 
35 Horror’s fixation on “the beast within” is, as I noted in the introduction to this project, not necessarily 
surprising: as Mary Midgley argues, the concept of “the beast within” has its roots in shame about human 
behavior itself, in turn fueling the philosophical tendency to differentiate between what is “human” and what 
is “beastly.” She writes, “If the Beast Within was capable of every iniquity, people reasoned, then beasts 
without probably were too. This notion made man anxious to exaggerate his difference from all other species 
and to ground all activities he valued in capacities unshared by animals, whether the evidence warranted it 
or no. In a way this evasion does the species credit, because it reflects our horror at the things we do. Man 
fears his own guilt and insists on fixing it on something evidently alien and external. Beasts within solve the 
problem of evil” (40). Indeed, a long tradition of animal horror narratives have reinforced the boundary 
between human and animal, presenting animals as monstrous representatives of a chaotic, violent, irrational 
nature that must be subdued by the rationalizing, civilizing forces of the human. Like the monstrous gorilla 
King Kong from Merian C. Cooper and Ernest B. Schoedsack’s 1933 film of the same name, these animals 
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as animal horror, werewolf literature, ecohorror, the gothic novel, the slasher film, and the 

supernatural story, animals appear as portents of doom, richly layered symbols, or even—

as in the works I explore in this chapter—agentive figures of difference that threaten and 

undermine the notion of the “human” from without.  

In this chapter, I consider how Dmitrii Svetozarov’s late Soviet film Hounds [Psy] 

(1989) and British writer Stephen Gregory’s novel The Cormorant (1986) complicate the 

human/animal binary in ways that productively reconfigure our understandings of both 

these terms and the connections between them. By drawing attention to the inaccessibility 

of nonhuman ontologies, the material interconnections between humans, animals, and the 

environment, and the unstable boundaries of “species” as such, Svetozarov’s film and 

Gregory’s novel deprivilege human exceptionalism and reveal the limits of human claims 

to mastery over other species. Refusing the neat vacuums into which Western humanism 

has placed the concepts of “human” and “animal,” these works of horror pose a challenge 

to the rigid human/animal binaries that have long supported Western understandings of the 

human, thus making room for a conception of difference that is non-hierarchical. In the 

following sections, I consider how Svetozarov and Gregory take up the question of the 

animal in their respective cultural contexts and how they productively foreground the 

ethical responsibilities we bear toward the more-than-human world. 

 

 
throw the human in relief, representing an external source for the tendencies we most want to expunge from 
within ourselves. By rendering the “animal” evil, we abscise this quality from the human. 
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II. Empty landscapes, broken beasts: Human exceptionalism and animal fury in 

Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds 

 
Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds begins with a lone intertitle that displays, in the old 

Russian orthography overthrown with the 1917 revolution, a section from the Revelations 

of John the Baptist. Reading in a grim tone, an unseen narrator declares, “[A]nd power was 

given to him: to kill by sword and famine and pestilence and the beasts of the earth.”36 

Excerpted from Revelations 6:8, the verse speaks of the Four Horsemen of the 

Apocalypse—more specifically of Death, who rides upon a pale horse and who, in the 

Christian tradition, will usher in the Apocalypse. 37  Calling our attention to both the 

destruction of the planet and the uprising of the “beasts of the earth,” the film’s intertitle 

and ominous voiceover foreground from the outset the hostile attitude the film will take 

toward human pretensions to environmental mastery. Fading to show a young boy (Sergei 

Arkhangelskii) wandering a desert landscape in search of water (see Figure 11), the film’s 

soundtrack—made up of wavering, disjointed guitars and bells—warns the viewer that 

something is wrong. The boy passes a large dog sitting among the industrial ruins and then 

an underground reservoir, which he drops into; here the film’s soundtrack shifts, and the 

 
36 The intertitle reads, “…и дана ему власть…--умервщлять мечемъ и голодомъ и моромъ и звѣрями 
земными. –Откровеніе Святаго Ионна Богослова.” The contemporary Russian orthography would read 
“…и дана ему власть…--умервщлять мечом и голодом и мором и зверями земными.  –Откровение 
Святого Иоанна Богослова.” The translation I have given above is my own. 
 
37  The full verse of Revelations 6:8 reads, in Russian, “И я взглянул, и вот, конь бледный, и на нем 
всадник, которому имя ‘смерть’; и ад следовал за ним; и дана ему власть над четвертою частью земли 
— умерщвлять мечом и голодом, и мором и зверями земными” (“Otkrovenie”). In English, the verse 
reads (from the New International Version): “I looked, and there before me was a pale horse! Its rider was 
named Death, and Hades was following close behind him. They were given power over a fourth of the earth 
to kill by sword, famine and plague, and by the wild beasts of the earth” (“Revelation 6”). 
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disorienting sounds of guitar are replaced by eerie, echoing howls that cascade among the 

ruins. The boy looks up, hearing the sound of something approaching, but it is too late; as 

his screams fill the soundtrack, the camera zooms in to show his panicked eyes, in which 

the image of the dog appears reflected (see Figure 12). As his corpse lies distorted under 

the water, the film’s simple title, Hounds, appears juxtaposed over the body in blood-red, 

cursive script. “The beasts of the earth,” it seems, have risen, presenting a challenge to the 

human exceptionalist discourses inherited through the Judeo-Christian lineages of the West.  

 

(Figure 11. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

   

(Figure 12. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

Released during Glasnost’ in 1989, at the end of the Soviet Union, Svetozarov’s 

brutal film examines through an ecohorrific lens the devastating environmental 

consequences of Soviet irrigation and water diversion programs enacted in the Soviet 

republics of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan in the 1950s. Shot and set in an 
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unidentified Central Asian village on the edge of the shrinking Aral Sea, the film’s 

unnamed city, like the dog, has been abandoned: the formerly lush, seaside landscape is 

now empty, barren desert. Left behind as its human owners fled desertification, air 

contamination, and thirst, the dog prowls the ghost town alongside other now-feral dogs, 

their haunting howls and savage expressions levying accusations against the humans on 

whom they now prey. Like the Aral Sea, desiccated by destructive Soviet environmental 

policies, the dogs no longer bend to human sway, making a mockery of human claims to 

mastery. As a special squad of Soviet hunters, soldiers, and bureaucrats is dispatched to 

exterminate the monstrous dogs, the canine beasts drive them mad, one by one, beneath 

the punishing desert sun. 

The film’s sustained environmental critique raises several linked questions useful 

to studies of horror, Soviet thought, and Soviet contributions to the global Anthropocene. 

What are the limits of human influence over so-called “Nature”? What claims of authority 

can we make over nonhuman animals? And, most critically, can mastery ever present an 

adequate modality for relations with the planet and nonhuman animals? Considering 

several key scenes from Hounds through the lenses of Soviet environmental studies, animal 

studies, and horror studies, this section examines how Svetozarov’s film challenges Soviet 

myths of mastery over nonhuman nature and animals. Locating the film within the broader 

transnational sub-genres of ecohorror, animal horror, and the environmental thriller,38 I 

 
38 Others have also noted the connections between the film’s plot and aesthetic sensibilities and the American 
genres of horror and the thriller. As one anonymous reviewer writes on the Russian film review site Proline-
Film Kinostudio, Hounds is “[t]he first domestic thriller. During Perestroika, Svetozarov was the only Soviet 
filmmaker who decided to take such a bold step. Moreover, he managed to combine in Hounds Biblical 
mythology and the genre traditions of American cinema: the thriller, horror, and even the western” (“Psy,” 
my translation). The reviewer notes, however, that “Soviet filmmakers accused the film of excessive cruelty 
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argue that Svetozarov’s bold Glasnost’-era film presents a biting indictment of the human 

exceptionalist beliefs and philosophies that undergirded Soviet environmental policy both 

within Russia and across the former Soviet bloc.  

 

Gothic deserts: The desiccation of the Aral Sea 

Like Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse (1988), discussed in Chapter One, Hounds lays 

bare the blind spot in Soviet humanism toward the more-than-human world. Indeed, as 

noted in the introduction to this project and Chapter One, Soviet attitudes toward nature 

were defined by an “extreme application” (Mirovitskaya 36) of anthropocentrism, which 

formed both “a key characteristic of the whole Soviet nation” and one of “the major factors 

that brought the FSU [former Soviet Union] to the brink of environmental crisis” 

(Mirovitskaya 36). It is appropriate, then, that Svetozarov, like Sokurov, sets his film in 

Central Asia—and more specifically, in Hounds, the ruins of the Aral Sea basin. Once the 

world’s fourth largest lake, the Aral Sea long supported local Central Asian economies 

through fishing until the 1950s, when Soviet engineers commenced efforts to divert water 

from the Syr and Amu Darya deltas, the Aral Sea’s main tributaries, toward the growth of 

the cotton monoculture industry in Uzbekistan.39 With the Aral Sea’s main supply of water 

 
and deprived it of wide distribution” (“Psy,” my translation). In Russian, the reviewer’s text reads as follows: 
“Первый отечественный триллер. Во времена перестройки Светозаров оказался единственным из 
советских кинематографистов, решившимся сделать столь смелый шаг. Более того, ему удалось 
совместить в «Псах» библейскую мифологию и жанровые традиции американского кино: триллера, 
хоррора и даже вестерна. Советские киночиновники обвинили фильм в чрезмерной жестокости и 
лишили широкого проката” (“Psy”). The review is now only accessible via the Wayback machine Internet 
archive at https://web.archive.org/web/20090610135739/http://www.proline-film.ru/films/249.html. 
 
39 As many historians of the Soviet Union have noted, the economies of the Central Asian Soviet republics 
were largely centered around the cotton industry, one of the Soviet Union’s major exports, and Soviet 
colonialist efforts in Central Asia often focused on the growth of this economic sector, as will be discussed 
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diverted toward industrial, human use, the Aral Sea—and the diverse ecologies dependent 

upon it—began to shrink, resulting in what Richard Stone referred to in 1999 as “perhaps 

the most notorious ecological catastrophe of human making” (30).40 Under Stalin’s grand 

modernization projects, in which efforts to tame the Aral Sea first began, “[t]he pseudo-

Marxist conception of nature as an infinite and free resource to be used and transformed 

 
further below in footnote 40. Securing control over cotton production in Central Asia, particularly Uzbekistan, 
motivated many Soviet political, environmental, and policy efforts during Soviet expansion under the 
leadership of Joseph Stalin, leading to the construction of a vast network of waterways in Central Asia. As 
Julia Obertreis has noted, “The expansion of irrigated areas, the construction of canals, dams, and reservoirs, 
and the opening up of new lands were cornerstones of Soviet success in Central Asia. The main aim of all 
these efforts was to expand cotton cultivation, which was mostly dependent on irrigation. Cotton was the 
most important agricultural product delivered by Central Asian republics to the western parts of the empire. 
Uzbekistan was frequently referred to as the ‘cotton supplier [khlopkovaia baza]’ of the USSR and 
maintained the far largest share of the country’s cotton production” (115).  
 
40 As Stone explains, Stalinist overproduction and environmental mismanagement in the region are directly 
responsible for the desertification of the Aral Sea. He writes, “The Aral region’s plight traces its roots to the 
early days of the Soviet Union, when communist authorities hatched a plan to grow all the cotton the budding 
superpower would need by irrigating vast plains in central Asia. The Soviets revved up cotton production in 
the mid-1920s, then 30 years later began carving hundreds of kilometers of unlined canals from the Aral’s 
two tributaries—the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya—into the surrounding desert to nourish new cotton fields. 
The strategy paid dividends: The Soviet Union soon joined China and the United States as the world’s leading 
cotton exporters. But by the early 1960s, the first signs of trouble began to appear: The Aral Sea was 
unmistakably shrinking as irrigation projects sucked billions of liters of water from its feeder rivers” (31). 
Indeed, reflecting the anthropocentric attitudes that I have argued throughout this dissertation are 
characteristic of the Soviet project as a whole, the Soviet authorities’ decision to divert water from the Aral 
Sea was based solely on economic considerations. As Philip P. Micklin has noted, “During planning for a 
major expansion of irrigation in the Aral Sea basin, conducted in the 1950s and 1960s, it was predicted that 
this would reduce inflow to the sea and substantially reduce its size. At the time, a number of experts saw 
this as a worthwhile tradeoff: a cubic meter of river water used for irrigation would bring far more value than 
the same cubic meter delivered to the Aral Sea […]. They based this calculation on a simple comparison of 
economic gains from irrigated agriculture against tangible economic benefits from the sea. Indeed, the 
ultimate shrinkage of the Aral to a residual brine lake as all its inflow was devoted to agriculture and other 
economic needs was viewed as both desirable and inevitable. These experts largely dismissed the possibility 
of significant adverse environmental consequences accompanying recession” (1171-2). Norman Precoda 
even suggests that the Soviets’ destructive actions were “deliberately undertaken” (111). He writes, 
“Prominent people expounded on the sea’s uselessness and pointed out that loss would be compensated for 
by greatly increased agricultural output” (111). It is, thus, important to note that the environmental disasters 
that have befallen this region are the complex result of several interacting factors: the Soviet Union’s 
destructive environmental policies, its privileging of the economy over the local ecology, and, not least, its 
colonial interests in and governmental authority over many regions of Central Asia, such as Uzbekistan, 
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan (a fuller exploration of the colonial relations between Soviet Russia and 
Central Asia is, however, beyond the scope of this project). 
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for the benefit of economic growth became embedded in the conscience of Soviet people 

for decades to come” (Mirovitskaya 35), leaving in its wake empty deserts where once 

there were complex webs of life. These empty deserts are, I argue, the mark of a particularly 

Soviet Anthropocene. 

Reflecting the human exceptionalist attitudes characteristic of the Soviet project as 

a whole, the Soviet effort in Central Asia to transform nature for human use culminated in 

a gothic, apocalyptic landscape haunted by death, in which multiple species—including 

humans—disappeared across decades, 41  completing what Alec Brookes has called “a 

triptych of the Soviet ecology on the banks of the Aral Sea: from paradise, to land of plenty, 

and then finally to hellscape” (44). Indeed, many commentators on the Aral Sea disaster 

describe the region in terms inflected by both apocalyptic and horrific registers, testifying 

to the disaster’s ability to, quite literally, end the “world,” in the sense of troubling the 

Soviet distinction between self and world. As Elisa Schaar noted in 2001, in terms that 

resonate powerfully with the ecological and ecohorrific critique Hounds puts forth, “In 

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan the shrinking of the Aral Sea has caused a socioeconomic crisis. 

Harbors have turned into ghost cities and fish-tinning factories have shut down, leaving 

60,000 people unemployed. The newly exposed seabed is home to toxins that often poison 

the remaining workforce” (12). By revealing the connections between self and world and 

between human and nonhuman that Soviet environmental policies repressed, the Aral Sea 

 
41 Micklin noted as early as 1988, one year before Hounds’s release, that “[h]abitat deterioration has harmed 
delta fauna, which once included muskrat, wild boar, deer, jackel, many kinds of birds, and even a few tigers. 
At one time 173 animal species lived around the Aral, mainly in the deltas; 38 have survived […]. Desert 
animals who use the Aral Sea as a drinking source have died from its greatly increased mineral content” 
(1173). See also N.V. Aladin’s “Ecological State of the Fauna of the Aral Sea during the Last 30 Years” 
(1995) for a detailed account of the decline in the Aral Sea’s marine life between the 1960s and 1995. 
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disaster forced many in the Soviet Union to account for the environmental and social 

consequences of human activity, troubling the myth of human transcendence over nature 

on which many Soviet technological and scientific efforts had been based. 

Svetozarov suggests that it is in these economic and environmental ruins that we 

can find the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse invoked by the film’s intertitle: violence, 

famine, pestilence, and the beasts of the earth. Frequently accompanied by melancholic 

and tense electronic scores, the film’s many shots of the vast deserts left behind by the 

disappearing sea—in which half-buried cars, houses, skeletons, and other phantoms 

occasionally appear in the quicksand (see Figures 13 and 14)—create the impression of a 

densely layered, haunted, gothic landscape, one framed by both reminders of a better past 

and the looming doom of an environmentally decimated future. It is to this devastated, 

apocalyptic landscape—in which the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse have taken 

residence—that the film’s human heroes and the anthropocentric values they represent will 

be sacrificed. 

 

(Figure 13. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 
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(Figure 14. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

 

Broken beasts: animals, domestication, and horror 
 

Taking as its central focus the dynamics that inform relationships between humans, 

animals, and the environment, Svetozarov’s Hounds represents an entry into the twin 

subgenres of ecohorror, which explores the harmful relations between humans and the 

wider ecosystem (Gregersdotter et. al. 4; Rust and Soles 509-10), and animal horror, which 

considers the complex relationships between humans and animals and “the relation 

between ‘human’ and ‘animal’ as categories” (Gregersdotter et. al. 4).42 Invested in the 

ontological gap between the categories of human and animal and the Western philosophical 

heritage that has facilitated their “conceptual separation” (Gregersdotter et. al. 4), animal 

horror works highlight the boundary between human and nonhuman animals, sometimes 

reinscribing but more often subverting this division. As Katarina Gregersdotter, Nicklas 

Hållén, and Johan Höglund point out in their introduction to Animal Horror Cinema: Genre, 

History and Criticism, the human/animal binary is dependent upon both the ongoing 

process of differentiating these terms from one another and their conceptual separation 

 
42 See Carter Soles’ “Naturalizing White Supremacy in the Shallows” (in Fear and Nature: Ecohorror 
Studies in the Anthropocene, edited by Christy Tidwell and Carter Soles, Penn State UP [manuscript in 
preparation; forthcoming late 2020]) for more on the animal horror subgenre and its relationship to ecohorror. 
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from the larger ecological systems that contain them both. Animal horror, for them, reveals 

the fragility of this philosophical dualism, which “is always on the verge of collapsing, 

precisely because the differences between human and non-human animals are perhaps not 

as great as we wish them to be for the sake of our conscience” (12). The subgenre thus 

prompts us to critically reflect on our ambiguous, sometimes-violent ecological and social 

kinships with other species. 

It is within this animal horror tradition that Svetozarov’s film unfolds, here inflected 

by the realities of a crumbling Soviet system. Into the ghost towns of late Communism—

monuments to a lost sense of human exceptionalism and to the shortsightedness of Soviet 

environmental policy—animals re-emerge from the domesticated and tamed spaces of 

subordination into which Western humanism, including the Soviet project, has tried to fit 

them. In Hounds, the animal horror theme is, perhaps, even more damning: here, even 

domesticated animals do not act the way they are supposed to, threatening and attacking 

their former human masters instead of staying in their literal and metaphorical place. 

Indeed, the strangeness of such an “un-domestication” event is highlighted in the film’s 

second scene, in which one Soviet official, investigating photographs of the boy’s mangled 

body, exclaims that “only the devil knows from where they”—meaning these brutal, man-

eating animals—“came.”43 The official’s human exceptionalist attitudes—endorsed by the 

Soviet uniform he wears—prevent him from entertaining the possibility that a domesticated 

animal like a dog could have risen against human control. Indeed, while trying to determine 

the species responsible for the boy’s death, he declares that it must be “some kind of strange 

 
43 The dialogue translations I give here and throughout these sections are my own. 
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wolves [strannye, kakie-to volki],” who “have begun to approach the city itself [k samomu 

gorodu podxodit’ stali].” Though incorrect, the official’s conclusion is telling: his human 

exceptionalist attitudes not only prevent him from ascertaining the true threat, but also 

cause him to displace responsibility for the boy’s death onto a wild, untamed species—a 

species thus further removed from the Soviet official and the world he perceives himself 

to have mastery over. The man’s comment, then, reinforces the film’s larger critique of 

Soviet human exceptionalism and its responsibility for the “hellscape” (Brookes 44) 

brought about by the Soviet Anthropocene, in which animals, like the Aral Sea, are 

“broken,” behaving in ways that trouble the distinctions between “culture” and “nature,” 

or that over which the human does and does not have mastery. 

In an effort to dispossess the city of the threat posed by the animals he believes to 

be wild wolves, the Soviet official dispatches a team of men on an “expedition” to 

exterminate the animals, thereby returning the city to human control. The first to be chosen 

is Ivan Maksimchuk (Iurii Kuznetsov), a nervous Soviet bureaucrat who quickly announces 

that he loves animals but has “hated wolves since childhood [volkov s detstva nenavizhu],” 

when he read a story in a magazine about ancient mythological creatures, which he calls 

“white wolves [belye volki]” or “werewolves [oborotni].” Ivan quickly assembles his team, 

consisting of his good friend, a drunk and recently fired schoolteacher (Sergei Kokovkin); 

a sports shooter (Mikhail Zhigalov), nicknamed “Silent,” with his own loyal dog 

companion; an ex-soldier and short-tempered “hunter with experience” named Viktor 

Utekhin (Andrei Krasko), who had been part of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan; an ex-

convict named Egor Manikin (Aleksei Krychenkov), recently released from the Gulag, who 
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has volunteered to be a guide for the Aral Sea city the team is visiting; and driver Innokenty 

Fursov (Aleksandr Susnin), a World War II veteran who has agreed to take the group to 

the city. The team’s mission—to exterminate the “man-eating,” and thus boundary-

crossing,44 animals—represents a mission to put the animals back in their rightful place, 

literally and philosophically: it is a project aimed at both reclaiming the town for Soviet 

and human use and at redrawing the borders between nature and culture, animal and human. 

For the Soviet bureaucrat Ivan and the party whose interests he represents, order can only 

be restored by expelling the animals from the city, thereby placing the animal firmly back 

on the other side of the boundary.  

Despite the Soviet bureaucrat’s best efforts, however, the motley assortment of men 

who comprise the team do not inspire confidence. The bureaucrat himself reads his 

introductory speech nervously and with many hesitations, inadvertently revealing both his 

ongoing discomfort with the mission that has been entrusted to him and the inability of the 

Communist party to correct the environmental disaster it has set in motion. The drunk 

schoolteacher—whose occupation symbolizes the cultivation of reason that, according to 

the philosophical humanist tradition, sets humans apart—spends the majority of the film in 

a muddled, booze-induced state, reciting lines of poetry from which little sense can be 

derived. Moreover, the hunter displays a short fuse and exaggerated sense of masculinity; 

 
44 “Man-eating” animals present a powerful challenge to human exceptionalist beliefs and attitudes. While a 
core tenet of human exceptionalism is our understanding of ourselves as apex predators—we perceive 
ourselves as eating other animals, not as being eaten—animals that prey on humans reverse this hierarchy by 
inviting us to perceive ourselves, instead of other animals, as meat. As I will discuss further in the next 
section, on Stephen Gregory’s The Cormorant, the consumption of human flesh performed by such “man-
eating” animals thus presents a powerful challenge to human exceptionalist beliefs, and for this reason, such 
animals are a frequent stock element of animal horror narratives. 
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miming the action of shooting wolves with a machine gun, his overtly aggressive stance 

toward his intended animal victims suggests the human exceptionalist attitudes that 

Svetozarov has already begun to critique. Finally, despite the promises of the lead 

investigator in charge of the operation to procure the team a reliable vehicle, the bus meant 

to take the group is rusted through and in poor condition, indexing the collapse of Soviet 

technologies and industries that, in the late Communist moment in which the film is set, 

was ongoing in Central Asia and, indeed, throughout the Soviet Union (one has only to 

think, here, of the Aral Sea itself). Taken as a whole, then, the group’s misplaced sense of 

both Soviet and human exceptionalism portends the mission’s doomed status from the start. 

 The sense of doom that characterizes the mission becomes more prominent when 

the group stops at an old Soviet building marked “1957 PSO VODNIK,” a building meant 

for Soviet water project workers that, in a jarring visual disjunction, now stands stranded 

in a vast expanse of sand. As the recently released ex-convict later angrily states, a city had 

formerly been here—a “living city [zhivoi gorod],” with a blue sea and beaches on which 

women lounged. The thriving city he describes, however, is now as dead as the men’s 

claims to control over the animals. But, if the characters are unwilling to confront the 

human and Soviet responsibility for the plight of the Aral Sea, the truth of the water’s 

disappearance is underscored by the film’s visual insistence on the building’s label: “PSO 

VODNIK,” a sign which recalls for viewers the Soviet irrigation policies responsible for 

the region’s desertification. Through the film’s foregrounding of the building’s label, 

Svetozarov registers for viewers not only the region’s environmental decline and the Soviet 

Union’s role in it, but also the ways in which this decline now impinges upon spaces 
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previously understood to be under Soviet, human authority. Indeed, shortly after their 

arrival at the building, the group spies one of the region’s wild dogs, the same large dog 

who, at the film’s beginning, killed the young boy. In the dramatic image of the dog’s silent, 

looming presence against the abandoned building and gothic, Anthropocenic landscape, 

Svetozarov indexes the failures of Soviet science and technology, so desperately clung to 

by the Soviet party and the members of the expedition themselves. In the Biblical 

framework presented by the film, then, the haunted Aral landscape serves as a visual 

deconstruction of the Edenic myth of human dominion: as the intertitle at the beginning 

reminds us, the Eden of the Aral Sea has become hell on Earth, a region in which old logics 

of human mastery—including Soviet environmental mastery—must be rescinded. 

The team is forced to confront this new environmental order when, awakening in 

the night to discover their van being robbed, they witness a pack of dogs tearing apart one 

of the would-be thieves. After shooting the animals and inspecting their bodies, the men 

recognize, at last, that their animal opponents are not wild beasts, as they had thought, but, 

instead, merely formerly domesticated dogs. Upon realizing this, they experience both 

shock and horror: this is not how dogs are supposed to act. As Lee Gambin writes of the 

particular fears roused by the canine animal horror film: 

Dogs make for wonderful, scary movie monsters with their snarling snouts, their 
swift fast movements and ability to hunt and kill victims. But what makes them 
even more terrifying is the fact that they have been associated with humankind as 
loyal companions for centuries; dutiful, faithful and loving animals who would do 
anything for their master. However, in the natural horror film, this sweet connection 
between dog and human is flipped and the result is a baring of teeth and angst. (91) 
 

Indeed, the image of the snarling, charging dogs signals a severing of the hierarchical 

connection between human and animal that Svetozarov, in his bold critique, draws out to 
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great effect, offering “a potent ground for the disquieting contestation of expected and 

desired dog behavior” (Lennard 172) that “destabilizes our way of viewing these creatures, 

inverting their comforting associations and imagining them […] as fundamentally 

antagonistic to the human society that welcomes them” (Lennard 169-70). Lingering over 

the dead thief’s mangled corpse, the camera zooms in to show his missing eye, partially 

eaten intestines, and blood-spattered body, emphasizing the violence of this inverted 

hierarchy, before then panning over the similarly eviscerated corpses of the dogs (see 

Figures 15 and 16). The matched images of human and animal, corpse and corpse, 

underscore a simple truth: as Matthew Calarco states, “we are in deep and fundamental 

ways like animals,” despite the fact that “to be human typically means to disavow the fact 

that we, too, are flesh—that we, too, are meat” (58).45 Indeed, as Tobias Menely and 

Margaret Ronda similarly argue, “While other species differ from humans in their 

behaviors and bodily forms, their essential likeness becomes vividly evident when the 

shared substance of life spills from the body. Blood bespeaks corporeal vitality at the point 

of its vulnerability, life in its capacity to die” (25). In the horrific and unusually violent (by 

Soviet standards) scene,46 in which both human and animal bodies are made vulnerable, 

 
45 As Bruce Lennard notes, these matched associations can also work the other way, given the ambiguous 
status of the domesticated dog itself. He writes, “Neither belonging totally to ‘animal’ nor ‘human’ realms, 
the dog is able to become a figure of some ambiguity, to attract uncertainty around its nature and the 
legitimacy of its closeness to us—in essence, uncertainty over what the dog is” (171). 
 
46 As noted in footnote 38, some in the Soviet film industry found the film to be exceedingly violent, 
especially by the standards of Soviet cinema, which, as is discussed further in Chapter Three, very rarely 
showed death onscreen. However, as Svetozarov himself pointed out in a 2003 interview with the magazine 
Isskustvo kino on the topic of violence in art, “The 20th century showed the world examples of Homeric mass 
violence, which was built into the system—the value of human life on a totalitarian exchange actually fell to 
zero” (“Ves’ mir’ nasil’ia my razrushim,” my translation; in Russian: “XX век явил миру примеры 
гомерического массового насилия, возведенного в систему - цена человеческой жизни на 
тоталитарной бирже реально упала до нуля”). Indeed, as Jane Costlow and Amy Nelson note of Russia in 
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Svetozarov emphasizes that the men must begin to rearrange the conceptual frameworks 

through which they have been apprehending their situation and, indeed, their larger 

relations to the more-than-human world. 

The men themselves, however, are at first hesitant to relinquish the comforts 

afforded by human exceptionalism. The hunter, in particular, demonstrates an exaggerated 

sense of both smugness and anger upon realizing that their opponents are not wolves, but 

instead feral dogs. Now feeling as though the mission is beneath his talents and angry 

because the dogs’ skins have no value, unlike those of wolves, he threatens to quit, 

prompting an outburst from the now-terrified Soviet bureaucrat Ivan, who desperately 

theorizes that the violent, man-eating dogs must secretly be werewolves, like the ones he 

read about as a child; how else could formerly domesticated dogs be capable of such 

violence? Although the group dismisses Ivan’s outburst as crazy, they are set upon by a 

veritable stampede of dogs while still in the midst of their argument, recalling the 

apocalyptic vision of uprising beasts with which Svetozarov opens the film. Fittingly set 

among the ruins of the Soviet water workers’ building, the animal assault forces the hunter 

to recant his threat to quit and the men to enter a gun-fueled battle with the animals. 

 
particular, “[I]t is difficult to overstate the importance of violence and brutality in modern Russia, where the 
state often intensified the devastation of ‘natural’ disasters, such as the famine (and ensuing cholera and 
typhus epidemic) of 1891, or was largely responsible for them, as in the ‘harvest of sorrow’ that follow the 
forced collectivization of the peasantry in the early 1930s. The excesses of state-sanctioned violence against 
civilian populations in the Soviet period (in the form of political repression, the use of forced labor in the 
Gulag, and the mass deportations and relocations of ethnic and religious minorities designated to be a threat 
to Soviet power) might have overshadowed the legendary extremes of the tsarist regime […]. [W]hen 
combined with the almost unfathomable destruction of revolutionary upheaval (first in 1905-1907 and again 
in 1917), civil war, and two world wars, this ‘brutality’ lends a unique cast to Russia’s pursuit of modernity, 
a project involving the importation of economic structures and political ideologies such as capitalism, 
liberalism, and socialism, as well as the ideas and sensibilities that attended the rise of bourgeois cultures in 
western Europe and the United States” (9-10).  
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Standing among the corpses of the dogs’ bodies in the aftermath of the shootout, it finally 

becomes clear to the group—and, by extension, the viewer—that the old human 

exceptionalist frameworks of domestication and mastery that have ordered Western 

thinking about humans, animals, and the environment can no longer hold. 

 

(Figure 15. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

            

(Figure 16. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

 As the men become increasingly aware of the danger the dogs pose, their fear and 

paranoia grow. Long accustomed to thinking of themselves as masters of nature and animal 

life—and especially domesticated animal life, such as dogs—the reversal in power 

represented by the dogs’ increasing control over the town robs the men of the confidence 

with which they began the mission. When they discover that the ex-convict has disappeared 

with their van, their environmental vulnerability—made clear not only by the dogs’ 

presence, but also by their lack of water, the blistering desert sun, and the sinking quicksand 
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that surrounds them—leads them to despair and finally to fear, a kind of madness that, in 

the final third of the film, begins to “undo” their human status. If to be human has long 

meant, for both the Soviet system and the Western philosophical heritage it stems from, to 

have control over nature, to be set apart from it and from the animals within it, then the 

men now find themselves in an environment in which this label is meaningless: they are as 

vulnerable to death as the dogs they have just slaughtered, inducing in them a near-

paralyzing sense of ecophobia. As Brian Deyo explains, “Ecophobia is arguably […] about 

control over human self-conception, and I suspect it has a lot to do with control over the 

fear of death—a fear that is closely related to awareness of our animality” (200). Indeed, 

the drunk schoolteacher is now so terrified of the dogs—and of his own, newly-realized 

environmental vulnerability—that upon hearing the hunter mimicking the sound of the 

dogs howling, he wets himself, falls into a coma, and appears to die, forming a second 

visual match with one of the exterminated dogs from the previous scene (see Figures 17 

and 18). In the new ecological order brought about by the fall of human mastery, 

Svetozarov suggests that the comforting separations between human and nonhuman, nature 

and culture, domesticated and undomesticated have, like the Aral Sea, begun to disappear. 

 

(Figure 17. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 
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(Figure 18. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

 

To risk ourselves in emptiness: In the wake of the human/animal collapse 
 
 After the apparent death of the schoolteacher, the human members of the expedition 

find themselves in a terrible predicament: distrusting each other, and with their sole means 

of water and transportation gone, they begin, one by one, to fall victim to madness and fits 

of violence. Even the Soviet bureaucrat Ivan, an extension of the Soviet system itself, is in 

despair by the film’s final moments: huddled behind the comatose body of his friend the 

schoolteacher, he rocks back and forth, whispering that “it is for me the dogs have come 

[eto ko mne sobachki prikhodili].” In his ranting, he reveals a crucial fact: he himself was 

involved in the creation of the dams that led to the Aral Sea disaster, and now, he believes, 

the dogs have come to claim him. Although Svetozarov is clear that his dogs are not 

supernatural villains, Ivan’s fear that the dogs have come for him echoes the “revenge of 

nature” theme common to many American and other Western ecohorror and animal horror 

narratives, in which “nature”—often through animals—takes revenge on humans who are 

disrespectful toward the environment.47 Svetozarov, however, offers a unique Soviet twist 

 
47 Some well-known examples of such narratives include American director George McCowan’s film Frogs 
(1972), American director William Girdler’s film Day of the Animals (1977), Australian director Colin 
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on the global theme by suggesting that the Soviet system itself, rather than individual 

human actors, are, here, to blame for the assault against the environment. Indeed, having 

set out to re-domesticate the marauding dogs, Ivan has instead been “un-domesticated” by 

the harsh and unforgiving landscape his regime has created. Now divested of reason, 

increasingly prone to violent outbursts, and with no escape from the desiccated, toxic 

region, he and the human hunters he leads find themselves, in the film’s final moments, 

with little to separate themselves from the beasts they have set out to tame. As they inch 

closer and closer to the realm of animality, the boundaries between “human” and 

“animal”—which seemed, at the film’s beginning, firmly drawn—have all but collapsed, 

revealing the scope of the film’s ecohorrific critique of Soviet human exceptionalism and 

its disastrous environmental legacies. 

 Svetozarov’s final blow to the human/animal binary endemic to both the Soviet 

system and Western humanism occurs in the film’s closing scene. Having rounded up and 

exterminated most of the feral dogs by trapping and shooting them in the water reservoir 

in which they live, three of the surviving humans—the driver, sharpshooter, and hunter—

attempt to leave the village, but are stopped by Ivan, now mad with terror and 

environmental guilt. As the members of his team drag the dogs’ bodies across the sand, he 

aims his gun from a window and, whispering that they are “white wolves, werewolves 

[belye volki, oborotni],” fires on them, believing them to be dogs in disguise (see Figure 

19). Recalling his earlier statement to the Soviet investigator that he has been terrified since 

 
Eggleston’s film Long Weekend (1977), and American director John Frankenheimer’s Prophecy (1979). The 
genre was especially popular in the 1970s, when the environmental movement began to grow internationally. 
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childhood of wolves, particularly werewolves, his fear and decision to fire on his team 

suggests his increasing awareness of the porousness of the boundaries between humans 

and animals. As Pramod K. Nayar reminds us, “The human defines itself as such by 

denying the illegitimate animal within itself, by seeking an expulsion of the animal inside, 

as the presence of the animal makes the human monstrous” (85). Ivan, unable to expel the 

taint of the animal, now sees his teammates as the monstrous animals he fears, opening fire 

on them and, moments later, himself with the same weapon he has used to slaughter the 

dogs. As the hunter and sharpshooter—the sole surviving members of the team——lay the 

bodies of their dead teammates in the sun, they collapse on all fours in anguish and, against 

the stark desert landscape, throw their heads back to the sky and howl (see Figure 20). 

 

(Figure 19. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 

 

(Figure 20. Film still from Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds.) 
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At the brutal conclusion of Svetozarov’s film, humans have been stripped of all 

sense of environmental entitlement and, indeed, of the pretense of “humanity” itself. 

Dehydrated, starving, wounded, mad, and standing in the ruins of a collapsing Soviet 

system, all comforting separations between self and world, human and nonhuman, have 

been revealed to be illusory. Here, Svetozarov suggests that the end of the Judeo-Christian, 

humanist world signaled by Revelations—the end of the world as it has been meant for 

humans, or the end of the “world-for” humans (to use Eugene Thacker’s terminology 

discussed in Chapter One)—has already occurred: the two kneeling, howling men, one with 

his own dead dog’s collar around his neck, are now near-indistinguishable from the canine 

beasts they have been sent by the State to slaughter. As the title Hounds once more appears 

juxtaposed in blood-red font over the dehumanized men, Svetozarov underscores a 

fundamental ecological truth: that “despite protestations to the contrary, we are all 

ultimately subject to a fate in common with our animal cousins—a fate that, especially in 

the context of the Anthropocene, we ignore at our peril” (Deyo 202). In the film’s 

apocalyptic, closing image, distinguishing a “human” separate from the ruined landscape 

and mangled dogs is nigh impossible. 

As Giorgio Agamben has argued, the conceptual distinction between human and 

animal—the operation of the “anthropological machine”—has long structured Judeo-

Christian, Western social, political, and ethical systems of thought; indeed, without this 

conceptual distinction, one cannot conceptualize the human at all. Agamben writes: 

Perhaps not only theology and philosophy but also politics, ethics, and 
jurisprudence are drawn and suspended in the difference between man and animal. 
The cognitive experiment at issue in this difference ultimately concerns the nature 
of man—or, more precisely, the production and definition of this nature; it is an 
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experiment de hominis natura. When the difference vanishes and the two terms 
collapse upon each other […] the difference between being and the nothing, licit 
and illicit, divine and demonic also fades away, and in its place something appears 
for which we seem to lack even a name. (The Open 22) 
 

Without the distinction between human and animal, we are confronted with something 

alien to Western thought: a means of conceiving of what it means to be human that is not 

dependent on this difference. 48  Thus, perhaps Svetozarov’s haunting image—which 

signals the annihilation not only of the Soviet world, but also of the Judeo-Christian, 

anthropocentric principles upon which it has been built—can also signal something else: 

the beginning of a conscious and conscientious relationship with a more-than-human world 

and its many animals, ourselves included. Indeed, as Brian Deyo notes, “[A]nthropocentric 

systems of thought have a way of alienating us, not only from nonhuman animals but from 

a visceral, deeply felt sense of our own animality” (205). In stripping ourselves not only of 

the pretense of humanity, but also of the anthropocentric modes of thought both Soviet and 

non-Soviet that have supported it, we gain the ability to discern a larger ecological 

community in which we are but one of many animal beings. What Svetozarov offers at the 

end of his film is, in other words, a space of possibility, a space in which to reconfigure the 

“human” in terms of connection with, rather than separation from, a more-than-human 

 
48 Karen Houle similarly notes the difficulty of thinking of the human in terms not reliant on the distinction 
between human and animal: “The animal-as-non-human […] is central to, and constitutive of [Western 
philosophy’s] past: thinking-the-animal plays a critical and an exclusive role in ‘onto-stabilizing’ a certain 
version of human life, including what questions and answers that human comes up with while thinking and 
the overall style of existence. And such a conception will likely dominate the character of thought’s future, 
even in domains far from ‘animal philosophy,’ for we are speaking here not of the content of thought but of 
its very architecture” (40). However, in contrast to Houle’s assertion that such conceptions will likely 
continue to dominate the character of thought’s future, I argue that works of horror—including works like 
Hounds—are a helpful tool in moving toward new modes of thinking that are not human exceptionalist. 
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world. As Agamben argues, this space of possibility must be handled with care, with 

consequences for our conceptions of both humans and animals. He writes: 

[I]t is not here a question of trying to trace the no longer human or animal contours 
of a new creation that would run the risk of being equally as mythological as the 
other. As we have seen, in our culture man has always been the result of a 
simultaneous division and articulation of the animal and the human, in which one 
of the two terms of the operation was also what was at stake in it. To render 
inoperative the [anthropological] machine that governs our conception of man will 
therefore mean no longer to seek new—more effective or more authentic—
articulations, but rather to show the central emptiness, the hiatus that—within 
man—separates man and animal, and to risk ourselves in this emptiness: the 
suspension of the suspension, Shabbat of both animal and man. (The Open 92) 
 

To risk ourselves in this emptiness of the emptiness between humans and animals—to 

discover in the gap between species, instead, a bounty—is, perhaps, to discover what it 

truly means to be part of a “world.” In the space of this deconstructed human, something 

else may emerge instead: something that takes our relation to animals not as a categorical 

difference to be abscised, but instead as a commonality in which to found new, more ethical 

ecological futures for all species. 

 

Animal-human futures in Anthropocenic times 

 Released at the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989, Svetozarov’s Hounds reveals 

the horrific consequences of both human attempts to remold nature and of estranging 

ourselves from animality, presenting a bold critique of Soviet attitudes toward nature that 

places animality at its center. The film bitingly emphasizes the failure of the Soviet system 

to think of the human in animal terms and, thus, to foresee the human and animal costs of 

its efforts to remold nature in the image of the human. In contrast to the prevailing Soviet 

attitude toward nature, the film instead insists that “[t]o cognize ourselves as ecological 
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beings requires a measure of affective attunement to what it is to be a sentient, vulnerable, 

and, perhaps most agonizingly, mortal animal” (Deyo 204). Drawing parallels between 

human and animal vulnerability and deconstructing Soviet pretensions to mastery over 

nature and animals, the film’s use of horror cultivates an ethical sensibility that, I have 

argued, is useful to the project of undoing the human exceptionalist attitudes and 

philosophies that have led us to the Anthropocene, including those of the Soviet Union. 

The film’s significance, however, is useful not only for looking backward, but also 

for looking forward. As McKenzie Wark observes, “The Anthropocene is the recognition 

that some metabolic rifts are global in scope. […] The Aral Sea experience of Soviet times 

is a microcosm of our now global experiment in metabolic rift” (xiv). Indeed, the lessons 

that can be learned from the Aral Sea disaster—including the recognition of the ways in 

which our human lives are entangled with nonhuman environments, animals, and 

animality—can and should be part of the cultivation of an ethics capable of contending 

with the Anthropocene. As Deyo argues, “[R]ecognition of the lives of animals in 

conjunction with our own animality is indispensable to the creation of ecological 

sensibilities and ethical orientations that are adequate to the demands of the Anthropocene” 

(197). By highlighting the ecological enmeshment of humans and animals and the 

animality that is so easily revealed within the human, that “has always been especially, 

frightfully nearby, always lying in wait at the very heart of the constitutive disavowals and 

self-constructing narratives enacted by that fantasy figure called ‘the human’” (Wolfe, 

Animal Rites 6), Svetozarov’s film encapsulates Deyo’s call for an Anthropocenic ethics 

attentive to the animal. Rejecting the “hellscape” (Brookes 44) of the desiccated Aral Sea—
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the hellscape of a Soviet Anthropocene that, today, continues to unfold both locally and 

globally—Svetozarov simultaneously rejects Enlightenment-era modes of conceiving of 

the human and the ecologically destructive, human exceptionalist legacies they have left 

behind. In their place, Svetozarov suggests, we must urgently advocate for other modes of 

conceiving of “human” and “animal,” in which these beings meet as equals. The spaces of 

possibility opened up by human-animal encounters are, however, often complex, 

unpredictable, and fraught, spaces in which no preconceived assumptions can be made.49 

It is precisely the complex possibilities opened up by such interspecies encounters that the 

following examination of Stephen Gregory’s The Cormorant explores. 

 

III. “This bird made an art of being vile”: Ontological difference and uncomfortable 

intimacies in Stephen Gregory’s The Cormorant 

 
“I found myself fascinated by the cormorant’s manners. […] This bird made an art of 

being vile. It was somehow endearing, such candour.” 
– Stephen Gregory, The Cormorant (15) 

 
Stephen Gregory’s animal horror novel The Cormorant (1986) probes the limits of 

the intimacies we experience with the animals we “know” best: the companion animals 

with whom we share our families and homes. Tracing the narrator’s increasing fascination 

 
49 As Patricia MacCormack notes in her introduction to The Animal Catalyst: Toward Ahuman Theory, we 
can neither think in terms of the human/animal binary nor make presuppositions of an animal other, as to do 
so is to risk missing the specificity of each encounter. She writes, “By virtue of openness to the alterity of 
the other, commonality is reduced to the majestic but simple notion of openness itself. Encounters are not 
conditionally based on pre-conceived definitions of the other to which one comes. This would mean the other 
is experienced before the event of experience and thus the other as a singularity is denied their specificity. 
An encounter with the pre-conceived is no encounter, but a reification of self through confirmation of 
opposition or commonality based on structures that by their very definition cannot locate two entities without 
one subsuming the other through exertions of the power to define” (“Introduction” 3). 
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with an enigmatic and “haughty” (25, 67) cormorant he receives as an inheritance, Gregory 

explores the complex relationships that can develop between diversely situated 

multispecies companions. The cormorant—described throughout the novel as “arrogant” 

(8, 89, 122), “rude” (8, 23), and “vile” (15, 123)—represents something that the family 

cannot understand, which nonetheless affects them powerfully: an ontological otherness 

that is both “revolting” (64) to them and strangely alluring. As the narrator and his young 

toddler Harry become increasingly affected by the enigmatic cormorant’s “magnetism” 

(42), transforming into new, more horrifying selves in response to the bird’s Otherness, 

Gregory foregrounds the ontological gulf between the cormorant and its human keepers 

and the at times unsettling connections that can develop between “owner” and “pet,” 

human and nonhuman. Exploring the importance of ethical responsibility toward animal 

Otherness and examining the horrific, often violent outcomes of abandoning such 

responsibilities, Gregory insinuates that true monstrosity is found not in the strange Others 

with whom we live, but rather in the humans who abandon their cross-species kin. 

Like Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds, discussed in the last section, The Cormorant is 

both a work of ecohorror and animal horror. If Svetozarov’s work centers on canines, 

however, Gregory invokes our particular fears of and connections to winged creatures: 

ancestral memories, for instance, of being “hunted by large birds of prey,” which Mary 

Ellen Bellanca suggests may account for early ecohorrific legends of “mythic monsters 

with wings, beaks, and claws” (28). Like Daphne du Maurier’s avian horror story “The 

Birds” (1952) and Alfred Hitchcock’s 1963 cinematic adaptation of the same name, key 

intertexts for the horrors The Cormorant explores, Gregory presents the cormorant as an 
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exaggerated “(monstrous) Other to the Western subject” (Gregersdotter et. al. 10), a being 

belonging to that “uncanny […] species of the frightening that goes back to what was once 

well known and had long been familiar” (Freud 124). In the intimate, fraught relationship 

between human and bird that the novel explores, Gregory probes the violent histories and 

sometimes horrifying potentialities contained in such encounters. As Katarina 

Gregersdotter, Nicklas Hållén, and Johan Höglund insist, however, animal horror is not 

only meant to frighten. The sub-genre “suggest[s] that if animals exist beyond ethics, this 

does not change the fact that humans have an ethical responsibility toward animals. 

Humans’ failure to do so often leads to swift punishment” (7). Indeed, Gregory’s novel, 

while exploring the strange horrors of animal Otherness, simultaneously affirms the ethical 

obligations that must undergird all human-animal encounters. Within The Cormorant, such 

responsibilities are given a central focus, as the failure to uphold one’s ethical obligations 

to the Other will, ultimately, lead to the novel’s main horrors.  

 

Animal subjectivity: The human and its Others 

From the start, Gregory’s novel foregrounds the messy, unpredictable 

consequences of encounters with animal Otherness. Matthew Calarco, summarizing the 

opportunities posed by such encounters, writes, “The Other here issues a challenge to my 

way of life and allows me to recognize that there are Others who are fundamentally 

different from me and to whom I unthinkingly do violence in my daily life” (31). Here, the 

recognition of Otherness is viscous: cross-species encounters stick to us, transforming us 

despite our differences from other species. “Such an experience,” Calarco continues, “can 
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sometimes have an uncanny way of sticking with me, getting under my skin, and slowly 

reworking my subjectivity and existence from within” (32). Because they demand an 

understanding of the Other as subject, cross-species encounters like the ones described by 

Calarco and within Gregory’s novel have the potential to undermine Western philosophies 

of human exceptionalism that have traditionally positioned only the human as agent, 

subject, and recipient of ethical address. Due to their intimate relations with humans, 

companion animals, in particular, offer an especially promising point of entry into such 

ethical considerations: as Erica Fudge argues, forming relationships with nonhuman family 

members is both a radical post-humanist practice and a subversive act that “can actually 

undo humanist thought,” because “[w]e look at our pets and […] realize that we do not, 

cannot, know everything” (Pets 46). In The Cormorant, Gregory raises such cross-species 

ethical issues in a most unusual manner, creating a richly layered multispecies relationship 

marked not only by companionship, but also—most unsettlingly—by competition, mistrust, 

and fear. In his ecohorror masterpiece, Gregory’s enigmatic, ambiguous, and horrific 

cormorant both probes the limits of such an ethics and affirms their necessity.  

Throughout the novel, Gregory’s cormorant is emphasized as both agent, a being 

capable of generating effects, and as subject, a fully independent being, thereby 

highlighting one of Gregory’s central concerns: human responsibility toward animal 

Otherness. As agent, the cormorant—whom the narrator names Archie—represents a shift 

in traditional narrative roles for animals, and, as subject, the family’s ethical responsibility 

toward Archie is foregrounded from the outset. Indeed, the cormorant is introduced with 

certain ethical conditions: it comes to the family as an “inheritance” from Uncle Ian, a surly 
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and dour schoolteacher whom the narrator had seen only at family funerals. Bitter, 

disillusioned, and irritable, Uncle Ian leaves the family his cottage in a remote Welsh 

village and a small sum of money for the couple’s son, Harry. The narrator speculates, 

however, that “[s]omething of the mischief of the cormorant had touched [Uncle Ian] as he 

went through the dreary business of making a will” (8), for the family will only be allowed 

to inhabit the cottage for as long as they care for the bird, whom Ian had rescued from an 

oil spill while it was still very young. In their short time together before his death, Ian “had 

seen that the bird would never learn to support itself” (8). Though the cormorant “oozed 

the stink of fish, the smell of the river” (8), though it had developed into “an impressively 

ugly bird” (8), it could not be re-released, for “it had learned to feed from the hand of man” 

(9). Now dependent upon human care for survival, the cormorant and human family must 

learn to live together despite the family’s initial repulsion to the bird. 

The cormorant, however, is not the only one changed by the human-animal 

relationship the novel depicts; the narrator, his wife Ann, and Harry find themselves 

similarly transformed by, and bound to, their relationship with the bird. Through the 

narrator’s daily fishing trips with Archie, his and Ann’s bewilderment gives way to a 

hesitant respect: the cormorant’s much-described gluttony and “filthy manners” (78) 

contrast sharply with the polite English middle-class suburban society from which he and 

Ann have been eager to escape. Drawn by the bird’s perceived crudeness and dependent 

upon it for their new rural lifestyle, the narrator, Ann, Harry, and the cormorant must meet 

each other as full participants in a relationship that is depicted as competitive, precarious, 

and yet necessary to both. If the family wishes to keep their living arrangement, and if the 
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cormorant wishes to survive, they must cultivate an ethics of difference, which demands 

an awareness of the Other as a fundamentally different being who yet demands a response. 

The Cormorant, then, explores foundational questions for ecohorror and, especially, its 

twin subgenre of animal horror. What kinds of responses can we address to the Other, 

especially if the Other is occluded? And what are our responsibilities toward the Others 

with whom we live, particularly when such relationships with Others are ambiguous, or 

even, sometimes, monstrous? Gregory suggests that the potential outcomes of such cross-

species relationships may be horrific: indeed, the cormorant’s effects on the individual 

subjectivities of the narrator, Ann, and Harry form a central locus of the novel’s horrors. 

As the cormorant lodges itself deeper and deeper into their understandings of themselves 

and into the family’s burgeoning cracks, such questions of responsibility and response 

assume a critical importance.  

In John Berger’s influential essay “Why Look at Animals?” (1980), Berger touches 

upon an idea central to The Cormorant’s exploration of the joys and horrors of relationships 

with companion animals: the animal’s ability to awaken something dormant in the human. 

As Berger notes, “pets” provide their “owners” a private audience before whom the owner 

can “be to his pet what he is not to anybody or anything else” (12-3). For Berger, the pet 

thus “completes” (12) the pet owner, “offer[ing] its owner a mirror to a part that is 

otherwise never reflected” (13). Indeed, as will be explored further below, the cormorant 

exerts a profound influence on the narrator and his young son, who find themselves drawn 

to the bird’s “art of being vile” (15). For the narrator and Harry, Archie provides access to 

another self, awakening something horrific in both humans that had not been evident before. 
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As Berger cautions, however, such human-pet relationships—though they offer something 

powerful to their human participants—can be costly: “[S]ince in this relationship the 

autonomy of both parties has been lost (the owner has become the-special-man-he-is-only-

to-his-pet, and the animal has become dependent on its owner for every physical need), the 

parallelism of their separate lives has been destroyed” (13). 50  Like the relationship 

described in Berger’s essay, the autonomy of the human family members and young 

cormorant of Gregory’s novel is increasingly lost. With the family’s housing secured only 

by Archie’s health and with Archie dependent upon the narrator for food, water, and 

exercise, the lives of all parties are irrevocably entangled and transformed. 

The mutual dependence of the family and cormorant and the bird’s enigmatic 

influence over the narrator and Harry raise several questions useful to this project’s aim of 

thinking through horror’s place in ecological thought. When engaging in human-pet 

relationships, who is “keeping” whom? Who do we become when we become-with pets? 

And with whom, exactly, do we share our families and our homes when we live with other 

species? Within the contexts of ecohorror and animal horror, where ambiguous, border-

crossing relationships among species are of primary concern, and where agency often 

originates outside the human, the ramifications of such questions are of critical importance. 

Through its depiction of the fragile and ever-changing relationship between Archie and his 

human cohabitants, The Cormorant suggests that answers to these questions are not so 

easily forthcoming: the bird’s agency, inaccessible subjectivity, and ontological difference 

 
50 See Sharon Sharp’s “Zoo: Television Ecohorror On and Off the Screen” (in Fear and Nature: Ecohorror 
Studies in the Anthropocene, edited by Christy Tidwell and Carter Soles, Penn State UP [manuscript in 
preparation; forthcoming late 2020]) for more on the ethics of human-companion animal relationships. 
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contribute to a relationship indelibly marked by mistrust and precariousness. The novel’s 

unflinching depiction of the difficulties of navigating such cross-species relationships 

serves as a powerful reminder that many human-pet relationships are more easily 

characterized by fear than joy. 

 

Otherness and malevolence: The cormorant in Western thought 

 Drawing inspiration from the cormorant’s long-standing associations in the West 

with evil and devilish gluttony, Gregory’s unusual choice of companion animal contributes 

to the novel’s subtle exploration of the ways in which human-pet relationships can become 

sources of fear. As Richard King notes in his study of the status of the cormorant in Western 

cultural, theological, and literary thought, the cormorant has long been deployed as a 

symbol of greed and impending doom, particularly with regard to shipwrecks. 51  He 

speculates, “The cormorant as devilish or portentous of some dangerous event likely has 

its roots in the bird’s black plumage, its nearly silent voice, and its snakelike neck. The bird 

is infamous for the way it stands still on a rock or a wharf piling while spreading its wings 

to dry, as if draping a dark Dracula cape” (54). As King implies, the cormorant’s black 

feathers have lent it a sense of otherworldly malice, which Gregory emphasizes throughout 

the novel: Archie’s black feathers, “shot through with green and wet with shit” (71), are 

prominently featured in descriptions of the bird, even perceived, in one pivotal scene, as a 

 
51 King devotes a few paragraphs to The Cormorant in his study. He writes, “What Gregory’s novel actually 
does is reinforce that enduring, deep-seated, cultural antipathy toward the cormorant in Britain, Ireland, and 
North America” (66). While I am sympathetic to King’s statements, I contend that the novel remains an 
important exploration of the at times challenging and confusing dynamics of multispecies interaction. It is, 
therefore, worth further consideration. 
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“weapon” (71). The comparison between the cormorant’s black wings and Dracula’s cape 

is also not lost on Gregory, who writes that Archie is “a Heathcliff, a Rasputin, a Dracula” 

(16), “a dangerous, black villain of a bird […] most closely resembling a vampire bat 

(redolent of fish)” (54-5). Like crows and ravens, from whom the English word “cormorant” 

is most likely derived, bats have a long history in Western iconographies of death, long 

associated with vampires, creatures of the night, and other undead beings. Gregory draws 

on the evocative power of these species throughout, referring to Archie as “a sea-crow, 

corvus marinus” (16)52 and several times comparing Archie to a bat (8, 13, 54-5, 108, 114). 

These beings, who as King notes have similarly “long been associated with death and ill 

portent, in part because of their color, their mischievous intelligence, and their feeding on 

carrion—including dead people” (54), lend Archie an air of overdetermined evil that is 

greater than the sum of his parts.53 

The cormorant’s status as an evil omen is present throughout the novel, allowing 

Gregory to conjure an atmosphere of dread that is often, in the minds of the human 

characters, connected with Archie. Indeed, when Uncle Ian dies while out on the water 

with the cormorant, his body is discovered with cheeks “pitted from the blows of the 

cormorant’s beak” (11). The ghastly tale—which, like the opening scene of Hounds, 

unexpectedly places the human in the role of prey—recalls the avian attacks of du 

 
52 Indeed, Gregory’s cormorant is frequently compared to a raven, evoking Edgar Allen Poe’s poem “The 
Raven” and Poe’s infamous deployment of the bird as “a deeply symbolic animal that unexpectedly and 
unapologetically intrudes in the narrator’s affairs” (Hillard 685). 
 
53 For more on the evocative, ecohorrific image of the sea bird in particular, see Keri Stevenson’s “The Death 
of Birdsong, the Birdsong of Death: Algernon Charles Swinburne and the Horror of Erosion” (in Fear and 
Nature: Ecohorror Studies in the Anthropocene, edited by Christy Tidwell and Carter Soles, Penn State UP 
[manuscript in preparation; forthcoming late 2020]). 
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Maurier’s animal horror story “The Birds,” as well as philosopher Val Plumwood’s account 

of her near-death experience in 1985, when she was nearly eaten by a crocodile. As 

Plumwood powerfully recounts, the experience of being reduced to meat, like any other 

vulnerable, ecologically embedded being, “threatens the dualistic vision of human mastery 

of the planet in which we are predators but can never ourselves be prey” (88). Recognizing 

ourselves as prey, we recognize the inadequacy of Western relations with animals and the 

environment: such stories remind us not only that we, too, are edible animals attractive to 

predators, but also that there are Other beings—Other agencies—whom we cannot 

control.54 

Like Plumwood’s experience of being prey, Gregory’s novel similarly overturns 

traditional human-animal hierarchies in the West, presenting Uncle Ian first as master over 

Archie and then, finally, as lifeless snack. The image of Ian’s bird-pitted cheeks highlights 

human vulnerability and reinforces the initial impression of the cormorant as evil, 

malevolent, and gluttonous, a potent portent of doom and a familiar stock character from 

horror’s repertoire: the silent, hulking beast who preys on human flesh. Indeed, as Bellanca 

muses, “The knowledge that we were preyed upon by birds at one time, possibly for much 

of that 99 percent of our history before migration out of Africa, casts bird-attack narratives 

in an interesting new light” (37). In an image that recalls humanity’s earliest fears of 

becoming prey to birds, the narrator reflects on the discovery of Ian’s body: 

 
54 Sharon Sharp also considers the ontological and existential ramifications of humans becoming prey. In her 
discussion of the television series Zoo, Sharp writes that narratives that feature animal consumption of 
humans emphasize “that humans are like animals and animals are like humans because they share a 
coexistence as edible beings” (quoted in her chapter in Fear and Nature: Ecohorror Studies in the 
Anthropocene, edited by Christy Tidwell and Carter Soles, Penn State UP [manuscript in preparation; 
forthcoming late 2020]). 
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His lips were torn. The tender tissues of his gums were split. One eye remained 
intact. When they had taken the body away, the bird heaved itself onto the deck of 
its master’s boat. It was seen through the rest of the evening and that warm 
summer’s night, hunched on the top of the cabin. It only blinked and cleaned a few 
morsels of soft flesh from its beak. (11) 
 

The cormorant’s portrayal as hunching, lurking, and flesh-eating unsettles traditional ways 

of thinking about pets in the West, not least because of Archie’s unconventionality as a pet. 

Rather than a tame and domesticated human-like companion, Archie is a shadowy form 

filled with fleshly secrets, a carnivorous “Dracula” for whom the narrator must now care 

(16). 

The cormorant’s doom-laden portrayal at the novel’s outset emphasizes his 

predatory agency and suggests the existence of a rich, though concealed, inner life, lending 

Archie an air of what Sigmund Freud, summarizing Friedrich Schelling, diagnosed as the 

uncanny: that which, like the subjectivity of animals, “was intended to remain secret, 

hidden away, and has come into the open” (132). Archie’s uncanny subjectivity contrasts 

sharply with traditional views of animals in the West, which have often emphasized the 

soullessness, passivity, and innocence of animals—animals may feel, may think, but can 

never be evil, can never scheme.55 Gregory’s cormorant, however, ruptures this tradition: 

unlike the innocent, soulless, marginalized animals of Western modernity, who for Berger 

are placed “in a receding past” (10), Archie hulks and hunches, lurks and stares. His 

 
55 As Berger argues, Descartes’ pronouncement of animal “soullessness,” or lack of inner life, constituted a 
“decisive theoretical break” in Western thinking about animals, through which “the animal was reduced to 
the model of a machine” (9). Writing a century later, the influential zoologist Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte 
de Buffon, built upon Descartes’ declaration by articulating a perceived contrast between the soullessness of 
animals and the spiritual anguish of humans, which for Leclerc imparted to animals an aura of innocence 
(Berger 10). The animal’s soullessness and subsequent innocence has formed part of a long tradition of 
thought toward animals in the Judeo-Christian West. 
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stubborn fixity places him all-too-present in the narrator’s mind, rendering him a 

threatening existence legally bound to the family. With his menacing appearance and 

horrifying gaze, Archie is anything but receding and, to the narrator’s mind, anything but 

innocent. Archie’s seeming vileness, however, offers an opportunity to consider the animal 

as subject, restoring to him an inner life that—no matter how maligned—emphasizes his 

status as a subject, as a returner of the look. Indeed, Gregory writes, “As [Uncle Ian] lay 

convulsing for just a few seconds, the cormorant sat and watched” (10). The novel’s use of 

horror tropes—such as its haunting reminders of Uncle Ian, its dark inheritances, its rural, 

isolated setting, and its frequent depictions of blood, excrement, and gore—allows Gregory 

to explore the inverse of Western presumptions about animals: instead of the animal as 

passive innocent, Gregory delivers the animal as corrupted subject, as dark mirror. The 

perception of Archie as both a subject and a malevolent being inspires a disturbing 

sequence of transformations in the human narrator and his son that serve as a profound and 

unsettling reminder of the vulnerability of human-animal relationships and of the beings 

we take into our homes.  

 

The gaze of the Other 

Throughout The Cormorant, Gregory carefully traces the human family’s shifting 

impressions and understandings of Archie, including their initial expectation of receiving 

a docile, tame animal akin to the machine-like, innocent beings of eighteenth-century 

thought. As the narrator recalls, “It was a sure sign of our complacency in receipt of the 

cormorant that we had opened the white wooden crate in our living-room and expected 
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some kind of plastic, domestic fowl to emerge and be driven quietly out through the back 

door” (13). Instead, however, the family receives a fully formed being, replete with inner 

life. Indeed, Archie’s arrival horrifically unsettles the family’s “picture of domestic bliss” 

(13), introducing an element of unpredictability that defies the narrator’s initial 

expectations of dominance over the cormorant and reverses traditional ways of thinking 

about pets as tame and subordinate to humans. Archie defiles, literally, the human domain 

of the home, immediately marking the pillows, rugs, and curtains with his excrement and 

thereby threatening the boundaries between inside and outside, or between what the 

narrator can and cannot control. Fudge, noting the ontological disturbance caused by such 

incidents, argues that  

The pet crosses over species boundaries. It is an animal—it cannot speak—but it is 
also an ideal human—it says what we want it to say. It is only when the pet displays 
its animal nature—when it pees on the carpet, brings in a half-dead sparrow, 
destroys the furniture—that we lose the tranquility of the relation. Then, and only 
then, do we really confront the existence of something beyond our control in our 
home. (Animal 33) 
 

Indeed, in marking the home with his excrement, Archie violates the boundaries between 

civilization and wilderness, marking the limits of the narrator’s control and, thus, posing a 

threat to human identity from without. As Julia Kristeva theorizes, excrement, like corpses, 

decay, and disease, “stand[s] for […] the ego threatened by the non-ego, society threatened 

by its outside, life by death” (71). By staining the living room, Archie’s action—and the 

wild nature it here stands in for—represents an attack not only on civilization, but also its 

most sacred of spaces: the family home, which indexes not only human separation from 

and mastery over nature, but also, paradoxically, the vulnerability of the human bodies that 
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shelter within them. Excreting on the family sofa, Archie attacks the claim to human 

mastery itself. 

It is, then, no surprise that, following this incident, the narrator is eager to restore a 

sense of peace to his human home. Uncertain how best to handle the family’s new addition, 

he studies the cormorant, watching it and “allow[ing] it to watch [him]” (16). He here takes 

a step toward acknowledging Archie’s subjectivity, thereby departing from traditional 

modes of thinking about animals in the West; his recognition of Archie’s subjectivity is, 

however, tinged by horror. Drawing attention to the cormorant’s watchful, “enigmatic eye” 

(31), Gregory emphasizes the irreducible gap between the cormorant and his human 

handler, thereby foregrounding Archie’s status as both a subject and a menacing figure of 

difference. In The Cormorant, the animal unexpectedly—and unsettlingly—looks back. 

Recalling philosopher Jacques Derrida’s famous account of finding himself the object of 

his cat’s gaze, during which Derrida was struck by the alterity of this being whose existence 

“refuses to be conceptualized” (9), Archie’s assertion of his own inscrutable gaze stakes 

his claim to subjectivity while simultaneously marking him as an uncertain, possibly 

threatening Other. Indeed, for Derrida, the cat’s gaze represents “a bottomlessness, at the 

same time innocent and cruel perhaps, perhaps sensitive and impassive, good and bad, 

uninterpretable, unreadable, undecidable, abyssal and secret” (12), arousing in him a 

feeling of awkward discomfort. Like the gaze of Derrida’s cat, Archie’s gaze is illegible; 

this awkward recognition of the Other, however, prompts the narrator to recognize Archie’s 

subjectivity with a name. As the narrator muses, “I would call the cormorant Archie. It was 

harsh, like the sound the bird repeatedly croaked. There was something cocky and 
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irreverent about it” (16). Although the narrator does not fully understand—or even like—

the cormorant, he recognizes the bird’s singular subjectivity, its unique voice.  

If Gregory emphasizes Archie’s subjectivity, however, he also warns readers that 

the subjectivity of pets and other intimate strangers can be unsettling. Ann, for instance, is 

frightened and “bewildered” by the cormorant, in whom she recognizes a complete being 

that she cannot “understand” (112). Indeed, at multiple points in the novel she feels called 

to protect Harry from Archie, turning the boy’s eyes away from the bird and, even more 

extreme, removing him from the cottage entirely to break the sway of the bird’s “demonic 

arrogance” (19). The family, then, willfully acknowledges the legitimacy of Archie’s inner 

space, even granting that Archie experiences emotions: the narrator, for instance, ponders 

the bird’s “unpredictable temper” (16) and, later in the text, his “panic of impatience” (46). 

However, the narrator’s assessment of Archie’s emotions must be approximated from 

across the ontological gulf between humans and animals. With the “impressive weapon” 

(16) of the bird’s beak on display throughout the novel, and with any certain access to 

Archie’s inner space denied, Gregory undermines the narrator’s assumption of mastery 

over the cormorant and, by extension, the human assumption of mastery over all animals. 

Archie’s ominous presence suggests enclaves of animality that escape human dominion, 

spaces of animal thought and subjectivity withdrawn from human access. It is this very 

unpredictability that, for the narrator, makes Archie a “hazard” (16): his subjectivity is a 

source of horror. 

Archie’s ambiguous status as both intimate housemate and ontological stranger 

makes his position within the family uncertain throughout much of the text, underlining 
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the precariousness of the multispecies relationship the novel examines. Is Archie brother, 

fellow, friend—or foe? As Donna Haraway observes, cross-species cohabitation can be an 

uncomfortable, ambiguous, and intimate process, “involving agencies of many sorts and 

stories that do not lend themselves […] to an assured outcome for anybody. Co-habiting 

does not mean fuzzy and touchy-feely” (Companion Species 30). It is the very uncertainty 

of this relationship with Archie that precipitates the family members’ various reactions: 

Ann remains largely repelled by Archie, but the narrator and his young son Harry find 

themselves fascinated, even called by him, affirming Archie’s status as both subject and 

agent. In a scene that disturbs both the narrator and Ann, for instance, Harry wanders into 

his parents’ room at night, gazing out the window to where Archie awaits in the yard, “head 

and beak erect, wings outstretched. Utterly motionless. Utterly black” (38). As the narrator, 

Ann, and Harry watch Archie, Harry surprises his parents by “suddenly hiss[ing] loudly, 

forcing the air like steam” (38). Reaching with his hand to touch the windowpane beyond 

which Archie waits, Harry stands as though summoned by the bird, leaving only once the 

bird departs and walking between his parents “as though [they] were invisible to him” (38). 

The child’s rapt attention to the bird leaves his parents disconcerted—as the narrator 

bemoans, “For a few minutes, […] Archie had been more important to Harry than we were. 

He had watched and signalled to the cormorant, oblivious to our presence in the room” 

(39). Archie’s mysterious connection to Harry leads the boy’s parents to wonder to what 

end Archie calls to and is heard by the boy. Indeed, as Gregory icily insinuates, the 

relationship forming between bird and human is “multiform, at stake, unfinished, 

consequential” (Haraway, Companion Species 30). The bird’s agency, here, threatens. 
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The horror evoked in Ann and, at times, the narrator as they watch their young son’s 

increasingly agitated fascination with Archie recalls Haraway’s admonition that 

relationships between species are relationships of “significant otherness” (Companion 

Species 16). They demand not only respect, but also the unceasing awareness that one is 

relating to an essentially unknowable Other with whom one nonetheless shares a profound 

bond. She writes, “The recognition that one cannot know the other or the self, but must ask 

in respect for all of time who and what are emerging in relationship, is the key” 

(Companion Species 50). In the case of Archie and the narrator, who and what emerge 

across this multispecies divide is at times hopeful, but more often disturbing, underlining 

that cohabitation is, indeed, not always “fuzzy or touchy-feely” (Haraway, Companion 

Species 30). As Gregory emphasizes throughout, multispecies companionship is often 

marked by competition and violence. With the haunting images of Archie’s sharp beak and 

Uncle Ian’s broken, pitted face looming large throughout the text, Gregory reminds us that 

such relationships are not always under human control: one can participate in, but not 

always predict, the relationships one forms with Others.  

 

Significant Otherness and multispecies companionship 

 As The Cormorant demonstrates, the inability to access the inner lives and 

ontological spaces of animals does not prevent humans from forming intimate relationships 

with animals, nor from attempting to learn to live with them. Indeed, throughout the novel, 

Archie and the narrator communicate—at times haphazardly—through nonverbal means, 

gradually allowing a relationship to form that changes both participants. As their 
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relationship demonstrates, influence and agency do not originate solely from the human: 

animals, too, transmit. What is less certain, however, is what is emerging from the 

relationship between the narrator and Archie. As their intimacy develops, the narrator 

grows increasingly selfish, appetitive, and paranoid, leading the text to adopt a tense 

register as the narrator begins to perceive a sinister presence around Archie: the haunting 

reminder of Uncle Ian, whose foul, cruel personality is recalled to the narrator again and 

again, often accompanied by the “clinging scent of a dead cigar” (45). As the relationship 

between Archie and the narrator grows, these recollections of Uncle Ian impact the narrator 

more and more strongly, first with a sense of bitterness and, later, sympathy. Through the 

ominous presence of the dead, “malicious” (36) Uncle Ian, Gregory suggests that what is 

emerging from the human-animal relationship the novel examines may, in fact, be 

something horrific: intimate, yet cruel. 

 The relationship between the narrator and Archie begins its most significant 

development when Ann—frightened by Archie’s seeming influence over Harry—decides 

to leave town with the toddler for a week. During this time, the narrator takes Archie out 

frequently to exercise in the Straits while he gathers firewood. Archie moves from the back 

of the narrator’s van to the passenger seat, marking the narrator’s acknowledgment of 

Archie as a full and equal partner; Archie, too, seems to recognize this when he brings the 

narrator the “gift” of a dying fish. Gregory writes: 

The bird waddled forward and held up its bill to me. I instinctively withdrew my 
hands. In the half-light, I could not be sure what Archie was carrying, and I would 
never really trust the hooked beak. Archie craned forward again and put down a 
fish by my green wellingtons. It was a dab, still alive and convulsing, its gristly 
body arched with cramp. I bent to pick it up. “Thank you, Archie. Thank you very 
much.” (48) 
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Noting Archie’s “determination to offer its prize to me” (49), the narrator turns the 

cormorant’s appetite and ability to catch fish to his own, human advantage, keeping the 

fish Archie catches while allowing Archie to keep any eels. Through their fishing trips, the 

narrator’s feelings toward Archie begin to change: he muses, with an unexpected pleasure 

that emphasizes the cormorant’s growing, pernicious impact on him, “I was enjoying the 

raffish company of the cormorant” (55). 

 Archie’s gift-giving signals a move away from the stereotype of the greedy, 

gluttonous cormorant that opens the novel while also marking a turning point in the cross-

species relationship emerging between bird and human. Throughout the novel, Archie 

becomes more sympathetic to the narrator, who appreciatively notes his curiosity, his 

mischievousness, and his apparent generosity. The narrator, too, begins to change, 

admiring the developments that have taken place in his own character since his cohabitation 

with Archie and recalling, with a smirking scorn, the domestic suburban life he has left 

behind in England. He thinks: 

I smiled when I thought how I had changed in the last few months since leaving the 
Midlands. What would my old headmaster say if I were to meet him, by some 
absurd coincidence, in the harbour car park in Caernarfon? I was used to wearing a 
jacket and tie for school; here I was, parking a smelly van on the quayside, stepping 
out in tattered jeans and wellington boots, […] in a waterproof spotted with fish 
scales and containing in one pocket the corpse of a forgotten flatfish; to crown the 
effect of such scruffy clothing, on opening up the back of the van, a dangerous, 
black villain of a bird would spring out, a cross between a raven and a pelican but 
most closely resembling a vampire bat (redolent of fish). And the hunt for food: 
taking the bird with its leash and collar, filling a bag with fresh fish, while other 
people stood stupidly in a supermarket queue. (54-5) 
 

The narrator, indeed, is becoming the man he’s always dreamed of being, recalling 

Berger’s assessment that “the pet completes [the pet ‘owner’], offering responses to aspects 
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of his character which would otherwise remain unconfirmed” (12). He notes that as a child, 

he had dreamed of “possessing a falcon” (54); now, as an adult, he “was reaping pocketfuls 

of flatfish from the mudbanks of the Menai Straits, seizing them from the beak of the 

cormorant, alive with bone and gristle” (54). Even his beard and fingernails have been left 

to grow wild, as he imagines himself to have become: “[I]nstead of being closely razored 

under my chin and on my cheeks, I had left [my beard] to crawl over my throat and 

disappear below my ears. The fingernails, which were once so immaculately filed and 

cleaned, were now neglected” (55). Gregory suggests, however, that such transformations 

may be a source of horror. The narrator becomes aware of a mysterious spectator watching 

his fishing expeditions with Archie, a man who greets the narrator’s success with Archie 

with “slow, sarcastic applause, increasing in speed and intensity, slowing, stopping” (60). 

The gray figure, obscured from sight but for the butt of his cigar, haunts the narrator, 

prompting him to consider “what else was included in the inheritance” (61). The narrator’s 

transformation, then, is made sinister by the dark presence of Uncle Ian, a figure whose 

appearance suggests that the narrator’s newfound rusticity may be part of a darker design. 

 Indeed, the narrator’s transformations occur against a backdrop of interspecies 

violence. Archie’s beak is repeatedly emphasized throughout the novel, underscoring both 

the fragility of the relationship and the potential for violence to erupt at any moment. This 

potential is actualized at several moments in the novel: Archie kills the family cat shortly 

after his arrival, attacks the narrator on several occasions, and, in a particularly gruesome 

scene, injures a guest of the family, Mr. Knapp, on Christmas Day. This last occurrence 

marks a shift in the text, a moment when the tension building between Archie and his 
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human keepers erupts, fully, into violence; it also highlights the narrator’s growing 

admiration of Archie’s unpredictable temperament and capacity for bloodshed. The 

narrator, indeed, almost wills the injury, showing the cormorant to Mr. Knapp out of a 

perverse desire to impress his neighbor with his conquest of such an imposing animal. As 

Jonathan Burt notes of portrayals of animal violence on film, the image of the violent 

animal carries the capacity to infect humans who perceive it, as Archie’s violence does to 

the narrator; Burt explains, “The violent animal image […] has a significance that extends 

beyond simply representing the uncivilized (both in the sense of the ‘natural’ and the 

‘barbarous’), and, like a form of propaganda, is assumed to have the power to cause the 

repetition of such an action” (140). Indeed, when the bird does strike Mr. Knapp, the 

narrator’s own reaction is one of silent encouragement: “Something told me that the beak 

was destined for the finger, just as Archie closed its eyelids and swooned in the luxury of 

the man’s caresses. There was something so inevitable about it at that moment that I had 

been unable to speak a word of warning. So I simply watched” (99). Viewing the bird as a 

symbol of his own, unsociable impulses, the narrator’s silent approval of Archie’s violence 

underscores the sinister impact of Archie’s behavior on the narrator and, in turn, the 

uncertain nature of their relationship as a whole. As the narrator becomes increasingly cruel, 

projecting onto Archie his own repressed desires and drawing inspiration from Archie’s 

aggressive behaviors, the violence brewing within the human-animal relationship the text 

explores threatens to emerge in unsettling and unexpected ways.  

If trust is established between the narrator and Archie, then, it is a cruel and 

unpredictable trust that can be severed at any moment, most notably by violence—either 
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Archie’s or, increasingly, the narrator’s own. The growing violence between the two beings 

is foreshadowed early in the novel, shortly after Archie kills the family cat. Gregory writes: 

The bird came at me in two leaps, brandishing the heavy beak, punishing the night 
shadows with the power of its wing beats. There was blood on its bill. […] I kicked 
out with my slippered foot and the bird flapped backwards, long enough for me to 
take up some slack around my wrist and reel it in, retreating to the lights of the 
kitchen. Archie resisted, skidded forward on slippery feet. As I fumbled with the 
latch, the cormorant struck hard at my hand. (34) 
 

As Gregory highlights throughout the stages of Archie’s and the narrator’s cross-species 

relationship, these are kin which do not fit together easily, and who are yet bound to each 

other: the narrator legally, through Uncle Ian’s will, and Archie by being raised in captivity. 

As Donna Haraway warns, making kin—particularly multispecies kin—requires us to 

consider “to whom one is actually responsible” (Staying 2). She asks, “Who lives and who 

dies, and how, in this kinship rather than that one? What shape is this kinship […]? What 

must be cut and what must be tied if multispecies flourishing on earth […] [is] to have a 

chance?” (Staying 2). As Gregory examines the pressure points and growing violence in 

the multispecies kinship between Archie, the narrator, Ann, and Harry, the responsibilities 

we bear toward others are highlighted again and again. Archie’s sinister influence on the 

narrator and young Harry suggests that the cross-species intimacies that cut across our 

worlds and environments are not always pleasant; as mortal lives of different species 

intersect, such intimacies invite unexpected consequences and unwelcome responsibilities. 

 

Responsibilities to the Other 

 If the narrator and Archie are engaged in a relationship of becoming-with—each 

becoming more dependent on the other—then Harry and Archie are also becoming-with, 
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albeit in far more ambiguous ways. Throughout the text, Harry becomes animated only in 

Archie’s presence, lapsing into silence and listlessness when parted from the bird. Even 

more significant, Harry appears to be transformed by the cormorant: he is described as 

“suffused with the malice of the sea-crow” (19), as “hissing” (38) and “croaking” (86) in 

the same manner as Archie, and as experiencing a “union” (110) with the bird. Following 

an incident on Christmas Day, in which Harry sneaks into the cormorant’s cage to sleep, 

Ann is too mortified to consider keeping Archie any longer. As she leaves with Harry for 

the second time, it becomes clear that the novel’s tensions have reached a breaking point: 

the narrator must choose between his son and Archie. 

 Although the family—and especially Ann—projects their fears and superstitions 

onto Archie, detecting in him an almost supernatural malevolence, Gregory emphasizes 

throughout The Cormorant that Archie is merely an ordinary bird, a victim forced into 

captivity due to an unordinary, unnatural, and ecohorrific oil spill. He is enigmatic and 

unsettling, but Archie demonstrates no supernatural abilities, no capacity for enacting the 

doom that seems to follow him. Far from the devilish associations that plague the 

cormorant in the United Kingdom and United States, Archie demonstrates both trust and 

respect for the narrator at multiple points in the text, following his human companion 

without a leash and even, in one touching scene, nuzzling the narrator’s hand “as 

affectionate as a dog” (60). It is not Archie, then, who falls short of his ethical 

responsibilities toward his human kin. Fueled by anger, resentment, and bitterness over the 

strain in his family, it is the narrator who abandons his ethical responsibilities toward 

Archie, irrevocably corrupting the ethical relations between human and bird.  
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 On Christmas night, the narrator, drunk and blaming Archie for Ann and Harry’s 

departure, grabs a hot poker from the fire and beats Archie until the bird’s wing is badly 

broken, revealing the injured bone. Locking Archie in his crate in the yard for the night, 

the narrator contemptuously urinates on Archie before losing consciousness, not 

realizing—or perhaps not caring—that a magnificent blizzard has been gathering on the 

horizon. Awakening the next morning to an ecohorrific landscape “erased by the deadening 

blanket of snow” (127), he discovers that Archie’s cage has been completely snowed under 

during the night. The cormorant, badly injured and unable to seek shelter, has frozen to 

death. 

Rather than the monstrous being that the human characters have perceived Archie 

as, the bird, in death, is fragile. In a depiction that elicits disgust for the narrator’s actions, 

Gregory writes, “The neck was folded to enable the cormorant to press its face into its 

breast feathers, the beak was partly hidden under one wing. Eyes closed. One wing tucked 

away, the other awry” (133). The novel does not treat Archie’s death as a victory, as in 

more conservative animal-focused ecohorror narratives like Steven Spielberg’s film Jaws 

(1975),56 but instead as a moment of profound loss. Emphasizing Archie’s vulnerability, 

Gregory reverses the script on the monster narrative, generating sympathy for Archie and 

making clear that the narrator’s abuse of the bird is unjustifiable. Indeed, the narrator 

 
56 Indeed, as Gregersdotter, Hållén, and Höglund have argued, in animal horror films like this, “the animal—
say, the shark in Jaws—typically exists beyond the ethical, as do other familiar characters in horror cinema, 
such as zombies, monsters and psychopathic killers. The animal is hardwired to be a relentless predator, 
unable to show remorse or pity. Therefore, the only way for humans to protect themselves against the 
ferociousness of the animal is to respond to it by becoming as ferocious as the animal, and to kill it” (7). As 
Bruce Lennard notes, these conservative animal horror films have had unintended real-world consequences: 
for example, “Jaws has been routinely linked to the demonization of sharks, with real consequences for 
conservation” (17). 
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himself regrets his behavior, “tenderly” (133) holding the cormorant as he tries to “infuse 

some life through the warmth of [his] hands” (133). Archie, however, remains “stiff beyond 

the powers of [his] warming” (133). By rendering the murder of the cormorant a tragedy, 

Gregory reveals the novel’s true monster: the human pet owner who violates his bond with 

his animal companion.57 The “fragile relic of the cormorant” (133), thawed and decaying, 

levels an accusation at all who fail their cross-species kin. 

Underscoring the questions of kinship that motivate the novel’s horrors, the death 

of the animal in The Cormorant—as in many other animal horror texts—is tied to the death 

of a human. However, unlike the more conservative animal horror texts described above, 

in which a predatory, vicious animal must be killed in order to atone for the loss of a human, 

the human loss in The Cormorant is more ambiguous: with the cormorant dead, there is no 

animal to enact the human’s death. Instead, it is the violation of the bond between Archie 

and the narrator that leads, albeit indirectly, to the loss of Harry, reinforcing the ethical 

judgment that the novel performs. Indeed, if the narrator is able to violate his bond with 

Archie, the young Harry cannot. When Ann decides to “clean” (142) the yard so recently 

occupied by the cormorant through a “cleansing by fire” (143), the boy, seized by a sudden 

urge to run into the blaze in which the cormorant’s crate is melting, cannot be contained. 

Gregory describes, “He dropped to the ground, cat-like among the blaze. With a shout, he 

sprang forward […] and immersed himself in the flames of the white wooden crate. 

Engulfed by the fire, the little figure was tearing and rummaging at the remaining panels 

 
57 As Kristen Angierski similarly notes, “[E]cohorror exists in the revelation of horrific truths about human 
treatment of non-human others” (quoted in her chapter in Fear and Nature: Ecohorror Studies in the 
Anthropocene, edited by Christy Tidwell and Carter Soles, Penn State UP [manuscript in preparation; 
forthcoming late 2020]). 
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of the box” (144). Harry, like Archie’s body, is consumed by the flames, his last effort a 

desperate attempt to retrieve Archie’s body from the burning crate until all that remains are 

the “blistered bones of bird and boy” (145). Harry’s horrific death points toward the 

potentially horrific outcomes of such intimacies: like “all true lovers, of whatever species” 

(Haraway, Companion Species 50), Harry and the cormorant are connected by a bond that 

does not always have desirable outcomes. In the ecological relations that govern all cross-

species relations, such intimacies can be—and often are—fatal. 

 

The ties that bind: Toward an ethics of becoming-with 

The dual tragedy of Archie’s and Harry’s losses demonstrates how deeply we are 

impacted by the animals with whom we share our lives, suggesting the power of those 

nonhuman beings with whom we are most intimate to transform us and, similarly, of us to 

transform them. On a planet full of such intimate cross-species relationships, the 

transformative potentials of human-animal relationships—especially those most 

intimate—demands attention. As Gregory’s ecohorrific, animal horror novel shows, 

animals can haunt us, reshaping our senses of our selves, our families, and our homes. The 

frequency with which human and animal lives collide, often in our most intimate spaces, 

demonstrates the necessity of understanding both the positive and, at times, horrific 

outcomes of cross-species cohabitation. On the finite spaces of an increasingly small Earth, 

such considerations are not a choice, but a responsibility. If we are ecologically bound, 

Gregory suggests, then so, too, are we ethically. Thus, if there is evil to be found in The 

Cormorant, it lies not in the ontological Others with whom we share our lifeworlds, but in 
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the moment in which we break our ethical responsibilities toward Others. In assuming that 

we can attempt to exercise violent control over animals, in favoring one kinship over 

another, we violate the bonds between “owners” and “pets,” humans and nonhumans. 

In a gesture that violently sutures the gap that separates humans and animals, the 

novel closes with one final encounter, a mutual acknowledgment of pain that once more 

bonds man and bird. The narrator stands in the yard, still stunned by the double loss of 

Archie and his son, “alone in the garden. Until the gulls came” (147). In a passage whose 

imagery again evokes the avian frenzy of du Maurier’s “The Birds,” Gregory writes: 

At first a solitary bird came skimming over the plantation and peered down at the 
garden. Its laughter rang hollow against the hillsides. Until another gull appeared, 
and another, and the hysterical mirth increased. I stood still, my face upturned. And 
my sky became a blizzard of whirling white birds. They dived towards me, their 
throats gulping with the effort of screams. Their wings made the air quiver. A patter 
of droppings rained on the slated path and settled like tears on my cheeks. I never 
raised my hands to wipe the tears away: I let them trickle to the corners of my 
mouth. Then, when the turmoil was too much and in my head there was nothing but 
the snowstorm of gulls, I could dismiss them. […] They wept a little and were gone. 
(147-8) 
 

The gulls, presented as unholy familiars to Archie throughout the novel, share their “tears” 

with the narrator, excrement which he, significantly, refuses to wipe away. If Gregory 

constructs the ontological gulf between human and nonhuman as impenetrable, it is a gulf 

across which bonds and connections can, nevertheless, be forged. In the finite space of the 

planet in which we are all cohabitants, the task, Gregory intimates, is to establish ethical 

bonds: ones attentive to the dynamics of otherness-in-relation, which are always precarious, 

always uncertain. As Haraway notes, “We become-with each other or not at all” (Staying 
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4). To this, I add simply that we must become-with ethically: as strangers and, more 

importantly, neighbors.58 

 

IV. Brutal truths and horrific fictions: Horror, the animal, and the Anthropocene 

 Both Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds and Stephen Gregory’s The Cormorant explore, 

in their own ways, the complex encounters that arise as a result of sharing the planet with 

other species. In the brutal denouements of both texts, the animal and human horrors 

Sverozarov and Gregory present underscore a truth that Timothy Morton captures well: 

that “[a]ll life forms […] are limited and inconsistent—another way of saying that we are 

all fragile, mortal entities coexisting haphazardly” (“Ecology as Text” 14). Indeed, in both 

works, blood, violence, and death take center stage, with Svetozarov and Gregory depicting 

in great detail the corporeal toll that interspecies encounters frequently take. However, as 

Morton also reminds us, recognizing such brutal truths is a necessary step that forms “a 

good beginning for an ethics” (“Ecology as Text” 14). Indeed, in our current era of the 

Anthropocene, cultivating an ethics capable of contending with these truths is, as I have 

argued throughout this project, more urgent than ever before. 

 Horror narratives—especially from sub-genres like ecohorror and animal horror—

are a useful tool in cultivating these truths. With their frequent foregrounding of animal 

difference and, more importantly, their work of negotiating the challenges and 

opportunities posed by such differences, these tales allow viewers and readers to conceive 

 
58 As Jeffrey Jerome Cohen and Lowell Duckert similarly write, in a quote that also forms the epigraph to 
this dissertation’s introductory chapter, “All is encounter, but not all is love […]. And yet this world is 
nevertheless the one we try to know, we love, we wish to live within. With, a stance that demands a 
reorientation of intimacy even toward beings we consider ugly, mundane, antagonistic” (16). 
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of themselves in relation to animal Otherness in ways that may undo the environmentally 

destructive legacies of the Enlightenment and that may formulate practices of “caring in 

both emergent similarity and difference” (Haraway, Staying 19). In revealing the 

simultaneous differences and linkages between “human” and “animal,” horror texts 

undermine the philosophical tradition that has rendered these concepts opposed. As Erica 

Fudge writes, “It is here that fiction plays a role. Stories might allow us, as readers and 

thinkers, to find a path between the impossible and necessary. The imagination might offer 

a way of bridging the chasm that seems to separate humans from animals” (Pets 10). 

Similarly, Sherryl Vint argues: 

Fiction has the capacity to show open-ended and heterogeneous responses to the 
complexities of animals in/and human life. It can stage the problems that confront 
us in rich, concrete detail and thus potentially enable its readers to perceive the 
world and other species in new ways, to deterritorialise, in Deleuze and Guattari’s 
terms, our habitual response to other species based on the importance of the human-
animal boundary to human subjectivity, and to reterritorialise our intersubjective 
relations in new and promising configurations. (211) 

 
Horror, in deterritorializing the “human” and the “animal” from the human exceptionalist 

legacies of the human/animal binary, forces us to encounter both terms through new modes 

of relation: ones that show the unexpected connections and encounters between these terms 

and that are, thus, appropriate to the particular ethical challenges posed by the 

Anthropocene, in which all lives, human and nonhuman, are imperiled. 
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A “Life Uncontaminated by Human Consciousness”: 
Necrorealism, Vegetality, and Species-Thinking in Soviet and Post-Soviet Thought 

 
Chapter Three 

 
 

I. Introduction: Ecology, entanglement, and the biocultural self 

In Chapter One of this project, I considered the ways that horror texts like 

Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse (1988) and Carter Smith’s The Ruins (2008) take up 

the nature/culture and self/world binaries. As I argued there, these works deploy the 

conventions of horror in order to unsettle both the seemingly reified boundaries between 

these terms and the anthropocentric philosophies that have supported their conceptual 

separation in Western cultures. In this chapter, I return to the entanglements among human 

bodies and the more-than-human world that I explored in Chapter One. Here, however, I 

consider how questions of human-nonhuman environmental entanglement have been 

explored in Russian horror works produced after the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991. 

Turning specifically to the Soviet underground arts movement Necrorealism and its echoes 

in Necrorealism founder Evgenii Iufit’s post-Soviet feature-length films, produced in the 

tumultuous decades of the 1990s and early 2000s, this chapter considers both the 

environmentally destructive legacies of Soviet environmental thought and the role of post-

Soviet Russian horror in helping to correct these legacies. Iufit’s philosophies of 

Necrorealism, I argue, productively dismantle the anthropocentric philosophies that 

defined the Soviet intellectual project while simultaneously offering a new conception of 

the human constituted by the relations among nature and culture, human and nonhuman. 

Such a philosophy is, I propose, inherently ecological. 
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As I explore further in this chapter, Iufit’s Necrorealist cinema—in which the 

notion of “species” disappears beneath the relations among species—asserts an 

understanding of being in which relations among bodies matter more than the separateness 

through which Western conceptions of “self” have historically depended. As Stacy Alaimo 

argues, this understanding of the interactions and enmeshments among bodies, which she 

terms “trans-corporeality,” opens up new possibilities for thought, ones that can 

productively reconfigure how we imagine ourselves in relation to nonhuman environments. 

She explains: 

Thinking across bodies may catalyze the recognition that the environment, which 
is too often imagined as inert, empty space or as a resource for human use, is, in 
fact, a world of fleshly beings with their own needs, claims, and actions. By 
emphasizing the movement across bodies, trans-corporeality reveals the 
interchanges and interconnections between various bodily natures. (2) 
 

Indeed, as Levi Bryant argues, such an understanding of the relations among bodies and 

environments is necessary in order to develop modes of being and thinking appropriate to 

the complexities of the Anthropocene. He writes: 

To think ecologically is not to think nature per se but to think relations between 
things, what happens when things relate, what happens when relations are severed, 
and positive and negative feedback loops that emerge in interactions between things. 
This relational, rather than nature-based, object of thought is truly unique to what 
ecological thought has to offer. (“Black” 296) 
 

As I demonstrate throughout this chapter, the fantastic, liminal hybridity of Necrorealism’s 

subjects—in which relations among beings are always made salient—is emblematic of the 

kind of ecological thinking that Alaimo, Bryant, and the other thinkers I draw on 

throughout this project have called for. Indeed, such relations define not only the relations 

between bodies, but also bodies themselves; as Samantha Frost notes, “When we think 
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about living bodies, we do not need to imagine that they are wholly and thoroughly a part 

of their habitats simply because we reject the notion that they could be wholly separate 

from them. In between the conceptual options of a smear and a hermetically sealed 

container is the porous body” (75), precisely the kind of body foregrounded by Necrorealist 

cinema itself. Frost refers to such bodies as “biocultural,” underlining the relations among 

nature and culture that define ecological existence. This understanding of the human, Frost 

argues, is vital, for “[t]o consider humans as biocultural creatures is to have a basis for 

thinking about humans as political subjects without recapitulating the forms of human 

exceptionalism that have relied on a disavowal of materiality, embodiment, animality, or 

dependence” (147). This new, more ecological understanding of the human—an 

understanding that necessitates a rejection of the ecological separation upon which Western 

notions of the “human” have historically depended, or, in other words, a rejection of the 

very “human” itself—is, I argue, precisely the object of Necrorealist cinema. 

 In what follows, I consider how Necrorealism, and especially Iufit and fellow 

Necrorealist Vladimir Maslov’s post-Soviet sf-horror film Silver Heads [Serebrianye 

golovy] (1998), explores this new conception of the human, a being that, in many ways, 

aligns with the “posthuman” proffered by contemporary posthumanist philosophies. 

Simultaneously, I return to the critical plant studies introduced in Chapter One, particularly 

the work of Michael Marder, to consider how the film’s hybrid beings articulate a form of 

“plant-thinking” useful to the complex entanglements of our contemporary ecological era. 

I argue that, in revealing the relations among human and nonhuman, nature and culture, 

self and world, and life and death through which all beings are formed, the cinema of the 
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Necrorealists underscores a simple, yet vital ecological truth: that “[l]ike every living thing, 

the human is essentially co-opted, hybridized, and entangled with alien beings, always in 

negotiations with other agencies, other bodies, and other natures” (Hall, Plants As Persons 

333). In recognizing and responding to this entanglement, we may just yet ensure our 

survival as a species and, more importantly, a global community of profoundly 

interconnected beings. 

 

II. Between the living and the dead: Vegetal afterlives in Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir 

Maslov’s Silver Heads 

 
“[I]n a peculiar mediation between the living and the dead, caressing the dead with its 
roots and obtaining nourishment from them, the plant makes them live again. Vegetal 

afterlife, facilitated by the passage, the procession of the dead (including the 
decomposing parts of the plants themselves), through the roots to the stem and on to the 
flower, is a non-mystified and material ‘resurrection,’ an opportunity for mortal remains 

to break free from the darkness of the earth.” 
– Michael Marder, Plant-Thinking: A Philosophy of Vegetal Life (67) 

 
In Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s ambiguous film Silver Heads, which 

explores the ontological ramifications of human-tree hybridisation, an elite scientist 

declares, “Our experiment is unprecedented: to replace human cells with a synthesis of 

human and tree molecules. Concrete scientific results aside, this will solve the problem of 

uniting man and nature and lead to their merging into one ecologically ideal essence 

[sushchestvo].”59 The scientist (played by co-director Maslov) has been chosen along with 

 
59 The English translations provided throughout this section originate from the subtitles of a bootleg DVD 
copy of the film. I have checked their accuracy against the Russian audio and, in cases of ambiguity, have 
supplied the original Russian in brackets for context. 
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several others, the “best of the best,” for a prestigious experiment with an ambitious aim: 

to “impart to man the qualities of a tree—its solidity [tverdost’], its unconditionality 

[bezuslovnost’], its high level of resistance to negative environmental effects—mark[ing] 

the beginning of the creation of a new human substance, a physiologically more perfect 

being.” The experiment, however, is unpredictable: though the scientists intend to create a 

more physiologically perfect human, hybridization enacts an ontological transformation 

that diffuses the human across a mixture of human and nonhuman elements, in which 

differences and contradictions proliferate. Vegetal life, then, is not so easily appropriated; 

the new human being is no longer recognizably human. 

Silver Heads displays co-director Iufit’s long-standing fascination with the 

becoming-otherwise of the human. Founder of the St. Petersburg-based arts collective 

Necrorealism, a loosely allied group of artists who explored the interstices between life 

and death, human and nonhuman, and organic and inorganic in late Soviet “parallel” art, 

Iufit’s post-Soviet Necrorealist cinema articulates the director’s mature reflections on the 

co-constitutive relationships between humans, nonhumans, and death and on the 

possibilities for the becoming-otherwise of Homo sapiens in a technoscientific age. His 

feature-length science fiction trilogy—Silver Heads (1998, co-written and co-directed by 

Maslov), Killed by Lightning [Ubitye molniei] (2002), and Bipedalism 

[Priamokhozhdenie] (2005), in which scientists explore new possibilities for human 

evolution—displays Iufit’s lifelong pursuit of the erasure of the human, or of humans 

becoming just one of many interconnected, kindred lifeforms. Alexei Yurchak describes 

the beings created in these films as “human, semihuman, and hybrid life-forms, all related 
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to each other as a kind of ‘transgenic’ […] kinship community that dwells in the zone 

between life and death, human and animal, sane and insane, in which subjects are no longer 

regular human beings” (“Necro-Utopia” 207). These new beings are distanced from the 

human species; they are ecologically “imperceptible,” part of larger ecological flows. 

Given Necrorealism’s investment in the nonhuman transformation of the human, 

this section aims to complement existing scholarship on the sociopolitical, historical, and 

artistic contexts of Necrorealism by considering the movement’s relevance to the 

“nonhuman turn” in the humanities, particularly posthumanism and the emerging field of 

critical plant studies. Nonhuman beings abound in Necrorealist cinema and art, especially 

as they relate to new ontological potentialities and evolutionary paths for the 

“dehumanization” of the human. Indeed, Viktor Mazin has argued that Iufit’s “central 

metaphor […] is the zooanthropomorph that normal science has identified as a 

psychopathological reject” (“Foundations” 65). However, other nonhuman lives, 

particularly plants, also proliferate in Necrorealist films, the frames of which—especially 

in later, post-Soviet works like Silver Heads—simply burst with vegetal life. This 

saturating presence of vegetal life in Necrorealist cinema is, I argue, not merely setting—

not merely background—but an important, if often overlooked, subject of Necrorealist 

thought.60 

In this section, I consider the relationships between the movement’s interests in 

death, decomposition, dead bodies, and “alternative forms of vitality” (Yurchak, “Necro-

 
60 Mazin notes that Iufit’s films tend to take place in liminal zones, particularly spaces like forests, railroad 
tracks and suburbs (all heavily populated by plants) (“Yufit’s Liminal” 69), but does not extend the discussion 
beyond setting to consider the significance of plant life within Iufit’s work. 
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Utopia” 211), including plant life, with regard to these thematics’ potentials for facilitating 

ecological thought. As Ewa Domanska argues in her recent engagement with the “forensic 

turn” within the humanities, the time has come to rethink the ontological status of the dead 

body—a figure with profound relevance to the horror genre—and this is especially so 

within the ecological climate of the Anthropocene, in which mass death is occurring on 

greater and greater scales. Rather than approaching the corpse from a humanistic tradition, 

which emphasises “life” and “death” as discrete categories and installs boundaries between 

humans and nonhumans, Domanska, like the Necrorealists, advocates “seeing [the corpse] 

instead as a multispecies form of life and an organic habitat, which in turn leads to 

questions of what it means to be human in a non-human or post-human (necro)environment” 

(84). Such calls offer a potent point of entry into Necrorealism, whose numerous liminal, 

undead, hybrid beings are always marked by multiplicity and nonhuman kinship, which 

frequently serve as catalysts for their dehumanization and deterritorialization into a realm 

of bare life. 

I also examine Silver Heads alongside cultural contextualizations of Necrorealism, 

the critical plant studies work of Michael Marder, the posthumanist philosophies of Donna 

Haraway, Patricia MacCormack, and Rosi Braidotti, and the “forensic turn” advocated by 

Domanska to demonstrate how the film—and Necrorealism itself—presents an attempt to 

move beyond the anthropocentric limitations of both Soviet Marxist-Leninism and post-

Soviet humanism in its pursuit of a “life uncontaminated by human consciousness.”61 

 
61  Evgenii Iufit frequently used this phrase (in Russian, “zhizn’ neoporochennuiu chelovecheskim 
soznaniem”) to describe the life the Necrorealists were attempting to attain (Yurchak, “Necro-Utopia” 210). 
The translation is Yurchak’s. 
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Specifically, I argue that Silver Heads offers a form of posthumanist “plant-thinking,” or a 

“post-metaphysical ontology of vegetal life” (Marder, Plant-Thinking 18), that is resistant 

to the dualistic and human exceptionalist attitudes toward plants and other nonhumans long 

exhibited in Western humanist thought,62 including its Soviet and post-Soviet incarnations. 

Through the film’s depictions of plant-human hybridity, explorations of posthuman 

vegetized life, and ontological investigations into “living death,” Silver Heads 

demonstrates new ways of relating to vegetal life and gestures toward new ontological and 

ecological possibilities for Homo sapiens. 

 

Necrorealism’s roots 

 Necrorealism emerged in the late 1970s, surrounded by plants, in the forests near 

Leningrad (now St. Petersburg), where members of the then-unnamed group engaged in 

spontaneous fistfights. They were not interested in politics, living neither for nor against 

the state; instead, as Yurchak explains, the Necrorealists, like many other late Soviet artists, 

found such matters “boring” (“Necro-Utopia” 214), preferring instead to occupy 

themselves with developing new, distinctly non-Soviet forms of living. Yurchak notes, 

“Instead of challenging the state by occupying an oppositional subject position, these 

people carved out a subject position that the state could not recognise in ‘political’ terms 

and therefore could not easily define, understand, and control” (“Necro-Utopia” 200). 

Their elusive political positioning allowed these artists to live on the margins of society, 

 
62 For more on “plant-thinking,” particularly its capacity for facilitating ethical, non-anthropocentric thought, 
see Elizabeth Heckendorn Cook’s “Alternative Reproduction: Plant-Time and Human/Arboreal Assemblages 
in Holdstock and Han” (in Plants in Science Fiction: Speculative Vegetation, edited by Katherine E. Bishop, 
David Higgins, and Jerry Määttä, U of Wales P, 2020, pp. 127-47). 
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relatively unbothered by the state, leaving them free to pursue other philosophical and 

artistic interests. 

The Necrorealists’ early forest fistfights, an encapsulation of the impulse toward 

irrationality and reverse heroicism that imbues their early work,63 was evidence of the 

artists’ attempt to move away from the discourses of pro- and anti-Soviet rhetoric that 

characterised much of twentieth-century Russian public life. As Yurchak argues, this shift 

toward non-Soviet subjectivity “was often accompanied by a growth of interest in 

biological existence and ‘naked’ life as a strategy for reinventing one’s subjectivity in terms 

that were not commensurable with the political language of the state” (“Necro-Utopia” 

201). The Necrorealists’ spontaneous acts of irrational violence, performed upon each other 

for the sake of “dim-witted merriment” [tupoe vesel’e] and “energetic idiocy” 

[energichnaia tupost’], point toward efforts to emulate this “bare life” by renouncing the 

rationality that would otherwise have rendered them legible to the Soviet state as political 

subjects.64 As Leon Trotsky wrote in 1924, the New Soviet Man—or, the ideal Soviet 

citizen—was one who would “make it his purpose to master his own feelings, to raise his 

instincts to the heights of consciousness, to make them transparent, to extend the wires of 

his will into hidden recesses, and thereby to raise himself to a new plane, to create a higher 

social biologic type, or, if you please, a superman” (255-6). The Necrorealists instead 

crafted a subjectivity that rejected the Soviet emphasis on rationality and the conscious 

 
63 According to Yurchak, “Necrorealists […] emulat[ed] the raw biological vitality and energetic activism of 
the socialist-realist hero but disassociat[ed] it from meaning, speech, and personhood” (Everything Was 
Forever 253), thus demonstrating a kind of reverse heroicism marked by what the Necrorealists referred to 
as “energetic idiocy” (Everything Was Forever 253).  
 
64 See Yurchak’s “Necro-Utopia,” p. 202. The translations are Yurchak’s. 
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suppression of instinct, embracing a form of irrational vitality and bodily degeneration that 

represented “a form of politics, albeit one that refused to recognize itself in political terms” 

(Yurchak, “Necro-Utopia” 199).  

As the group’s unique ethos of “heroic idiocy” developed, so did their artistic 

ambitions.65 By the early 1980s, the group began to expand into other media, including 

painting, literature, and cinema, and founder Iufit gave the group a name: Necrorealism, 

which, as Mazin observes, “points to death’s paradoxical presence in life. The word 

bespeaks a dead [νεκρος] realism, and it calls into question the possibility of any realism 

other than necrorealism” (“Foundations” 56). That is, the name itself brings death into 

visibility, illuminating its presence within a Soviet context in which death was 

simultaneously omnipresent and emphatically denied. In the early years of the Soviet 

Union, the marginalization of death reached a new pitch when massive health and hygiene 

programs were implemented throughout the country, resulting in an ideological climate in 

which the health of the private body became a matter of public political concern.66 The 

politicization of the healthy body was also effected through the ideological tenets of the 

state-sanctioned genre of Socialist Realism, which—although pervasive in the Soviet 

Union through the 1950s—never developed an adequate vocabulary for the depiction of 

 
65 The term “heroic idiocy” was used by associated “parallel” artist Igor Aleinikov to describe the group’s 
antics (Alaniz and Graham 9).  
 
66 As Tricia Starks notes, “[I]n Russia—and later in the Soviet Union—utopian ideas, political objectives, 
and a different interpretation of the divisions of public and private led to an application of health programs 
at a more invasive and pervasive level than elsewhere. Health activists, cultural revolutionaries, and major 
political figures treated issues of home, body, life, and leisure as public concerns essential to the Soviet 
project” (5).  
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death as a process.67 Though full of broken workers’ and soldiers’ bodies, the heroes of 

Socialist Realism were immortal, having sacrificed themselves for the Soviet cause.68 

Necrorealism, then, undermines the ideological projects of the Soviet state and Socialist 

Realism by rendering death visible; as Olesya Turkina notes, “When Yevgeny Yufit, the 

movement’s founding father, coined the term necrorealism in 1984, the reference to 

socialist realism was perfectly legible” (“Necrorealism” 7). 

The social and political contexts of Necrorealism’s emergence thus greatly 

influenced the thematics of the group’s practice, particularly their attraction to the liminal, 

dying body.69 By the late Soviet “Stagnation” period, when Necrorealism was born, Soviet 

citizens had become accustomed to a recurring image on television: the funeral processions 

of high-ranking Soviet political officials, who—having been in power for many years 

already—were beginning to die in rapid succession (Borovsky 47). The processions and 

speeches were always the same, with the exception of the deceased’s name, and the 

politicians were quickly replaced, leading to both the familiar image of heroic Soviet death 

(the politicians were always lauded for their service to the state) and the pervasive 

 
67 This was true also of non-Socialist Realist Russo-Soviet art, literature, and cinema. As José Alaniz and 
Seth Graham note, “As in Western films, the vast majority of characters who die on the Russo-Soviet screen 
[…] do so quickly and—in terms of the visual consequences of the death—without a trace” (6).  
 
68 See Olesya Turkina, “Necrorealism,” trans. Thomas Campbell, in Nelly Podgorskaya (ed.), Necrorealism 
(Moscow: Moscow Museum of Modern Art, 2011), pp. 6-15, and Lilya Kaganovsky, How the Soviet Man 
Was Unmade: Cultural Fantasy and Male Subjectivity Under Stalin (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 2008).  
 
69 See, for instance, Alaniz and Graham, “Early Necrocinema in Context”; Ellen E. Berry and Anesa Miller-
Pogacar, “A Shock Therapy of the Social Consciousness: The Nature and Cultural Function of 
Necrorealism,” Cultural Critique, 34 (1996), pp. 185–203; Alexander Borovsky, “The Necrochallenge,” 
trans. Thomas Campbell, in Nelly Podgorskaya (ed.), Necrorealism (Moscow: Moscow Museum of Modern 
Art, 2011), pp. 46-55; Turkina, “Necrorealism”; and Yurchak, Everything Was Forever and “Necro-Utopia.” 
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impression of the “undead” immortality of the Soviet regime.70 The Soviet system was 

dying and, yet, was popularly perceived as being immortal.71 As Turkina observes, “Every 

ideology generates its own image of death” (“Necrorealism” 6); in the case of the Soviet 

Union, the ideological aesthetics of Socialist Realism perpetuated a cultural myth in which 

dying for the “just cause” of communism, or in the service of communism, was of the 

highest honor. In this context, a heroic death, paradoxically, preserved one from the 

physiological experience of being dead. As Turkina explains: 

Despite the terrible ordeals they faced in life, the bodies of immortal heroes are not 
subject to decay and decomposition. Not only the dead but also “the living dead” 
from communism’s vanguard were incapable of being covered with death spots and 
bloating after death. Like the cemetery’s native soil for a vampire, ideology enabled 
the preservation of the hero’s body: according to a principle of classical aesthetics, 
excessive suffering was unable to distort its beauty and harmony. (“Necrorealism” 
7) 
 

For Turkina, Necrorealism’s principal project involved the deconstruction of this 

ideological immortality through depictions of death as a process, which relied on 

“representation of a person’s death during life and of bodily transformations after death” 

(“Necrorealism” 7). For José Alaniz and Seth Graham, death formed not only the content 

of Necrorealist work, but also “a comprehensive, organizing metaphor for an entire 

approach to visual representation” (8). The name “Necrorealism” itself, then, signals a two-

 
70 “As a system,” Viktor Mazin writes, late socialism “was more dead than alive, and although few believed 
that the corpse of this system would soon be buried, everyone understood that it no longer showed signs of 
life, evidenced by the gerontocracy, the death of one general secretary after another, the stagnation in the 
economic sphere, the negligible number of adherents to the ruling ideology, the absence of any sort of 
collective enthusiasm, and the demise of the aesthetic principles of socialist realism. Thus, confidence in the 
stability of the system was based entirely on its immobile character, its failure to demonstrate any signs of 
life or death” (“From Cabinet of Necrorealism” 37). In this context, the preserved body of Vladimir Lenin, 
which is still on display in Moscow’s Red Square, is especially suggestive. 
 
71 See Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, pp. 1-4. 
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fold commitment: to reincorporating the process of death back into one’s thinking on 

reality (a commitment to the realism of death and to realistic representations of death) and 

to deconstructing the ideological and bodily precepts of Soviet ideology through an inverse 

visual representation of dying as a process, a state of metamorphosis.  

 Though the Necrorealists themselves are a diverse group of artists who have 

differed in their representations of and attitudes toward the processes of death, the group 

as a whole—like horror practitioners around the world—has utilized the denigration of the 

human body and mind, the hybridization of the human with (nonhuman) animals, plants, 

and inorganic materials, and a blurring of boundaries between life and death as core 

methodological approaches. Their principal figure, the “non-corpse” [netrup], is a 

humanoid, hybrid being existing in a state of both life and death, a condition that could be 

described as one of permanent dying. In this condition, as Ellen E. Berry and Anesa Miller-

Pogacar argue, the “necrosubject does not ‘live’ but persists like a slow wasting disease or 

a decomposing object, and, in embracing this ‘impossible’ state of living death, achieves a 

molecule of freedom” (189). For the Necrorealists, life as a “non-corpse” is more than an 

artistic methodology; it is an ethos that, in their early years, they carried into their daily 

lives, creating a total ontological project of living otherwise and pursuing “experiments 

performed most of all on oneself as part of continuous experimental living” (Yurchak, 

“Necro-Utopia” 208). As Yurchak explains: 

By living this model one was changing one’s self, becoming someone else, a 
representative of a sociality and a form of life that were different from ordinary 
people—or, in Yufit’s preferred and much repeated phrase of that period, “life 
uncontaminated by human consciousness” (zhizn’ neoporochennuiu 
chelovecheskim soznaniem). Necrorealist provocations, artwork, films, and 
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behavior were intuitive attempts to explore these alternatives formed within the 
realm of bare life. (“Necro-Utopia” 210)  
 

The movement, then, represents an investment not only in “dying,” but also in “alternative 

forms of vitality” (Yurchak, “Necro-Utopia” 211). Like plants, whose sessile, non-animal 

vitality have infused them, for Western metaphysics, with a simultaneous proximity to the 

organic and inorganic, the living and non-living, Necrorealist subjects are found only in 

such liminal, vegetal spaces, where alternative forms of vitality cut across and reshape our 

understanding not only of what it means to be alive, but also of what it means to be human. 

 The Necrorealist non-corpse’s figuration as a being between human and nonhuman 

and between life and death—and thus “between the inside and outside of the boundaries 

drawn by Soviet authoritative discourse, in a zone that refused the boundary between bare 

and political life” (Yurchak, Everything Was Forever 249)—places the non-corpse outside 

the binary schematics of Soviet Marxist-Leninism and, in the later films, post-Soviet 

humanism, crafting an experimental, horror-inflected subject position animated by the 

particular cultural conditions of late and post-Soviet life. Indeed, in Iufit’s post-Soviet 

feature length evolutionary trilogy, such liminality is made even more explicit as scientists 

propose and enact alternative evolutionary experiments that hybridize the human with the 

nonhuman and the organic with the inorganic in order to achieve more unmediated forms 

of posthuman existence. Though these later films’ emphases on narrative differentiate them 

from Necrorealism’s earlier, more “plotless” cinematic works, Iufit’s post-Soviet 

filmography should be considered, as Mazin and Turkina argue, “a sidestep onto a parallel 

path, a step still within the limits of the necrocontext” (59, n. 1). Iufit and Maslov’s Silver 

Heads, then, forms a part of Necrorealism’s larger project of exploring new ontological 
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and ecological possibilities for the human, existences closer to a “bare life” divorced from 

the burden of human rationality and, thus, less vulnerable to the destructive anthropocentric 

attitudes that defined Soviet relations with other species.  

 

Silver Heads and the technoscientific appropriation of vegetal life 

Given Necrorealism’s intimate and multiple explorations of the spaces between life 

and death—the spaces of bare life—it is appropriate that Iufit’s post-Soviet evolutionary 

trilogy, which considers the porousness of both human bodies and human-nonhuman 

boundaries, should begin by foregrounding plants. In the opening sequence of Silver Heads, 

tall grasses quiver in a field, shot in sepia; towards the bottom left section of the frame, 

plants proliferate in a shaded corner, drawing the eye immediately toward their presence 

(see Figure 21). Iufit and Maslov thus commence their exploration of bare life with perhaps 

the most “bare” of all lives: the plant. As Marder notes: 

After we strip life of all its recognizable features, vegetal beings go on living; plant-
soul is the remains of the psyche reduced to its non-human and non-animal modality. 
It is life in its an-archic bareness, inferred from the fact that it persists in the absence 
of the signature features of animal vivacity, and it is a source of meaning, which is 
similarly bare, non-anthropocentric, and yet ontologically vibrant. (Plant-Thinking 
22) 
 

Long associated with death in Western philosophy, plants have occupied the margins of 

Western thought, banished early on by Aristotle to a low sub-stratum of Being only slightly 

above non-living, inorganic minerals: an early configuration of bare life, stripped of any 

claim to political consideration.72 Plants occupy a dual, almost paradoxical meaning in 

 
72 Matthew Hall argues further that the “dogmatic acceptance of plant passivity and insentience can also be 
detected in the development of Enlightenment philosophies, which are pinpointed by environmental 
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Western thought; they are a body out of control, a body that proliferates and reproduces 

endlessly, and yet are simultaneously perceived as a “frozen” body, a body defined by 

passivity, rigidity and immobility. As Marder writes: 

“Vegetable” designates a wild and potentially untamable [sic] proliferation and at 
the same time veers on the side of death, in that it symbolizes immobility and torpor, 
not to mention the comatose condition, referred to as “persistent vegetative state,” 
wherein life diminishes to a minimum hardly distinguishable from its opposite. […] 
The life of plants is situated on the brink of death, in the zone of indeterminacy 
between the living and the dead. (Plant-Thinking 52-3) 
 

In their peculiar proximity to both life and what we think of as death—their occupation of 

the “bare” nexus between life and death—plants parallel Necrorealist non-corpses. What is 

more, like Necrorealism, plants make death visible. Dwellers of soil, plants inherit 

elements broken down by decomposers and returned to the soil in the form of carbon, 

nitrogen, and phosphorus; returning these elements back into circulation within wider 

ecological networks, the plant “makes them live again” (Marder, Plant-Thinking 67). In 

their dwelling space between the living and the dead, plants bring us into a constant, 

intimate relationship with our own mortality. A realism of death—a “necrorealism” 

proper—must therefore take plant life into account.73 Coming to terms with mortality 

means coming to terms with plants. 

 
philosophers as being at the heart of destructive Western attitudes toward nature” (Plants As Persons 47). 
See also T.S. Miller’s “Vegetable Love: Desire, Feeling, and Sexuality in Botanical Fiction” (in Plants in 
Science Fiction: Speculative Vegetation, edited by Katherine E. Bishop, David Higgins, and Jerry Määttä, U 
of Wales P, 2020, pp. 105-26), which expands upon this intellectual history. 
 
73 Indeed, the Necrorealists recognized this early on: members Andrei Mertvyi and Debil once wrote a study 
for the journal Cine Fanon titled “The Flora and Fauna of Graves” “in which they filled in the gaps of 
filmmakers’ knowledge of necrophages and cemetery plants” (Turkina, “Necrorealism” 10).  
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(Figure 21. Film still from Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Silver Heads.) 

 The marginalization of plants in Western thought is, I argue, largely associated with 

the marginalization of death. As Ewa Domanska writes, “We live in a world in which death 

[…] faces discrimination. By discrimination I mean the particular privilege granted living 

beings while at the same time marginalising that which we consider non-living or dead” 

(87). 74  As mentioned in Chapter One’s discussion of The Ruins, though plants are 

recognized as living beings, their seeming immobility has rendered them “lifeless” to 

Western humanist thought, a form of ontological vitality perceived almost as its opposite: 

a living death. For Aristotle and his descendants, such non-mobile vitality “casts their life 

in the uncertain terms of a mere appearance, a matter of seeming: they only ‘seem to live’” 

(Marder, Plant-Thinking 22). In the Soviet Union, the marginalization of plants was also 

effected by large-scale technological and scientific efforts to banish illness, poverty and 

famine, a process aligned in early Soviet rhetoric with the necessity of conquering “nature,” 

 
74 Claire Colebrook similarly argues, “Cultural production […] reinforces this unquestioned affirmation of 
life: […] all external criteria give way to the value of life itself. At first glance it appears that the 
enlightenment project of removing all forms of transcendent justification—Church, State, privilege and 
prejudice—has been achieved, and now there is nothing other than life. And yet, such a frenzied surge in an 
unquestioning insistence on the value of life is accompanied […] by an inability to confront the imminent 
demise of life” (185-6). 
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thereby furthering associations between plants and death.75 For early Soviet ideologues like 

Leon Trotsky, “nature” was what limited human beings; surpassing biological limitations, 

including death, became a principal aim of early Soviet science. As Trotsky proposed in 

1924, “Even purely physiologic life will become subject to collective experiments. The 

human species, the coagulated homo sapiens, will once more enter into a state of radical 

transformation, and, in his own hands, will become an object of the most complicated 

methods of artificial selection and psycho-physical training” (254-5). Like the other films 

of Iufit’s evolutionary trilogy, Silver Heads makes use of the generic conventions of horror 

and sf to concretize the Necrorealists’ earlier aims of pursuing nonhuman forms of 

existence and to destabilize the ideological framework of what Iufit calls “military 

zooanthropotechnics,” or the kind of destructive scientific thinking Trotsky advocated for 

at the start of the Soviet experiment, and which, I have argued, largely defined Soviet 

relations with the environment throughout the nation’s existence. As Mazin explains: 

Military zooanthropotechnics is technoscience’s quintessence. It is the focus of 
Yufit’s interest in zoology, anthropology, primatology, genetics, cryptobiology, 
forensic medicine, and paleopsychology. On the one hand, science provides the 
framework for today’s symbolic matrix. On the other hand, this framework 
inevitably requires the discharge of what does not fit within it. Military 
zooanthropotechnics is focused on the production and exploitation of bare life, 
which cannot result in anything other than death. (“Yufit’s Liminal” 68) 

 
75 For instance, Trotsky advocates a dominant relationship to nature (which he defines broadly as also 
including biology), as in the following excerpt from 1924’s Literature and Revolution: “The effort to conquer 
poverty, hunger, want in all its forms, that is, to conquer nature, will be the dominant tendency for decades 
to come. […] The passive enjoyment of nature will disappear from art” (253). Trotsky’s faith in the Soviets’ 
ability to reshape nature was directly linked to contemporaneous developments in technology and science. In 
a passage that explicitly invokes his attitude toward forests and other important habitats for vegetal life, he 
writes, “Through the machine, man in Socialist society will command nature in its entirety, with its grouse 
and its sturgeons. He will point out places for mountains and for passes. He will change the course of the 
rivers, and he will lay down rules for the oceans. […] Most likely, thickets and forests and grouse and tigers 
will remain, but only where man commands them to remain” (252). 
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In Iufit’s post-Soviet trilogy, in which scientists construct experiments to hybridize humans 

with nonhumans, Iufit critiques the military zooanthropotechnics of the Soviet project in a 

more ambitious narrative environment, using the tropes of horror and sf “not merely as a 

critical commentary on biotechnoscience, but as a mode of thinking with science about the 

future of (human) life” (Idema 38). Iufit and Maslov’s Silver Heads thus utilizes these 

genres not only to extend Necrorealism’s ideological critiques of Soviet technoscience, 

including Trotsky’s New Soviet Man and the efforts to perfect human biology pursued by 

scientists in the U.S.S.R., but also to reflect on the appropriate place of human life in an 

era of widespread technoscientific manipulation of nature—a manipulation that, in the 

Soviet context, had been intimately associated with the banishment of death. 

It is, then, perhaps ironic that, given Trotsky’s associations of nature with death and 

the long-standing associations between plants and death in Western discourse, the scientists 

in Silver Heads’s own opening scenes foreground plants’ relationships not with death, but 

with longevity. As the lead experimental scientist declares, the goal of their experiment is 

the creation of “a new human substance, […] a physiologically more perfect being,” a 

human being who will not be as vulnerable to death. As has already been mentioned, trees 

have been selected for this hybridization experiment due to their long “temporal duration,” 

their “solidity” and “unconditionality,” and their “high level of resistance to negative 

environmental effects,” qualities which the scientists hope will improve the biological 

stock of Homo sapiens. The scientists themselves, however, seem almost squeamish about 

the experiment: although their goal is to hybridize humans with trees by impaling their own 

human bodies with wooden stakes, one scientist becomes concerned after receiving a 
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splinter before the experiment begins. In a cold and detached tone, another scientist 

responds coolly, “Use pincers,” highlighting that their goal is not full integration with 

another nonhuman being, but rather the preservation of the human self. Although the 

scientists seemingly attempt to bridge the gap between humans and nature mercilessly 

pursued by the early Soviet regime, professing that they want to create one “ecologically 

ideal essence [sushchestvo],” they do so in appropriative ways: indeed, their goal reflects 

the same instrumental relationship to nature demonstrated by earlier Soviet scientists, who 

attempted to remold the human into a more perfected, environmentally transcendent 

being—or, in Trotsky’s memorable phrase, “a higher social biologic type, […] a superman” 

(256). Plant lives here are viewed as a resource to be utilized in this endeavour, lives to be 

consumed in the service of human superiority, not as lives in their own right. 

The instrumental relationship toward vegetal life exhibited by the scientists is not 

limited to the elite few chosen for the experiment. Iufit and Maslov suggest that this view 

is endemic to the sciences as such; indeed, in one of the film’s opening scenes, the designer 

of the experiment (Nikolai Marton) declares to a room of scientists that, “in the sheer 

abundance with which she provides specimens having a single physiological basis, nature 

herself suggested the topic of our research.” The scientist reflects an appropriative view of 

vegetal life by viewing plants first as “specimens,” instruments for scientific research, and 

only then as lives; their scientific purposes are emphasized over and above any ontological 

value they already possess (see Figure 22). Further, although the scientist’s declaration 

demonstrates a dismissive and unscientific attitude toward plant life by conflating various 

species of plants together as though they truly possessed one “single physiological basis,” 
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his statement is greeted with widespread applause, reflecting a general consensus with his 

views. Through the lack of controversy generated by his statement, Iufit and Maslov 

suggest that science—at least in its biopolitical varieties—serves anthropocentric, and not 

ecological, ends. Although the scientist is later murdered by so-called “Z-individuals,” 

failed products of earlier experiments in the hybridization of plants and humans (in whom 

Necrorealist connoisseurs will immediately recognize the “non-corpses” of earlier 

Necrorealist work), Silver Heads should not be read merely as an attempt to reverse the 

Western hierarchy between plants and humans by demonstrating the superior intelligences 

or abilities of plants. Instead, Iufit and Maslov utilize the familiar sf-horror plotline of “mad 

science” and the kind of anti-metaphysical “plant-thinking” called for by Marder to 

deconstruct the notion of a bounded human identity, offering a more ecological 

configuration of the human—or, perhaps, posthuman—in its place. For Silver Heads’s Z-

individuals, it is not appropriation that defines their relationships with plants, but kinship. 

 

(Figure 22. Film still from Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Silver Heads.) 

 

Z-individuals, contagion, and posthumanism: Embracing vegetal multiplicity 

Throughout Silver Heads, Iufit and Maslov display various human and nonhuman 

lives which, though they share kinship with plant life, do not seek an appropriative 
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relationship to it. Even the machine constructed to perform the experiment—an enclosed 

room in which the human body is penetrated by wooden stakes, a kind of wooden iron 

maiden (see Figure 23)—speaks to the openness of plant life, its receptivity toward the 

Other.76 Indeed, the experiment itself works as a kind of “graft,” a process of transplanting 

living tissue from one plant onto another—or, in this case, from a tree onto a human body. 

Though the scientists desire to use the machine to “graft” plant parts onto the human solely 

for anthropocentric gain, Marder suggests the inherent impossibility of such a process, 

writing, “Grafting […] foregrounds the plasticity and receptivity of vegetal life, its 

constitutive capacity for symbiosis and metamorphosis, its openness to the other at the 

expense of fixed identities” (Grafts 15). Dissolving the boundaries between self and Other, 

grafting creates “the possibility of a relation between two singularities, through which both 

are transformed beyond recognition and exceed the categories, systems of classification, 

or orders of being our thinking is accustomed to group them in” (Marder, Grafts 16). The 

Z-individuals, produced by an “unidentified psychological mutation” in an earlier failed 

experiment, point toward exactly this kind of transformation: as beings both tree and 

human, living and non-living, they exceed the classificatory systems in which the scientists 

aim to embed them. Their posthuman multiplicity signifies an openness toward human and 

 
76 Thomas Campbell notes a different set of associations for Silver Heads’s wooden machine: “This powerful 
(and powerfully funny) emblem is multilayered. In it, we see combined a parody of the Russian spiritual and 
aesthetic attachment to trees; an allusion to the tree as a symbol of hierarchical organization (as opposed to 
the Deleuzian rhizomatic ‘an-organization’ represented by the film’s renegade mutant ‘Z-individuals’); a 
reference to trees as the source of the paper that the textual component of the state’s authoritative discourse 
is printed on (in this sense, the scientists turn their bodies into parchments for the state’s word); and the tree 
as the phallus, the transcendental signifier. For Iufit’s scientists, discipline entails masochistic, orgiastic 
submission to the phallus—as figured by the wooden stakes of the chamber, which penetrate their ‘docile 
bodies’ from all sides” (n.p.). See also Turkina and Mazin, “Para-Necro-Blockbuster,” which further 
discusses the film’s sexual imagery and connotations. 
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nonhuman lives, a state in which the body serves as a site of passage for the Other and in 

which both self and Other are irrecoverably transformed. As the experiment’s designer 

warns, “[The Z-individuals’] effect on other people is unpredictable.” 

Although the scientists in the film attempt to exploit vegetal life for their own gain, 

Iufit and Maslov themselves are careful to highlight plant life as life throughout the film. 

Vegetal life is foregrounded from the very first shot, mentioned above, in which a variety 

of plant species cohabitate in a field. It is only after the camera dwells upon them, showing 

them first and foremost as forms of life, that it pans left to show a solitary human figure, a 

woman brushing her hair near a shack. Vegetal life is often at the forefront of Silver 

Heads’s shots, where humans can often be seen only from between various plants (see 

Figure 24); at other times, humans and Z-individuals are shown moving through and among 

plant life, suggesting figures embedded in wider ecological networks. Additional shots, too, 

reveal the importance of plants for other, nonhuman ecologies: in one scene, the camera 

lovingly lingers over a frog sitting on a lily pad on the bank of a river, suggesting the 

thoroughness with which plants saturate all ecosystems. The intimate relationships 

between humans, plants, and nonhuman animals are depicted immediately and throughout 

the film, underscoring the film’s insistence that all beings are thoroughly enmeshed with 

nonhuman, vegetal lives. The film’s opening sequence, which highlights this message 

extensively, is almost “wet” with sound; as a little boy searches for his father, a forester 

who lives on the “border” of the experimental zone (perhaps on the “border” between 

Nature and Culture?), the sound of the boy’s feet making contact with plant life at every 

step is audibly highlighted—twigs are snapped, leaves shift, and the stalks of tall grasses 
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rustle in the breeze generated by his body. The film’s action takes place, then, not in an 

“uninhabited” area, as the experiment’s designer refers to the experimental zone, but in an 

ecosystem teeming with human and nonhuman life. 

 

(Figure 23. Film still from Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Silver Heads.) 

 

(Figure 24. Film still from Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Silver Heads.) 

The Z-individuals, both human and plant, are thus appropriate inhabitants of such 

a space. Uniting elements of “self” and “Other” within one multiplicitous being, the Z-

individuals offer a form of “plant-thinking” conducive to resisting the totalizing, 

appropriative, and environmentally destructive attitudes toward plants exhibited by both 

the film’s scientists and, by extension, the Western humanist attitudes toward nonhuman 

life that they represent. As Marder notes, “Plant-thinking starts with the explosion of 

identity” (Plant-Thinking 43), with our willingness to relinquish a system of metaphysical 

thought premised on opposition. With plants’ inherent multiplicity, their lack of any 
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stabilizing centre, their endless growth, and their peculiar ontological positioning between 

the living and the dead, plants challenge the myth of a bounded, singular identity or an 

absolute separation between life and death against the reality of ecological interconnection. 

In order to practice “plant-thinking,” Marder contends that we must destabilize the 

metaphysical categories of self and other, life and death, and human and nonhuman that 

have characterised Western thought for millennia—categories undermined, inherently, by 

both plants themselves and the Z-individuals of Iufit and Maslov’s film. In their non-

cognitive vitality (a long-standing hallmark of Necrorealist non-corpses), the Z-individuals 

affront the Western emphasis on rationality as a marker of the human; in their ability to 

reproduce others like themselves through an “unidentified psychological mutation,” they 

violate philosophically guarded boundaries between self and other; and, because they “may 

have traits which neutralize social convention [obshchestvennoi obstanovki],” they—like 

“plant-thinking” itself—threaten to undermine the social structures which perpetuate the 

exploitation of nonhuman lives. The Z-individuals’ contagion, then, is one of thinking 

ecologically. 

 Throughout Silver Heads, Z-individuals are shown not as authoritarian figures, not 

as agents of control over nature and the environment, but rather as fully developed 

ecological subjects. Where the former human is frequently shown commanding and 

dominating other lifeforms, the Z-individual is often juxtaposed against grasses, trees, and 

other animals, and is by turns portrayed as a still component of a living environment or as 

a spontaneous, playful force (see Figure 25). Where the former human is defined by rigidity, 

domination, and an inflexible ego, the Z-individual dissolves into other life-forms and other 
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Z-individuals, casting off an ego perceived as separating humans from nonhumans (see 

Figure 26). Portrayed alternately as chasing each other, rhythmically beating sticks, “leap-

frogging” over one another, and lying still among grasses and trees, the Z-individuals 

emphasize what Marder calls “the play built into vegetal life, strangely indifferent to its 

own preservation” (Plant-Thinking 130). Reinforced by the jaunty and at times off-key 

soundtrack that accompanies their appearances, the Z-individuals’ “non-thought,” or anti-

rationality, is an important component of their potency as figures of ecological thought: it 

enables an ontological framework that does not actively differentiate between self and 

other, self and world, or, in short, an ecological form of “plant-thinking.” As Marder 

explains: 

Mirroring the plants’ heteronomy, its ontological dependence on something other 
than itself, such as the light, plant-thinking is so closely entwined with its other (i.e., 
with non-thinking) that it does not maintain its identity as thinking. It rejects the 
principle of non-contradiction in its content and in its form, in that, at once thinking 
and not thinking, it is not at all opposed to its “other.” (Plant-Thinking 164) 
 

Thinking like a plant, then—thinking like a Z-individual—closes gaps between self and 

other, so that the dualistic patterns of thought that sustain Western metaphysical separations 

between nature and culture, human and nonhuman, and life and death can be dissolved. 

 

(Figure 25. Film still from Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Silver Heads.) 
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(Figure 26. Film still from Evgenii Iufit and Vladimir Maslov’s Silver Heads.) 

Iufit and Maslov’s Z-individuals and Marder’s “plant-thinking” thus share much in 

common with contemporary posthumanist philosophies, which similarly push back against 

the Western humanist tradition that has historically dominated much of Russian philosophy, 

including Russo-Soviet ideology. While humanism has traditionally tended to consider the 

“human” as a bounded, sovereign self that is elevated above nonhumans (Trotsky’s New 

Soviet Man is merely an example of this logic taken to its extreme), posthumanism 

establishes itself against this human exceptionalist tradition by theorizing the human as 

always already enmeshed in a wide system of relations not only with other humans, but 

also with technology, nonhumans, and the environment. Posthumanism thus undermines 

the autonomous individual self of Western humanism by offering in its place an ethical 

conception of selfhood premised on human-nonhuman multiplicity. This concept is well-

illustrated by Donna Haraway’s influential figure of the cyborg from 1985, which shares 

many affinities with Silver Heads’s Z-individuals. Haraway argues that the cyborg’s 

contradictory, hybridized ontology offers a perfect depiction of the twentieth-century 

political subject: “By the late twentieth century,” she writes, “we are all chimeras, theorised 

and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism; in short, we are cyborgs. The cyborg is 

our ontology; it gives us our politics” (Simians 150). Like the Z-individuals, Haraway’s 
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cyborg revels in ontological contradictions and holds its hybrid parts in mutually 

productive tension, allowing new lateral connections to form in place of rigid vertical 

hierarchies. Under such an arrangement, she contends, “[n]ature and culture are reworked; 

the one can no longer be the resource for appropriation or incorporation by the other. The 

relationships for forming wholes from parts, including those of polarity and hierarchical 

domination, are at issue in the cyborg world” (Simians 151).  

Like Haraway, Patricia MacCormack proposes an ethics for the posthuman turn 

that operates through relationality, recognizes the specificity of each life, and works toward 

a becoming-ahuman of the human. This ethics understands that “things are specific unto 

themselves and each interaction between things creates further specificity” (MacCormack, 

Posthuman Ethics 2), translating into a practice of posthuman ethics premised on the 

address, where becomings take place between bodies and relations between bodies form 

the site where ethics unfolds. MacCormack writes: 

The posthuman as an ethical practice is a practice toward life itself, or rather, 
lives—real, singular and connective, uniquely emergent without predictable 
development and directly addressed lives for which we seek to expand the capacity 
to express. […] Posthuman ethics sees the dividuation of life in opposition to 
identity, as it acknowledges the inevitable connection between living bodies as the 
point of ethical address and, in a seeming postmodern conundrum, the individual is 
constituted only by its connection to other individuals. (Posthuman Ethics 4) 
 

By doing away with speciesism and other taxonomical systems that overprivilege 

categories rather than the specificities of and connections among individual lives, 

MacCormack’s and Haraway’s posthuman ethics of relationality connect neatly with Iufit 

and Maslov’s Z-individuals, who similarly emphasize the multiplicitous specificity of each 

being rather than the humanist and speciesist metaphysical categories of traditional 
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Western thought. As Rosi Braidotti notes, in terms equally applicable to the Z-individuals, 

critical posthumanism 

rejects individualism, but also asserts an equally strong distance from relativism or 
nihilistic defeatism. It promotes an ethical bond of an altogether different sort from 
the self-interests of an individual subject, as defined along the canonical lines of 
classical Humanism. A posthuman ethics for a non-unitary subject proposes an 
enlarged sense of inter-connection between self and others, including the non-
human or “earth” others, by removing the obstacle of self-centered individualism. 
(49-50) 
 

The film’s final scenes, in which a Z-individual (played by Nikolai Rudik) demolishes the 

hybridization machine, point toward the Necrorealists’ rejection of both self-centered 

individualism and nihilistic defeatism. By destroying the machine, the Z-individual 

destroys not only the experiment, but also the “military zooanthropotechnic” scientific 

object that symbolically represents humans’ appropriative relationships with plants and 

other beings in an era widely defined by the biopolitical exploitation of nonhuman life. 

Through their uncompromising ending, in which all of the scientists involved in the 

experiment are transformed into Z-individuals, Iufit and Maslov suggest that once this 

destructive mode of human-vegetal relations is done away with, more ecologically mindful 

ways of relating to plants can emerge. 

 

Death in a posthuman era 

In concluding this section, I would like to briefly reconsider the corpse as a nexus 

point through which this chapter’s main concerns—Necrorealism, plants, and ecology—

each pass. Indeed, it is the figure of the corpse and its attendant Necrorealist associations 

with death, irrationality, and the evacuation of meaning that have opened up Necrorealism 
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to charges of nihilism and even pathology: as Alaniz and Graham remark, “The nihilism 

of the Necrorealists has its basis in a culture drained of transcendent meaning, a utopia 

gone to rot, where all is negative energy, a social living death” (11).77 Indeed, to borrow 

Domanska’s phrase, “dehumanization through decomposition”—entering the liminal 

spaces between life and death—is a central tenet of Necrorealist practice, perhaps even its 

most salient and defining feature. However, as Domanska reminds us, the corpse is not 

only an emblem of lost meaning, a site of human departure from this world. Like the living 

body, through which we are always comprised of, homes to, and in circulation with other 

species, the corpse also marks a point of entry into a wider sense of kinship with 

nonhumans. Domanska writes: 

While dehumanisation in the symbolic world of culture denotes exclusion from the 
dominant, human collective, in an organic multispecies environment it means 
inclusion into a much broader collective of beings, of which only some are post-
human in the sense that they were once human. The dehumanisation of the dead 
body (when considered as a post-human existence) is […] the sine qua non of its 
incorporation into a multispecies collective. (90) 
 

Similarly, as Braidotti has argued, death is not a limit point, but another phase of becoming, 

in which the shedding of ego allows for a merger into “the radical immanence of the earth 

itself and its cosmic resonance” (137), thereby enacting “the becoming-imperceptible of 

the posthuman subject” (137), or becoming merely one of many interconnected beings. It 

is in death—in becoming-corpse—that plants help us relinquish our organic materials back 

 
77 See also Mazin, “From Cabinet of Necrorealism: Iufit and,” and Yurchak, “Necro-Utopia,” p. 207, who 
discuss the scandalized reactions from Soviet psychologists and TV viewers to the first televized screenings 
of early Necrorealist short films on the program Fifth Wheel in 1989. As Yurchak notes, “A panel of 
professional psychologists whom the program invited to discuss the footage dismissed it as the work of sick 
psychopaths, necrophiliacs, and sadomasochists; a few TV viewers called the station to protest the disgusting 
horror it broadcast” (“Necro-Utopia” 207). 
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into circulation; that we become homes for a new multispecies collective of necrophages; 

and, in time, that we become incorporated into new organic beings, only some of which 

will be human. As Marder notes, “Mindful of such complexity, vegetal democracy does 

not advocate a naïve vitalism that would insulate life and the living from death; quite to the 

contrary, it situates ‘participation in life’ in an intimate relation to mortality” (Plant-

Thinking 52). A truly ecological thought, then, cannot turn away from death but, instead, 

must incorporate the dead body into its sense of life. It is on such life-death continuums—

where bodies flourish, decay, dissolve, and rise again—that the flowers of Necrorealist 

thought bloom. 

 

III. Conclusion: Undoing binaries, redoing thought 

 As I have argued throughout this chapter, horror-inflected Necrorealist works like 

Silver Heads articulate a profound ecological truth: that all bodies are products of the 

relations among nature and culture, among species, and among life and death, relations that 

must be underscored if the planetary survival of both humans and other species is to be 

ensured. Iufit’s cinema—and Necrorealism as a whole—is useful in this endeavor, for their 

profoundly bodily oeuvre emphasizes the “naturalcultural” stories that inhere in all bodies 

and environments. As Serenella Iovino and Serpil Oppermann write: 

Being the “middle place” where matter enmeshes in the discursive form of politics, 
society, technology, biology, bodies are compounds of flesh, elemental properties, 
and symbolic imaginaries. Whether performing their narratives as statues in a 
square, teachers in a classroom, plankton in the ocean, fossils trapped in a stone 
wall, or chicken in industrial factory farms, bodies are living texts that recount 
naturalcultural stories. (6) 
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Indeed, in their focus on the relational qualities that define all bodies—qualities that ensure 

the body as a product of both nature and culture, human and nonhuman, life and death, and 

which ensure the body’s enmeshment, dissolution, reformation, and recirculation in other 

bodies—the Necrorealists suggests that it is the concept of the “human” itself that should 

be transgressed and, ultimately, abandoned in order to move forward into new ontological 

and ecological possibilities as a species. 

However, as I have also argued throughout this chapter, the “loss” of the human 

that defines the Necrorealist project is not a defeat for the Necrorealists. Indeed, in 

Necrorealism, the emphases on human-nonhuman entanglement and the interconnections 

among nature, culture, self, and world encapsulate, in a celebratory manner, that “[h]uman 

life is what is traversed by and embedded in flows of life that cut across species, life forms 

and inanimate things” (Nayar 79), leading us to recognize, alongside Pramod K. Nayar, 

that “[i]f human evolution depends to a very large extent on its neighboring species as well, 

then […] it […] follow[s] that human life, or subjectivity, is inextricably linked to these 

other life forms” (79). As I have demonstrated, Iufit’s Necrorealist cinema renders these 

inextricable evolutionary and material interconnections among humans and nonhumans 

and among bodies and environments visible. By eliminating dualistic binaries and instead 

emphasizing the ambiguous spaces between these philosophically opposed terms, Iufit 

proposes a vision of ecological interconnectedness in which discrete terms such as 

“human,” “nonhuman,” “organic,” and “inorganic” fall apart. Articulating a nuanced vision 

of material coexistence that offers a radical openness toward humans, animals, plants, and 

the environment and in which complexities and contradictions proliferate, Iufit’s cinema 
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defies not only the idea of a categorical difference between these terms, but also the 

hierarchical organization of the Soviet and post-Soviet societies that have privileged human 

rationality over the perceived irrationality of nonhuman plants, animals, and environments. 

Necrorealism as a whole, and Silver Heads in particular, thus offers an ethical posthuman 

subjectivity of human-nonhuman interaction and multiplicity at a time when recognizing 

our ecological embeddedness and connections with nonhuman others—including the 

vegetal life we often take for granted—is of critical ecological importance. Necrorealism 

and the contemporary horror-inspired Russian movements that pay homage to Iufit’s body 

of work thus present potent spaces for exploring what posthumanism can look like in 

Russian contexts and for considering how horror can articulate new forms of vitality that 

defy the often-humanist and anthropocentric traditions of Soviet and post-Soviet thought. 

In our contemporary era of the Anthropocene, such critical speculative projects are, as I 

have argued throughout this project, more important than ever before. 
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Becoming-Monster, Becoming-Other: 
Posthuman Subjectivity and the Contemporary Werewolf Narrative 

 
Chapter Four 

 
 

“There once was a man […] called the Steppenwolf. He went on two legs, wore clothes 
and was a human being, but nevertheless he was in reality a wolf of the Steppes. He had 
learned a good deal of all that people of a good intelligence can, and was a fairly clever 
fellow. What he had not learned, however, was this: to find contentment in himself and 

his own life. The cause of this apparently was that at the bottom of his heart he knew all 
the time (or thought he knew) that he was in reality not a man, but a wolf of the Steppes.” 

—Hermann Hesse, Steppenwolf (40-1)  
 

I. Introduction: The werewolf, the animal, and the “beast within” 

The figure of the werewolf invites complex interpretations. Across literatures and 

cultures, this mysterious being emerges again and again, disrupting long-standing 

philosophical boundaries in Western humanism between the conceptual categories of 

“human” and “animal.”78 Though much literary criticism exists regarding the symbolic 

potentials of the werewolf, with a range of scholarship approaching this liminal figure as a 

metaphor for social unrest, puberty, and other anthropocentric concerns, relatively few 

scholars have taken this figure literally: as a biological being simultaneously human and 

 
78 As Brent Stypczynski notes, stories about shapeshifters are prevalent throughout almost every human 
culture, where local predatory creatures most frequently form the locus of the transformation. The wolf, 
however, has formed the primary transformation partner to the human across both Western and non-Western 
cultures. Stypczynski writes, “The werewolf manifestation appears in virtually every Western culture, in both 
the New and Old Worlds. This intercultural appearance makes the werewolf much more common as an 
iteration of the shape-shifter than any of its cousins. Other appearances—including werecows and werebears, 
werejaguars, weretigers, and selkies—are often limited to specific geographic regions […]. Only the 
werewolf appears to move throughout most world cultures without regard to national or cultural boundaries” 
(15). This is particularly true of agricultural regions, like the United States, where “there is a nearly universal 
fear of the wolf […] throughout history” (Stypczynski 15). Although werewolf narratives are ubiquitous 
throughout Western cultures, I am primarily interested here in its resonances in American cultural histories. 
Related projects, however, might undertake a similar study of the werebear, which Stypczynski notes is a 
“close second” (15) to the werewolf in terms of global prevalence, “appearing in some North American 
stories as well as Scandinavian and Russian tales” (15). 
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animal, Homo sapiens and Canis lupus.79 However, the werewolf—when read literally—

is a figure useful to conceptualizing relations between humans and other species, to 

undoing the anthropocentric and human exceptionalist legacies of Western humanism, and 

to facilitating a kinship-based understanding of human-animal relationships. As Chantal 

Bourgault du Coudray notes, the werewolf’s power as an emblem of ecological thought is 

in part due to the werewolf’s incorporation of the wolf itself, for “the wolf has long been 

associated with nature in Western thought” (3), making the opposition between human 

culture and wild, animal nature encapsulated by the werewolf particularly “potent” (3). 

Indeed, the narrator of German writer Hermann Hesse’s novel Steppenwolf (1927) innately 

recognizes this aspect of the mythical werewolf, a recognition reflected in the mysterious 

“Treatise on the Steppenwolf” he receives in one of the novel’s pivotal scenes, and which 

seems to reflect his own condition. The “Treatise”—an excerpt from which forms the 

epigraph to this chapter—describes a man who, like our narrator, views himself as a 

“Steppenwolf,” a being whose external humanity conceals an animal within. As the 

“Treatise” continues: 

Clever men might argue the point whether he truly was a wolf, whether, that is, he 
had been changed, before birth perhaps, from a wolf into a human being, or had 
been given the soul of a wolf, though born as a human being; or whether, on the 

 
79 As Stypczynski asserts, “Werewolves, and shape-shifters in general, play an intriguing and complex role 
in the Western literary tradition, a role that has been sufficiently recognized and explored only with regards 
to the medieval period. Even so, much of the scholarly work on shape-shifting in literature has either focused 
on the historical, religious, psychological, and medical dimensions, or has been part of wider research 
regarding the role of monsters. Discussion of shape-changers as literary figures has been minimal, with most 
scholars most interested in the frames around these characters rather than the figures themselves and their 
fictive situations. To date, academic discussions of these figures in general, and of werewolves in particular, 
fall into one of five major positions: the shape-shifter as theological impossibility or monster; the 
‘sympathetic werewolf’ as a largely medieval phenomenon; the werewolf as political, postcolonial allegory; 
shape-shifting as a sign or symptom of insanity; or the shape-shifter as social allegory” (6). While each of 
these scholarly approaches to the werewolf has its merits, the ecological dimensions of the werewolf have 
been understudied, as has been the deployment of the werewolf in contemporary literature (Stypczynski 9). 
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other hand, this belief that he was a wolf was no more than a fancy or a disease of 
his. […] The Steppenwolf, however, would be none the better for it, since for him 
it was all one whether the wolf had been bewitched or beaten into him, or whether 
it was merely an idea of his own. What others chose to think about it or what he 
chose to think himself was no good to him at all. It left the wolf inside him just the 
same. (41) 
 

The Steppenwolf of the treatise, like the werewolf, is both human and nonhuman, an 

ambiguous being whose nature remains divided until the Steppenwolf can unite his “two 

natures, a human and a wolfish one” (Hesse 41), here represented as in conflict until the 

human can come to terms with his animality. But, as Bourgault du Coudray—building on 

Slavoj Žižek’s work on monsters80—reminds us, the concept of the werewolf can aid 

humans in the endeavor to come to terms with our animality, for “the werewolf also appears 

as a bridge between nature and culture, by exceeding both categories and representing 

slippages between them” (3). It is this aspect of werewolves that, as I will argue throughout 

this chapter, makes them especially effective as a means of facilitating recognition of the 

connections between humans and other animals and between humans and the environment 

and, thus, of contributing to the work of undoing the human/animal and nature/culture 

binaries’ destructive consequences—a recognition that, indeed, frees Hesse’s own narrator 

at Steppenwolf’s close. 

The boundary-crossing encapsulated in the figure of the werewolf, and that 

Bourgault du Coudray points out above, is a characteristic the creature shares with many 

other famous figures from horror’s repertoire. As Noël Carroll argues in The Philosophy 

of Horror, or Paradoxes of the Heart, “[T]he monsters of the horror genre […] are beings 

 
80 Bourgault du Coudray draws on Žižek’s essay “Introduction: The Spectre of Ideology” (in Mapping 
Ideology, edited by Slavoj Žižek [Verso: 1994], pp. 1-33). 
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or creatures that specialize in formlessness, incompleteness, categorical interstitiality, and 

categorical contradictoriness” (Paradoxes 32), creatures who are in some way “impure” 

(Paradoxes 32), like the vampire, who is both living and dead, the ghost, who manifests 

from between worlds, and, indeed, the Necrorealist Z-individuals of Chapter Three’s Silver 

Heads, who are both living and nonliving, human and plant. However, while the werewolf 

shares many qualities with these monsters, Bill Hughes notes that “the werewolf […] is 

particularly useful as an instrument for exploring the boundaries of humanity and animality, 

culture and nature” (227).81 Indeed, the werewolf’s proximity to the actual wolf has lent it 

additional monstrous, gothic resonances: wolves have long been sources of fear in Western 

cultures, frequently deployed as emblems of dangerous, untamed wilderness, unrestrained 

appetite, and even, in some contexts, the Christian Devil (Fogleman 66).82 The fanciful—

 
81 Giorgio Agamben also builds on this aspect of the figure of the werewolf in his study Homo Sacer: 
Sovereign Power and Bare Life (1998), where he notes the historical connection between the figure of the 
werewolf and the Roman and medieval figure of the homo sacer, the human being who could be killed with 
impunity. Noting that the figure of the homo sacer and, later, the bandit or outcast—one who has been ousted 
from the community—has had historical parallels with the figure of the werewolf or “wolf-man” and began 
to be consciously conflated with the werewolf in the nineteenth century, Agamben argues that what unites 
them both is their liminal quality: the dehumanization that places both outside the scope of civilization, or 
the realm of the “human.” Indeed, Agamben argues that the origin of the werewolf figure is the figure of the 
homo sacer himself. Agamben writes: “What had to remain in the collective unconscious as a monstrous 
hybrid of human and animal, divided between the forest and the city—the werewolf—is, therefore, in its 
origin the figure of the man who has been banned from the city. That such a man is defined as a wolf-man 
and not simply a wolf […] is decisive here. The life of the bandit, like that of the sacred man, is not a piece 
of animal nature without any relation to law and the city. It is, rather, a threshold of indistinction and of 
passage between animal and man, physis and nomos, exclusion and inclusion: the life of the bandit is the life 
of the loup garou, the werewolf, who is precisely neither man nor beast, and who dwells paradoxically within 
both while belonging to neither” (Homo Sacer 63). 
 
82 Valerie M. Fogleman notes that in the United States, in particular, fears of wolves were intimately tied to 
both written and spoken fictional tales about wolves, including stories about werewolves. She writes, “[In 
the United States,] [a]s interaction with wolves ceased, attitudes towards wolves became based on folklore 
and myth rather than on reality. Terrifying accounts of ferocious wolves attacking people were passed from 
generation to generation as were supernatural tales of werewolves and other wolf-like creatures. Writers 
depicted wolves as evil, bloodthirsty fiends that impatiently waited for the opportunity to stalk and kill people. 
Generations who had never encountered real wolves transferred the horrifying characteristics of the 
imaginary wolves to their real-life counterparts. The inevitable result was that the animal hated and feared 
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and frequently malicious—qualities perceived to be present in wolves by generations of 

Europeans and, later, Americans have cemented wolves’ presence in both the Gothic and 

more recent horror works, where their beastly qualities have often been tremendously 

exaggerated, especially when surfacing in the figure of the monstrous, half-human 

werewolf. As Robert McKay and John Miller note: 

Wolves lope through the Gothic imagination. Signs of a pure animality opposed to 
the human, they become, in the figure of the werewolf, liminal creatures that move 
between the human and the animal: humans in animal form and animals in human 
form. They are metonyms of forbidding landscapes, an unsettling howl in the 
distance that marks the limit of the human world, or, as in […] Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula (1897), the sign of a beastly intrusion into urban civility. Their imposing 
fangs and gaping mouths threaten an uncontrollable consumption. (1) 

  
As McKay and Miller’s comments suggest, it is the extremity of the wolf’s perceived 

wildness—its status as the most beastly of all Western animals—that makes its mixture 

with the human in the body of the werewolf so ontologically threatening. Unlike the 

privileged rationality that marks the human, the werewolf is “marked by an excess of the 

bodily, the lively, and the transformative nature of becoming” (Bartosch and Caruso 89), 

an excess of animal corporeality and instability that, for Roman Bartosch and Celestine 

Caruso, represents the principal “horrifying quality of lycanthropy” (89). By offering a 

“reminder of humanity’s past and bestial nature […], reminders of our close connection to 

 
by generations of Americans was—and still is—merely a figment of the imagination based on countless tales, 
accounts, and horror stories. Real wolves, in fact, barely resemble the popular perception of them” (64). 
Indeed, as Barry Holstun Lopez insightfully remarks, the wolf is “not so much an animal we have always 
known as one that we have consistently imagined” (204). Fears of wolves and werewolves have, thus, 
reinforced each other, with dire consequences for real wolves in the United States, Europe, and Russia 
(Fogleman notes, for instance, that “[T]he werewolf superstition influenced American attitudes towards 
wolves” [77]). For more on the history of human attitudes toward and misperceptions of wolves in the United 
States and the West more broadly, see Barry Lopez, Of Wolves and Men (Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1978), 
Valerie M. Fogleman, “American Attitudes Toward Wolves: A History of Misperception” (Environmental 
Review: ER, vol. 13, no. 1, 1989, pp. 63-94) and Matthew Beresford, The White Devil: The Werewolf in 
European Culture (Reaktion Books, 2013). 
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the animal world” (Stypczynski 12), the werewolf’s making-visible of the close 

evolutionary kinship between humans and animals threatens the very concept of the 

Western liberal human, which—as discussed in Chapter Two—has long depended on the 

conceptual separation of the human from all other species. The werewolf, then, reveals the 

beastliness intrinsic to the human itself.83 

However, as many scholars of the Gothic and horror and of posthumanism have 

also argued, it is precisely this liminal, ambiguous species identity that makes werewolves 

such powerful and, potentially, catalyzing figures. In resisting taxonomic classification, 

werewolves exceed the anthropocentric epistemological categories such as “human” and 

“animal” through which Western societies have largely apprehended the more-than-human 

world and, thus, offer a new, posthumanist framework through which to view it. As 

Matthew Lerberg suggests, “One of the dangerous but potentially liberating aspects of 

werewolves is that they create a crisis about the idea of the human from the inside out 

because wild animality resides inside rather than outside humans” (263). This idea is 

similarly taken up by Patricia MacCormack, who, in her exploration of posthuman ethics, 

points toward the capacity of fabulated creatures such as werewolves to propel new visions 

of the human that do not depend on distinctions between humans and animals and which, 

as such, can potentially germinate posthuman visions for a new metaphysical and material 

ecology of relations. She argues: 

 
83  As Robert McKay and John Miller similarly note, “[T]he most immediate anxiety evoked by the 
lycanthrope concerns a larger question of the stability of the human that haunts the cultural politics of 
werewolf subjectivity. Under the influence of the lycanthrope, can we rely on what we think of as our 
knowledge of the human? If the werewolf is the embodiment of our ideas about the ‘beast within’, […] then 
the solidity and integrity of the human subject is surely more porous than pure” (4). 
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[F]ictive fabulation animals […] demand creation and imagination—encounters 
which ignite thought rather than promising knowledge and its associated powers. 
As imaginary concepts, most frequently found in art, literature and film, fabulation 
animal-monsters such as werewolves and vampires cannot be co-opted as they exist 
only as demands for relations of othering. (Posthuman Ethics 90) 

 
Unlike real animals, MacCormack argues, fabulated monsters like werewolves—which 

allow us to imagine the human turned outward, turned other—can help us imagine an ethics 

of posthuman teratology, or of becoming a multiplicitous subject who, by exceeding 

restrictive epistemological categories such as species and instead embodying “relations of 

othering,” is resistant to being captured and contained within the human/animal binary. 

Posthuman teratology, she emphasizes, has the power to undermine the shortcomings of 

Western anthropocentric epistemologies like human exceptionalism by inviting us to 

imagine the connections—rather than differences—among humans and nonhumans. By 

emphasizing relations of othering and the necessary responses and demands that arise as a 

result of the Other, and of conceiving ourselves in terms of Otherness, the fabulated 

monsters of werewolf narratives present an opportunity to recast our understanding of the 

self as always already in relation to others and, in turn, to reshape our ethics accordingly. 

As MacCormack explains: 

Becoming-monster asks for fabulated monsters. […] We can never “know” that 
which does not exist, but, like all art and fiction, it does not mean our ideologies, 
paradigmatic tendencies and responses are not affected by experiences of these 
entities. […] This means the only way to access these monsters is to be part of 
them—the encounter is the concept itself. […] Fabulated monsters can only be 
encountered by becoming with and as them. Neither vicarious metaphor, nor 
mirroring mimicry, our becomings are transformative politics which put their faith 
in experiments which will open the new fabulations to come. (90)84 

 
84 MacCormack here draws on Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s concepts of “becoming,” particularly 
“becoming-animal” (explored in most detail in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, pp. 
271-360), concepts which have also influenced Rosi Braidotti’s notion of the posthuman (discussed in 
Chapter Three) and Donna Haraway’s politics of becoming-with (discussed throughout this project). Though 
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Through the experiences offered by contemporary werewolf fictions—experiences that 

allow us to grasp what it means to become-monster, to become-with—we both 

conceptualize the need to dismantle the human/animal binary that has had such devastating 

effects on interspecies relationships across the West and, simultaneously, glimpse  one 

iteration of a posthuman humanity recognizant of the animality that always already inheres 

in the human. 

In this chapter, I complement existing horror scholarship on werewolves by 

positioning this hybrid being within contemporary environmental discourses. I draw on 

perspectives from animal studies and posthumanism, introduced in Chapters Two and 

Three, as well as perspectives from Gothic and horror studies, developed throughout this 

project, to argue that the werewolf—by providing a bridge between the estranged poles of 

nature and culture, human and nonhuman—provides a necessary space in which to 

renegotiate these conceptual categories. Examining Blackfeet author Stephen Graham 

Jones’s recent novel Mongrels (2016), specifically, I consider how Jones’s monstrous 

werewolf protagonists offer literal manifestations of both the uncomfortable ontological 

intimacies and unexpected joys that arise when humans and nonhumans occupy shared 

material spaces, and when the body itself—that most privileged marker of both species-

being and individuality—becomes multiplicitous, ambiguous, more-than-one. In doing so, 

Jones’s werewolves—like the indigenous traditions and perspectives they resonate with—

 
Deleuze and Guattari’s notions of becoming have heavily influenced MacCormack’s, Braidotti’s, and 
Haraway’s theories of becoming, their work diverges from Deleuze and Guattari’s (and from each other’s) 
in key ways. My usage of these terms throughout this project is derived more from their feminist and 
posthumanist usages of the term than from Deleuze and Guattari’s, whose notions of becoming are, from my 
perspective, still very invested in the human/animal and man/woman binaries. 
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cultivate an alternative manner of rethinking the “human” in terms of co-constitution with, 

rather than separation from, other animals. I argue that they thus challenge the human 

exceptionalist legacies of human transcendence on which so much of Western 

Anthropocenic (and particularly American settler colonialist) history has pivoted, and 

whose destruction is vital to ethical ecological praxis in the Anthropocene. 

 

II. “If you’re not a beautiful monster, you’re a villager”: Becoming-werewolf and the 

posthuman-to-come in Stephen Graham Jones’s Mongrels 

 Stephen Graham Jones’s Mongrels follows a young boy’s journey from child to 

young adult, human to wolf. As the boy and his family—early on revealed to be 

werewolves—struggle to survive in a “modern world” seemingly “custom-designed to kill 

werewolves” (40), Jones’s protagonist chronicles his experiences not only of growing up 

in a poor family always on the move, but also of being from a family whose members are—

often—werewolves. Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is this last aspect of the protagonist’s 

identity that impacts his and his family’s experiences most profoundly, and which the novel 

foregrounds most thoughtfully. In Jones’s coming-of-age horror tale, readers—alongside 

Jones’s young, werewolf-in-training protagonist—must learn to live effectively in a world 

that jealously limits the boundaries of the human and in which animality and any other 

deviations from the human “ideal” are systematically oppressed or, more frequently, 

erased. As readers and Jones’s young protagonist navigate what it means to grow up among 

and enter into wider communities both human and nonhuman, Jones suggests that what is 
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most urgently needed in today’s “modern world” is a new vision of community: one 

compatible with an ethics of becoming-monster, of becoming-with.85 

 The possibility of living-otherwise—living among, as, and yet different from the 

human—is what Mongrels principally explores. The novel offers a coming-of-age 

narrative for a new human breed: one that is “mongrel,” defined by a lack of species 

specificity, and one that champions those the “human” has historically left out—the poor, 

people of color, women, children, and others whose humanity has been conceptually and 

politically called into question. In Mongrels, the werewolf family of the protagonist is 

marginalized several times over: first, they are poor and, due to a lack of education and 

other circumstances, unable to maintain secure housing, instead living primarily out of cars 

and trailers. As a result, the narrator’s primary guardians, his deceased mother’s surviving 

twin siblings, are unable to obtain long-term work: his Aunt Libby works temporary jobs 

as a janitor, agricultural laborer, and other seasonal positions, while his Uncle Darren first 

makes a career of robbing liquor stores for cash and strawberry wine coolers and, later, 

driving eighteen-wheelers. The family’s societal marginalization is not only due to their 

 
85 As explored further below, in footnote 85, Jones’s werewolf protagonists are also strongly hinted to be, 
like Jones himself, Native American; as such, they are also members of a community struggling to survive 
under not only European-style American settler colonialism, but also the Western liberal humanist 
philosophies imported into North America with the arrival of European colonization efforts—philosophies 
in which the human/animal binary, as discussed in Chapter Two and the introduction to this chapter, have 
been foundational for understandings of the human and, indeed, all other species. However, among many 
indigenous communities—Jones’s own Blackfeet nation included—the conceptual distinction between 
humans and other species has not historically been of paramount importance to understanding the place of 
the human within the wider world. Indeed, in a sharp contrast, many indigenous modes of relating with others 
have emphasized connection, rather than difference, from others, as is discussed further in footnote 88. As 
such, it is not a stretch to think that some of the difficulties Jones’s own werewolves face in the “modern 
world” (40) of the twenty-first century United States—a world and culture strongly structured by the 
human/animal binary of Western liberal humanism and its attendant notions of “modernity”—are in part due 
to the colonial encounter produced by their differing modes of relating to the world: modes in which relation 
and community among individuals and species are more significant than difference. 
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poverty; Jones also strongly suggests that his werewolves are of Native American 

heritage86 and are, thus, living as nomads in a settler colonialist nation founded on the 

forced expulsion and genocide of indigenous communities. Indeed, early in the first 

chapter, the family is forced to leave the narrator’s childhood home state of Arkansas after 

a mishap with a police officer, in which Darren kills the unfortunate man, resulting in their 

having to flee in a hurry, an occurrence that both frames the family’s migrations throughout 

the novel and carries suggestive parallels to indigenous experiences of colonization and 

forced migration. The family lives the next eight years on the run, moving every few 

months to states across the southern United States, stopping only when they hit the ocean. 

 
86 Although Jones never specifies the ethnic heritage of the novel’s werewolf family, many of Jones’s other 
novels have featured Native American characters, and a brief description of Libby’s appearance in the novel’s 
first chapter describes “her long black hair” (9)—one of the few visual descriptors of Libby’s appearance 
confirmed in the novel, along with her slender build—suggesting that Jones intended his characters in 
Mongrels to be, like many of his other characters, Native American. The family’s experiences share many 
overlaps with the experiences of many Native Americans under U.S. settler colonialism, including poverty, 
instability of employment, and a fear of cowboys (Jones 59); indeed, as Eric Gary Anderson observes, “In 
places, what the narrator says of werewolves is also true of Indians” (162). Kristina Baudemann adds, 
“Mongrels does not stray from Jones’s earlier engagement with explicit Native American topics; common 
themes of belonging, coming of age, hereditary trauma, survivance (active survival through creative 
resistance), colonialism, and the import of history continue to appear throughout his narrative fabric. The 
world of Mongrels is the same fascinating, crazy universe Jones has been describing for years; now, however, 
he is granting us easier and faster access by using simple language, precise images, and playful intertextual 
references” (n.p.). As Jones—himself a member of the Blackfeet Nation—has stated in interviews, the 
inspiration for Mongrels’ main characters was his own family and their experiences in Texas and other 
southern U.S. states: in a 2016 interview with SciFiNow, for instance, he explained, “I don’t just come from 
a family, but I pretty much come from the exact family in Mongrels. Libby and Darren, to me, they’re real 
people. One of them I can call on the phone. One of them I can’t anymore. But I can see them again as 
werewolves” (Hatfull). Indeed, in another interview from the same year with Slug Mag, he stated, 
“Mongrels is about a kid, on the run, making his family up as he goes, like Lilo & Stitch kinda stuff, […] 
[a]nd for me that was kinda autobiographical until I grew up… The family in this novel [was] my family. 
[…] I was never able to transform into a werewolf, […] but what I can do is change the definition of werewolf; 
I can cast my family as werewolves” (Z. Smith). Jones’s statements suggest that a comparison between the 
werewolves of Mongrels’ experiences and Jones’s own family’s experiences of growing up Blackfeet in 
Texas is not inappropriate, although I hesitate to make the comparison explicitly given the uncertainty of the 
characters’ ethnic identity in the novel. However, Jones’s personal, familial connection to the novel’s 
werewolf characters is, I argue, a central component of their effectiveness for facilitating a posthuman 
subjectivity informed by relations with others and, thus, of their effectiveness as a catalyst for ecological 
thought, an argument I will develop further below. 
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Finally, and most significantly for Jones’s characters, they are werewolves trying (and 

often failing) to pass as humans in a world premised on human exceptionalism and, thus, 

organized around “normal” human bodies. The narrator notes that this last fact contributes 

to the accidental deaths of many werewolves—indeed, while imagining all the ways a 

werewolf like his truck-driving Uncle Darren might die while “wolfed out,” he ponders 

that contemporary devices like “steering wheels aren’t designed for monsters that aren’t 

supposed to exist” (39). As Billy J. Stratton observes, “Jones’s werewolves are, indeed, 

incongruent beings that stand atop the food chain, but as the characters we access the story 

through we see that they also occupy a liminal space within American society, barely able 

to manage the day to day challenges of life and securing the basic necessities of food, 

clothing, and shelter” (9). With their multiply marginalized status and their monstrous 

werewolf identities, Jones’s werewolves are perfect stand-ins for the outsider—for all those 

whom the “human” category has let fall through the cracks—thereby allowing readers to 

experience, in an immersive narrative setting, the oppressive consequences of the term. 

As Robin Wood argues persuasively in his landmark essay “Return of the 

Repressed” (1978), the monsters of horror frequently represent what has been repressed in 

society. In Wood’s famous formulation, “normality is threatened by the Monster” 

(“Return” 26) in classic works of horror: the monster threatens the fabric of society by 

undermining “conformity to the dominant social norms” (“Return” 26) and, as a result, 

must be destroyed. Caryn Crossen, building on Wood’s ideas, notes that “[w]erewolves, 

along with other monsters such as vampires and zombies, are supremely suited to 

representing the marginalized and socially excluded, embodying ethnic, racial, cultural and 
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sexual difference and even disability” (23). But, as Crossen adds, contemporary horror has 

seen a profound shift in representations of the monster “since the 1990s, as the monster, 

rather than its victims, came to be sympathized with by the reading audience” (23). Jones’s 

werewolf monsters conform to this pattern: they are forced to hide from human society, 

and like so many who are disenfranchised, they must work odd jobs and move frequently 

to avoid detection by a society in and over which they have little power. Nonetheless, we 

see society through their eyes—more specifically, the eyes of the young unnamed narrator, 

who as a young boy, wants to be a vampire (21) and, by the age of eight, longs to reach his 

teenage years, when, according to family lore, he will “wolf out” and join the wider 

werewolf community as a real, full-fledged monster. Jones’s werewolf monsters, then, not 

only serve as a reminder of what society has repressed—both animals and others whom the 

“human” has historically left out or, more often, erased—but also, due to our readerly 

sympathies with their struggles and, indeed, their becomings, they represent an alternative 

course through which we might become posthuman, through which we might, alongside 

them, transform.  

 

The contemporary werewolf and the changing shape of werewolf subjectivity 

The werewolf has long been defined as a subject perpetually coming into being, 

never arriving at its final form, a subject who is always becoming, always in flux. Like this 

archetypal werewolf, Jones’s werewolves are similarly fluid: they resist fixed identities, 

shifting freely between human and wolf bodies, between one assumed human name and 

another. Additionally, like this archetypal werewolf of old, Jones’s werewolves are 
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frequently appetitive and frequently outcast: they live on the margins of decorum and the 

law, on the edge of what might popularly be considered “civilized.” Finally, like many 

other literary werewolves, Jones’s werewolves—or, at least, the healthy ones—are born 

werewolves: they emerge from the womb already-different, already-otherwise. Jones’s 

werewolves, however, possess one significant difference from many other literary and 

cinematic werewolves: unlike the archetypal werewolf, whose wolfish half completely 

subsumes the human beneath the influence of the full moon, Jones’s werewolves are—to 

borrow Carys Crossen’s phrase—“subjective.” Where the old werewolf is frequently 

portrayed as a divided, half-animal, half-human being incapable, in its werewolf condition, 

of rational thought—of subjectivity—Crossen notes that the contemporary werewolf has 

become a subjective werewolf, changing the potential shape of werewolf subjectivity 

completely.87 In contrast to the archetypal werewolf, Crossen argues, the contemporary 

werewolf possesses “wolfish aspects to their personality or a wolfish spirit,” which form 

“an essential component of their identity rather than some beastly alter ego that subsumes 

them at inopportune times” (4), thus presenting humanity and animality as points on a 

continuum, rather than opposing poles of a binary. Indeed, Crossen notes that this changing 

shape of subjectivity is apparent in contemporary monsters more generally, who “are 

changing, and are being granted subjectivity—a new mode of subjectivity that is not 

 
87 As Crossen explains, “Subjectivity, in the manner I intend to apply it to the contemporary werewolf, has 
several layers of meaning. The simplest meaning is that the werewolf is becoming a conscious subject. When 
they transform, it is no longer into a ravening monster, but into something that typically resembles the wild 
wolf, canis lupus. Most importantly, the werewolf, no matter what form they assume, retains their conscious 
mind, their rationality and their sense of self rather than temporarily being consumed by a monster. The 
traditional divided subjectivity is losing popularity, and the beast no longer dwells solely in the unconscious. 
Examples of this new, thinking, self-aware werewolf are rare prior to the 1980s, but are becoming 
increasingly popular in contemporary fiction” (21). 
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necessarily bound up in being human” (9). As I argue throughout this chapter, this new 

mode of subjectivity underlies werewolves’ and other contemporary monsters’ usefulness 

toward the project of posthuman ethics: as models of the human-as-other, the human-in-

relation, they offer a potential foundation on which to build a new mode of posthuman-

being free from the destructive influence of the human exceptionalisms of old. 

The werewolf’s new subjectivity—its multiplicitous interrelations with 

Otherness—can make apparent our ecological connections with other species and with the 

wider environment, a recognition that is a key condition for ethical ecological praxis in the 

Anthropocene. As Nick Mansfield argues, in terms that echo Patricia MacCormack’s 

model for becoming-monster, being a “subject” implies a certain set of conditions, as a 

subject can only come into being through its relationships with other subjects and entities. 

He writes, “The subject is always linked to something outside of it—an idea or principle 

or the society of other subjects. It is this linkage that the word ‘subject’ insists upon. 

Etymologically to be ‘placed (or even thrown) under’” (3; qtd. in Crossen 25). As a 

consequence of these linkages, Mansfield argues, “[o]ne is always subject to or of 

something. The word subject, therefore, proposes that the self is not a separate and isolated 

entity, but one that operates at the intersections of general truths and shared principles” (3, 

emphasis added; qtd. in Crossen 25). Such an understanding of subjectivity and selfhood 

is ecologically necessary, for the material interconnections among diverse objects both 

living and nonliving, human and nonhuman, ensures that ecological disruptions impact 

linked ecological communities across vast geophysical scales, an ecological condition that, 

I have argued throughout this project, has allowed for the advent of the Anthropocenic era 
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in the first place. Cultivating a new “anthropos”—one aware of how our subjectivities arise 

from, intersect, and affect others outside our “selves”—is, thus, more urgent than ever 

before. 

The werewolf, I suggest, answers this call for an expanded conceptualization of 

subjectivity, a call also echoed within many strands of contemporary posthumanism. 

Indeed, werewolves’ newly granted subjectivity—which now marks werewolves as 

members of larger communities, subjects who come into being through relations with 

others, in contrast to the isolated archetypal werewolf of old—makes the contemporary 

werewolf a formidable catalyst for ecological thought when combined with the werewolf’s 

already well-established portrayal as a uniquely blended being both human and animal. 

The multiplicitous, border-crossing, and subjective werewolf of contemporary popular 

culture thus offers a potent posthuman figure through which to conceptualize a new 

understanding of the human as always already in relation with the environment and with 

the other beings—regardless of species—who roam within it. 

As Crossen’s study of werewolf subjectivity suggests, the subjectivity of the 

contemporary werewolf is unique not only from that of older werewolves, but also from 

the subjectivities of other classic monsters. She writes: 

In contrast to the vampire, whose melancholic solitude forms part of its charm, and 
the zombie, nearly always construed as part of a mob, the werewolf has been 
isolated from both the natural world, due to its unnaturalness, and humanity, due to 
its beastliness. But the subjective werewolf, able to interact with other subjects and 
shape its identity in relation to them, is able to move through and become a part of 
both lycanthropic society and human society, mirroring the rise of identity politics 
since the 1960s and its reconceptualization of identity as a signifier of group 
membership rather than individualism. (13) 
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Indeed, she notes that the werewolf is particularly useful as a means through which to 

explore anxieties related to gender, race, class, and other markers of human identity and 

the various ways through which communities embrace or ostracize those marked by 

otherness or, at times, through which beings form alternative communities. But the new 

werewolf, she suggests, most frequently chooses the latter route, forming new ways of 

interacting with each other and with human society that allow not only for the advent of 

werewolf communities, but also for some—if limited—interaction between lycanthropic 

and human society. In other words, she argues that the contemporary werewolf’s 

subjectivity arises not only through relations between humans and animals, like the 

archetypal werewolf of old, but also through relations between werewolves and humans. 

Extending Crossen’s argument, I add that the contemporary werewolf’s subjectivity is also 

dependent upon its wider ecological networks, a point that Crossen provocatively suggests 

but does not develop further when she observes that “[t]he classic werewolf’s 

preoccupation was with itself: its guilt, its monstrosity, the usually futile hope of 

ameliorating its condition. The new, subjective werewolf’s gaze is beginning to turn 

outwards, towards its environment, rather than inwards” (25, emphasis added). The new 

werewolf, in other words, is preoccupied not by returning to an earlier incarnation of the 

human—a human we might read, in tandem with the classical liberal human, as conceived 

in isolation from others and from the environment, as transcendent over the environment—

but instead by its relations with others, with its environment, and with what is outward.88 

 
88 As discussed previously in footnote 84, the human/animal binary—or a distinction between the human and 
the animal, between nature and culture—has not historically been present in indigenous thought; as such, 
Jones’s own use of the “subjective” werewolf figure in Mongrels not only draws away from colonialist, 
Western liberalist configurations of the “human,” but also may, potentially, draw toward an earlier pre-
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 This new preoccupation of the contemporary werewolf with the environmental 

outside is underscored in Mongrels’ first chapter, in a scene that serves as the primal point 

of origin for all that follows. Throughout the chapter, the young protagonist, here almost 

eight, listens to his grandfather’s stories, tales of the old man’s exploits as a young 

werewolf. As the protagonist notes in the novel’s first sentence, “My grandfather used to 

tell me he was a werewolf” (1), but at first, the narrator—though he longs to believe it—

cannot be sure whether to trust his grandfather. As he reflects, “This is the way werewolf 

stories go. Never any proof. Just a story that keeps changing, like it’s twisting back on 

itself, biting its own stomach to chew the poison out” (8). However, he is forced to confront 

the truth of his grandfather’s stories in a moment that changes everything for his 

understanding of his family and himself, for his understanding of his own subjectivity: the 

moment he and his Aunt Libby discover his grandfather’s corpse lying “half out the front 

door” (17). The narrator notes, with shock, that “Grandpa wasn’t just half in and half out 

of the door from the kitchen. He was also halfway between man and wolf” (18). In a 

moment that confirms what he has always suspected to be true, he observes: 

From the waist up, for the part that had made it through the door, he was the same. 
But his legs, still on the kitchen linoleum, they were straggle-haired and shaped 
wrong, muscled different. The feet had stretched out twice as long, until the heel 
became the backward knee of a dog. The thigh was bulging forward. He really was 
what he’d always said. (18) 
 

The violence of the scene, in which Grandpa’s body is rendered with “cloudy eyes open, 

flies and wasps buzzing in and out of his mouth” (17), also points toward a secondary 

 
colonial framework through which to understand community and, indeed, the human: an understanding of 
community that inherently includes not only humans, but also nonhuman animals and environmental others. 
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violence: the violence of the transformation itself. Libby observes that Grandpa was trying 

to shift from man to wolf—this is, indeed, likely what killed him, as Grandpa observes to 

the narrator in an earlier scene that “[y]ou can burn up your whole life early if you’re not 

careful. If you spend too much time out in the trees, running your dinner down” (10). As 

Grandpa’s comment underscores, each transformation costs something, shortens a 

werewolf’s lifespan, causing them to “burn up” early. The transformation, however, also 

marks what makes the werewolf’s unique being so ecologically catalyzing. As Matthew 

Lerberg writes: 

One of the dominant tropes in werewolf stories is the violence of shaking the human 
husk, the breaching of the human body by the creature contained within. However, 
this moment—when the character is neither strictly human nor animal—locates the 
site of productive discussions about humans and nonhumans via the intermission, 
the middle, the moment that precludes a fixed position. (263) 
 

Indeed, while inspecting Grandpa’s corpse, Libby observes that “[h]e was going for the 

trees” (18), for one last experience of roaming the forest, suggesting a subjectivity forged 

not only through his connections with his family—including his deceased human wife, his 

dead human daughter, and his dead daughter’s werewolf twins Libby and Darren—but also 

with others outside of himself and his family: the animal and plant species who reside in 

the forest near the family’s house, and with whom the family feels kinship, confirming 

Crossen’s posthuman vision of the werewolf “turn[ing] outwards, towards its environment, 

rather than inwards” (25). In the moment of transformation, then, Grandpa was, perhaps, 

going not only for the trees, but also toward a posthuman understanding of subjectivity as 

arising not from estrangement and transcendence—like the archetypal werewolf and, 

indeed, human of old—but instead from a sense of connection with other people, with other 
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species, and with the environment. Grandpa’s death, then—despite its violence—sets the 

stage for the negotiations between selfhood, species, and society—or between human, 

animal, and environment—that the novel will explore throughout.  

 

The werewolf-to-come: Community, subjectivity, and survivance 

Jones’s child narrator—a young boy hoping he will, like his family, transform when 

he is sixteen, and who is coming into being through an understanding of himself vis-à-vis 

his relatives, his communities, and his relations—is an appropriate vehicle through which 

to imagine and construct from the ground up a new posthuman subject and vision of 

community in place of the old, problematic notion of the human. Where the human of 

Western humanism has been defined by individuality, or by a sense of confinement or 

separate embodiment, the werewolves of Jones’s novel—mirroring understandings of 

subjectivity and interconnection that have long structured Jones’s own Blackfeet nation 

and, indeed, many other indigenous communities—are defined principally through their 

relationships with others.89 In every sense, Jones’s protagonists are subjects defined not 

 
89  As Nimachia Howe demonstrates in her study of Blackfeet storytelling and linguistics, Blackfeet 
subjectivity—or personhood—is intimately tied to the understanding of the self as always already in relation 
to others and the environment. She writes, “The home of Blackfoot personhood is exemplified in the all-
encompassing nature of these cycles within cycles, in which humans and nature itself are inextricably 
intertwined” (94). Indeed, Howe explains that for Blackfeet peoples, ideas of “being” and even of “becoming 
human” are dependent upon recognition from and reciprocity with both human and nonhuman others: “[I]n 
Blackfoot,” she notes, “‘being’ and ‘becoming human’ mean learning to be intelligible and intelligent with 
regard to other Beings and to be understood by them” (99). Suggestively, Howe’s exploration of Blackfeet 
subjectivity, storytelling, and the role of community culminates in a discussion of the concept of the “Lone 
Wolf,” a concept that Jones’s own werewolves would find similarly alienating: Howe argues, “The 
expression ‘Lone Wolf,’ which has become a symbol for an outcast or loner, represents someone not deemed 
a viable Blackfoot community member. As such, it does not really exist in Blackfoot grammar or concept, 
since the idea of a singular figure contrasts with community and, as far as Blackfoot are concerned, no living 
entity survives outside of community. Wolf packs, herds, flocks, and other pairings and groups are loyal to 
one another as members of communities, as are human communities of People. Therefore, a Lone Wolf is 
perceived on a spiritual, social, physical, and grammatical level as the antithesis of creation and regeneration. 
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only by their status as werewolves, but also through the relationships they have with each 

other and with society. In this way, they embody precisely the expanded notion of 

subjectivity that is needed in the Anthropocene: a subjectivity attuned to the connections 

and relations one has with others, rather than the atomized notion of the subject that has 

long characterized Western humanism. By placing the young narrator at the center of the 

novel’s episodic structure—with chapters alternating and equally divided between his first-

person perspective, which we follow from the ages of almost eight through sixteen, and 

chapters written from a third-person perspective, through which the narrator imaginatively 

projects himself in a variety of roles as he recounts his childhood experiences—Jones offers 

readers an opportunity to construct and test out a variety of posthuman subjectivities 

alongside the young narrator as he struggles to develop his own subjectivity. Indeed, as 

Paul StJohn Mackintosh notes, “The novel’s chapter-by-chapter alternation between first 

and third person reinforces the discontinuity of identity” (n.p.), the novel’s openness 

toward multiple becomings. Jones’s narrative structure and decision to tell the family’s tale 

from the perspective of the child narrator thus suggest that although there is work to be 

done to define the posthuman subject(s)-to-come, there is always an opportunity—like the 

werewolf itself—to transform and recast our understanding of ourselves. 

This concept is neatly illustrated not only by the protagonist’s unnamed status 

(unlike Libby and Darren, we never learn the narrator’s own name), but also by his 

tendency to daydream and place himself within various archetypal roles and well-known 

 
By extension, this is also possibly a symbol of all that is literally wrong, dangerous, or simply unproductive” 
(116). Jones’s wolves, I argue, would similarly view a werewolf without community as something wrong, 
dangerous, or unproductive. 
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stories. Many of the roles he adopts in the third-person chapters that recall his post-

Arkansas childhood are drawn from popular culture,90 such as the role he adopts for himself 

early on of the vampire; the role of the creature from James Whale’s 1931 film 

Frankenstein, which he adopts for himself and his family due to other local townsfolk’s 

suspicions of them; and the antagonistic role of the Lone Ranger that the narrator and Uncle 

Darren apply to a man in a gas station, who “had a shiny-black domino mask painted on 

his face for some football game” (87). The narrator’s and Darren’s identification with these 

stories is so strong that, although Darren tries to ignore the football fan, he is unable to 

contain his anger upon seeing the man he perceives as the Lone Ranger: a figure of the pop 

cultural Old West portrayed in radio, television, and film series as a “civilizing” force, an 

active agent in the “settling” and Americanization of the American West.91 As Darren 

 
90 Although documenting each of these popular cultural allusions is beyond the scope of this project, John 
Langan notes that the novel engages in an intertextual play with many works from popular culture throughout 
the narrative, an intertextuality that contributes much to the novel’s structure and narrative and, in some ways, 
makes the novel itself a kind of textual hybrid, like Jones’s werewolf characters themselves. He notes, “It’s 
no surprise to find a novel about shape-changing creatures displaying a concern for notions of identity, 
and Mongrels does this in a variety of ways, beginning with character and moving outward from there. The 
very title of the book evokes the idea of the hybrid, which is how it conceptualizes the werewolf, as a creature 
known by its transformation, by its status as both human and wolf. Its narrative construction demonstrates 
this same hybridity, alternating chapters told from the narrator’s first-person point of view with shorter, third-
person chapters in which he is described in terms of a succession of identities […]. At the same time, the 
novel romps happily through American popular culture, alluding to classics of science fiction, western heroes 
and villains, favorite rock and roll songs, inviting the reader to draw connections between each of them and 
itself” (n.p.). In addition to contributing to the novel’s textual and structural hybridity, these allusions also 
add much to the novel’s engagement with horror as a genre: as the narrator struggles to understand his and 
his family’s experiences through the popular paradigms of classic Universal horror works like Whale’s 
Frankenstein, Jones demonstrates not only how popular works from horror and other genres inspired 
Mongrels as a whole, but also gestures towards these genres’ importance as a transformative tool through 
which to fashion and reshape subjectivity. 
 
91 As a pop cultural figure representative of the “settling” of the American West, the Lone Ranger also, of 
course, inherently represents the simultaneous stripping of autonomy from American indigenous peoples (a 
concept perhaps best encapsulated by the Lone Ranger’s indigenous—and subordinate—sidekick Tonto), 
whose lands were annexed to the authority of the American state as part of the process of settler colonialism 
and who, subsequently, were frequently removed from these lands. Such efforts to “settle” the American 
West were also frequently accompanied by wolf extermination campaigns, a process that rhetorically expels 
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explains, the Lone Ranger “was the first werewolf hunter” (86), and “a self-hating one” 

(87) at that, a conclusion Darren comes to through the Lone Ranger’s signature use of silver 

bullets. The narrator describes: 

You never saw him [the Lone Ranger] at night for the obvious reason that he was 
out running through campfires, because he was out barking at the moon. For that 
last gasp of the Old West, when trains and horses were both there at once, and hand-
crank movie cameras too, the Lone Ranger was a werewolf, and the worst kind: a 
self-hating one. A werewolf who hunted down other werewolves. A werewolf too 
weak to just start with himself. (87) 

 
Darren’s rage upon seeing the unfortunate football fan—painted in the mask of the famous 

agent of settler colonialism—is so powerful that, upon seeing the man, he cannot resist 

punching him. Popular culture, however, is not the only source of the stories through which 

the narrator understands the world: he also draws on the family’s day-to-day life 

experiences, including the dreams and fears of a young child growing up poor in the United 

States. As the novel proceeds, the narrator places himself in the various roles of vampire, 

reporter, criminal, astronaut, biologist, mechanic, hitchhiker, prisoner, villager, and—

perhaps most poignantly—nephew. In keeping with the elasticity that defines both the child 

and the werewolf, Jones’s narrator and his series of personas illustrates what Crossen notes 

is a central feature of the contemporary werewolf: “They are works in progress, creatures 

developing new identities, making them up as they go” (35). Indeed, in each of these third-

person-narrated chapters, we find the young narrator in a different state—sometimes 

Florida, sometimes Texas, always the South—and at a different stage of his life, ranging 

 
both indigenous communities and wolves from American conceptions of “civilization” and, thus, personhood. 
As discussed in footnote 85, although Jones does not explicitly identify the ethnicity of his main protagonists, 
such rhetorical links between the experiences of his werewolf protagonists and indigenous communities are 
powerfully suggestive and invite readers to recognize the negative impacts of Western liberal humanism and 
human exceptionalism on both humans and nonhumans. 
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from the ages of eight through sixteen, reinforcing the sense of a journey, a transformation, 

a story always in flux, always in progress. As Eric Gary Anderson observes, “[T]he young 

would-be werewolf narrator of Mongrels inhabit[s] a story that is ultimately less about who 

or what or even where he is than about these back-and-forth processes of becoming” (158). 

The novel’s emphasis on subjective transformation—reflected in the narrator’s openness 

toward new identities, new stories, new locations, new transformations—invites the reader 

to similarly take part in these processes of becoming: not only of becoming-monster, but 

also of becoming-with. 

Of all of the roles that the young narrator takes on throughout the novel, the most 

significant of these is, perhaps, his role as a “reporter”—a writer, chronicler, and storyteller, 

a role that he will retain throughout the novel as he attempts “to research and document 

everything” (Mackintosh n.p.): more specifically, his community, his family, who “identify 

themselves most strongly not as individuals but as family members and werewolves” 

(Anderson 157). As the third-person episodes progress, the as-yet-unchanged narrator’s 

desire to join this community as a full-fledged werewolf is palpably and touchingly 

conveyed, a sentiment poignantly captured in the narrator’s repeated refrain throughout the 

novel of “[w]e’re werewolves” (27). As Eric Gary Anderson notes: 

We are never told whether this werewolf family identifies as Native American, as 
white, or as some other race or ethnicity; they identify as werewolves, and the 
narrator wants to be a werewolf because that is what they are. In other words, he 
recognizes the potentially alien, nonnative monster within his family and possibly 
within himself as an embodied sign of kinship relations and of home. (157-8) 

 
Indeed, the family’s—including the narrator’s—sense of community with each other as 

fellow-werewolves is pronounced, emerging throughout the novel as their most salient 
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feature. As a werewolf-in-training, the narrator continually revises his role within this 

family dynamic as he struggles to learn everything there is to know about werewolves in 

preparation for his own change, even beginning to think of himself as a “scholar” of sorts: 

he documents and chronicles the family’s lore—the family’s history—and their stories of 

how to live life as a werewolf responsibly—stories that, although the family’s ethnicity is 

not specified, resonate with indigenous traditions of storytelling, which “engage oral 

traditions, historical/ancestral knowledges, and cultural resources to examine current 

events and Indigenous understandings in ways consistent with traditional worldviews and 

cosmologies” (Iseke 559), forming “an intergenerational pedagogy of learning” (Archibald 

237). As the narrator collects their stories, he also collects his community’s various 

understandings of what it means to exist as part of this community. As Anderson notes, in 

Mongrels, werewolves “tell their own stories, and the narrator writes them down—in spite 

of his Aunt Libby’s insistence that he observe werewolf protocol and avoid writing for fear 

of revealing who and what they are” (158), a fear that mirrors indigenous concerns that 

“some stories, because of their sacredness, should not be revealed because this strips them 

of their spiritual and sacred elements. To write them down is to transform them, to endanger 

them, and ultimately may serve to deactivate them” (Iseke 560). However, in writing and 

collecting their fables, memories, and advice, creating a near-compendium of family lore, 

the narrator “mov[es] werewolves from a somewhat spotty oral wolflore to a written record 

of how the narrator remembers and interprets that wolflore” (Anderson 158), performing 
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an act of survivance, of resistance to erasure,92 by capturing something of their history—

their stories—in a world that denies their existence, that pretends they are not there. 

 

“The modern world is custom-designed to kill werewolves”: The werewolf and society 

 The young narrator of Mongrels’ tendency to understand himself and his 

subjectivity through the stories of his family is typical of “the werewolf’s journey towards 

subjectivity” (Crossen 40), which, as Crossen demonstrates, “often involves forming 

relationships with other individuals (both humans and werewolves) and […] finding a place 

within a social group” (40), within a wider society. However, as Crossen also notes, this 

does not usually come easily to the contemporary werewolf, for “the lycanthrope’s ongoing 

quest is now to find a way to reconcile itself with the sometimes-hostile world around them, 

rather than to unite two opposing sides of its personality” (84). Indeed, in Mongrels, Jones 

does not shy away from presenting the darker side of werewolf life, particularly the brutal 

interspecies violence that sustains their carnivorous habits and their sometimes-bloody 

 
92 Although the term “survivance” predates its contemporary usage in Indigenous Studies, the term has been 
popularized today by indigenous Chippewa writer Gerald Vizenor, who explains that “[s]urvivance is an 
active sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a mere reaction, or a survivable name. Native 
survivance stories are renunciations of dominance, tragedy and victimry” (vii). By collecting their stories in 
written form, despite his Aunt Libby’s fear that discovery of these stories might endanger the family, Jones’s 
protagonist performs an act of resistance to his community’s oppression and, indeed, repression within 
society, creating a record that—even though some details have been changed to protect their identities—
testifies to his family’s existence and, moreover, the value of their lives, thus protecting against their erasure. 
As Jo-Ann Archibald explains, “The storied memories of Indigenous people have been assaulted through 
decades of colonization, decades during which disease, legislation against cultural and ceremonial practices, 
family and community separation through boarding or residential schools, abduction of Indigenous children 
for adoption or fostering purposes, and educational assimilation in public and postsecondary education 
systems have negatively impacted the intergenerational transmission of culture and memory” (238). For these 
reasons, performing such acts of survivance by preserving these stories—for both indigenous communities 
and Jones’s protagonist—is extremely important: as Archibald argues, “Living storied lives has become 
important for culture and language recovery and revitalization and for appreciating Indigenous people’s 
resiliency and resistance to colonization, which has disrupted this storied memory through legislation, 
education, and policy” (238) or, as in the novel, through decades of living in hiding. 
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struggles to coexist with human society. In keeping with the tendencies of the horror genre, 

which “cannot be construed as completely repelling or completely appealing,” as “[e]ither 

outlook denies something essential to the form” (Carroll, “Nightmare” 18), Jones 

highlights both the positive and negative aspects of werewolf life throughout, showing fully 

what it means to exist in such a liminal manner, from the power of the familial bonds that 

tie his werewolves together to the threats posed by the technologies of modern life and the 

predatory humans who would exploit them. 

 Throughout the novel, the narrator catalogues all of the dangers of werewolf life, 

such as their tendency to kill their human mothers during childbirth, the violence of rival 

werewolf packs seeking territorial dominance, their habit of sometimes attacking 

humans—such as the police officer Darren kills in the first chapter—and the dangers of 

contemporary life in general, including, as Libby and Darren explain to the narrator, French 

fries, driving in vehicles designed for humans, and accidentally eating something sharp in 

the kitchen trash. As the narrator describes: 

Ever wake up with the ragged lid of a tin can in your gut? Darren says it’s like a 
circle-saw blade, in first gear. But it’s only because you’re so delicate in the 
morning, so human. Even a twist tie can stab through the lining of your stomach. 
The wolf doesn’t know any better, just knows to eat it all, and fast, and now. Come 
daylight, though—so many werewolves die this way, Libby had told me once. (36) 

 
Perhaps even more dangerous than the kitchen trash is the threat posed to werewolves by 

motorists; indeed, throughout the novel, Darren stops to inspect roadkill “to see if this was 

anybody he knew, splatted across the road” (171), harrowingly diving “between headlights” 

to “drag the dead over to the ditch” (170). As the narrator emphasizes, the modern world 

poses more dangers to werewolf kind than ever, for “[w]erewolves, we didn’t come up 
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eating french fries through the ages. It’s taking some time to adapt. Maybe more time than 

we’ve got, even” (42). It is these day-to-day dangers of life as a werewolf that worries 

Libby most for the narrator, and that most motivates her protective maternal instincts 

toward him. In order to adequately prepare the narrator for life as a werewolf, Libby and 

Darren must pass on every bit of werewolf protocol and advice that they can remember to 

their nephew, most often in the form of cryptic stories about Grandpa: tales which would 

“[tell] one story” but “[mean] another” (100), always shifting, like the werewolves 

themselves. But, as Jones emphasizes throughout the novel, it is not modern technologies 

that pose the greatest danger to werewolves, nor even the human-molded societies through 

which they move; instead, through their exploitative relationships with animals, it is 

humans themselves who most endanger werewolf life in Mongrels, and who most throw 

our own destructive behaviors in relief. 

 Jones’s earlier anti-settler colonialist critiques of indigenous biopolitical 

exploitation—raised in novels like The Fast Red Road: A Plainsong (2000), The Bird Is 

Gone: A Manifesto (2003), and Ledfeather (2008)—return in glimpses throughout 

Mongrels as Jones depicts his werewolf characters’ often-violent and nearly always-

oppressive interactions with human society. Indeed, in addition to the economic 

exploitation of his undereducated, potentially indigenous, and visibly poor protagonists (as 

the narrator notes, “The same way animals and cops know werewolves, so do security 

guards and salespeople and clerks” [90]), his characters are often exploited via more direct 

means, in ways that closely mirror real-world human exploitation of both human and 

animal life. For instance, in a scene in which the narrator recalls various origin stories for 
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the werewolf—one of which involves a heavily romanticized story of his grandfather’s, 

who, as a sixteen-year-old American werewolf soldier during World War II, claimed to 

have “t[orn] out every throat he could, making the Axis look behind themselves instead of 

over their rifles, to aim” (215)—Jones handily recalls the long-standing tradition of 

exploiting both the poor and people of color and nonhuman animals for military purposes, 

as when animal species like horses are sent out along with human riders—often sourced 

from among the poor and people of color, or those with few other opportunities—to their 

deaths. 93  Although this critique of military and, by extension, settler colonialist 

exploitation of the poor, people of color, and nonhuman animals is wrapped within a larger 

story about the possible origins of werewolves, werewolf stories are—as Jones’s narrator 

reminds us throughout—always “telling […] one story, meaning another” (100). As the 

novel develops, Jones’s werewolf protagonists are forced to confront not only the small-

mindedness of white rural townsfolk with biases against poor people and people of color, 

but also the viciousness of those who would intentionally exploit other humans and 

nonhuman animals for personal gain.94 

 
93 Horses and other nonhuman animals have long been used in military combat both within the U.S. and 
globally. As Donna Haraway notes, “[T]he long military use of other-than-human animals as weapons and 
spy systems has only become fancier and more ‘techy’ in the twenty-first century” (Staying 22-3). 
 
94 The discourses of racism and animality are, of course, linked within the cultures of the U.S. and other 
colonial superpowers. As Haraway observes, the “U.S. racist iconography as unruly, dirty, out of place, feral” 
(Staying 24) applies to both humans and nonhumans. Jones points toward these linked discourses in a 
poignant scene within the novel, in which the protagonist—then thirteen—is harassed by some other local 
teenagers. Jones writes, “[T]here kids from my grade were watching me. ‘Animal boy,’ the one in the red hat 
said, showing his own teeth. ‘Don’t mess with him,’ the girl of them said. ‘Might catch something,’ John 
Deere Hat agreed. ‘He Mexican?’ the third of them said, a boy with yellow hair. If I stood, we’d have been 
the exact same height. ‘Still wet,’ John Deere Hat said—‘piso mojado, right?’—then pulled the girl along 
with him, heading into the gas station. Yellow Hair stood watching me. ‘Piso mojado?’ I said to him. ‘What 
are you really?’ he said back. I held my hot dog out to him, not quite straightening my elbow out all the way. 
When he reached for it I growled like I’d heard Darren growl and lunged forward, snapping my teeth. […] I 
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 Although Jones’s critiques of the human tendency toward the biopolitical 

exploitation of others are often cloaked in other stories, as in Grandpa’s parable above, 

Mongrels sometimes makes its critiques of biopolitical exploitation via more overhanded 

means, as in the chapter that forms the novel’s climax, which is strategically placed—

almost directly95—after Grandpa’s parable of wartime werewolf service. In the chapter, 

Darren finds a job with an extermination company only to disappear on his first day of 

work and, as Libby, the narrator, and a new human ally search for him, Jones explores the 

often-concealed reliance on animal labor that undergirds many capitalist enterprises. 

Fittingly titled “The Mark of the Beast,” the chapter highlights and critiques the mark of 

animal difference—the mark of “beastliness” itself—that has long served as the 

justification for the human exploitation of animals and humans not deemed “human” 

enough. 

 Jones stages his critique of contemporary discourses of animality in a darkly 

appropriate venue: the warehouse of a company called “NMV Exterminators—‘No More 

Vermin’” (251), a company whose name recalls the violent history of American westward 

 
stood the rest of the way, tore another bite off my hot dog and threw the rest down, pushed past the torn-up 
pay phone, into the night” (61-2). 
 
95 Due to the novel’s rotating, episodic structure, the chapter containing the story of Grandpa’s World War II 
experiences and the chapter that contains the climactic scenes of the novel are separated by one chapter 
recalling the narrator’s childhood experiences in the third person, as discussed above. Significantly, this 
chapter recalls an experience in which his family was visited in the night by a pitchfork-wielding mob of 
local townsfolk seeking a beast who has been eating up their cattle, prompting the narrator and his uncle to 
draw a parallel between James Whale’s 1931 film Frankenstein and their own experiences. To christen the 
association, the narrator’s uncle dubs the mysterious beast—who is, of course, himself—“Wolfenstein” (245). 
The memory, placed between two tales of human-animal violence and exploitation, further cements Jones’s 
critiques of the violence and misunderstandings that often underlie human-animal interactions and relations, 
particularly creatures like wolves, who are frequently deemed “monsters”—as outlined in the introduction to 
this chapter—and who have long struggled with rural human communities. 
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colonial expansion that labeled both indigenous humans and wolves as “vermin” and which 

frequently involved bounties for both indigenous human scalps and wolf pelts.96  The 

company’s foreboding title does not inspire confidence in the reader or in Libby and the 

narrator; indeed, when Darren does not return from his first day of work with NMV 

Exterminators, Libby and the narrator, concerned about all the day-to-day ways 

werewolves might die, first check the usual places their kind might end up, such as “the 

pound,” “the jail,” and “the ditches for roadkill” (248), but when none of these yield the 

missing werewolf, their attention quickly turns toward NMV Exterminators, whose slogan 

proudly declares their commitment to exterminating “vermin” like, some might say, 

 
96 In the American colonies, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the scalping of indigenous 
Americans was very common; bounties were offered for indigenous scalps in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, 
and other parts of the United States as part of the ethnic cleansing process against Native Americans even 
into the nineteenth century. Wolf extermination efforts also took place in the United States as part of the 
colonization and “settling” of the American colonies and the American West as various states offered 
bounties for wolf pelts across the continent (a process that continues, today, in the controversial form of 
offering bounties for severed wolf forelegs in Alaska). As Jon T. Coleman notes, “The colonization of North 
America was a profoundly zoological event. […] The disappearance of native fauna eased the dispersal of 
European people, livestock, and plants across the continent. The conquest dripped animal gore. While visions 
of God, country, and treasure motivated the invaders’ actions, the bones of aboriginal creatures serve as 
reminders of the physicality of the colonial experience. Any story of colonization must account for the flesh 
in the humans’ teeth as well as the thoughts in their heads” (196). Indeed, attacks against animal companion 
species important to indigenous communities continued in the United States into the twentieth century; as 
Donna Haraway recounts, the U.S. government coordinated at least two efforts to exterminate the 
“multipurpose, hardy Churro sheep” critical to local Navajo indigenous economies in the 1930s and 1970s 
in an effort to replace them with “merinos and other ‘improved’ breeds,” despite the fact that “[s]heep, goats, 
horses, and cattle were all part of the pattern of Navajo pastoralism, ordered by complex clan and gender 
relationships. The animals and the people made kin together. Sheep and goats were especially crucial for 
women’s abilities to feed and provision their families, as well as to their authority in the clans” (Haraway, 
Staying 92). Thus, the histories of indigenous colonization and genocide and of ecological disruption and 
species extinction in the United States are profoundly linked, a fact that Jones himself implies when Darren 
identifies the figure of the Lone Ranger—a symbol of the “settling” of the American West—as “the first 
werewolf hunter” (86), a “self-hating one” (87), as discussed above. For more information about the scalping 
that took place as part of ethnic cleansing against indigenous Americans, see Stephen Huggins’ America’s 
Use of Terror: From Colonial Times to the A-Bomb (University Press of Kansas, 2019), pp. 35-51; for more 
information about the government’s role in the extermination of gray wolves in the United States, see 
Coleman’s Vicious: Wolves and Men in America (Yale University Press, 2004), especially pp. 191-224; and 
for more information about the linked histories of colonialism, speciesism, and patriarchy in the United States, 
see Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Duke UP, 2016), pp. 89-97. 
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Jones’s werewolves themselves. When an attempt to interrogate the company’s secretary, 

a woman named Grace-Ellen, reveals both her ignorance of Darren’s whereabouts and her 

extensive knowledge of the werewolf “old ways” (262)—knowledge she inherited from 

her late werewolf husband—Libby and the narrator take their newfound ally to the 

company’s warehouse to search for Darren, where the true horrors of Darren’s predicament 

are finally revealed. 

 While at the NMV Exterminators warehouse, Grace-Ellen makes a startling 

discovery: an examination of the company’s receipts reveals that they have been using an 

alternate source for their pesticide for two weeks, the length of Darren’s absence. The 

discovery causes Grace-Ellen to recall the company’s attempts to pressure her late 

werewolf husband Trigo to work there; she states, “Trigo, he could, if he peed into a storm 

drain, all the alligators would crawl out” (268), to which the narrator “nod[s], remembering 

rats scampering out from under all our trailers once Darren started peeing around the skirts” 

(268). The anecdote causes the trio to conclude that the company “figured out what Darren 

was” (269) and, in turn, has been using him as forced labor for the animal-repelling 

properties of his urine—a discovery that parallels the many ways in which animals are 

regularly conscripted for capitalist service. Indeed, when they find the unfortunate Darren, 

the room in which he is imprisoned recalls the treatment of domesticated animals within 

the dairy and meat industry. The narrator describes: 

[Darren] was in what had to be a shark tank, since this was Florida. And shark tanks, 
they’re made to be lowered down into the water. Meaning there’s an industrial-
strength eyehole welded to the top. There was a thick chain threaded through that 
hole, running to hooks set in the ceiling ten feet to either side, those chains anchored 
to the floor. It left Darren dangling six feet off the concrete floor. “Crowbait,” I 
would have said—those old medieval cages hanging at crossroads, always 
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moldering with skeletons and scavenger birds—except no bird would ever come 
down into this warren, this labyrinth, this deathtrap. That’s exactly what it was. 
Suspended from straps above the cage were five-gallon jugs of water, with tubes 
running down from them into the cage, a little stopcock valve at the end of each. 
Under the cage were four kiddie pools laid out edge to edge. Because they were 
round, it left some concrete in the middle, right under the cage. As far as Darren 
could pee in any direction, the kiddie pools, they would catch his pee. It was the 
best pesticide ever. Against the far wall, by the only plug, was a chest freezer. Either 
stocked with clearance beef and pork or with roadkill, probably. To keep their 
golden goose alive. It had worked, so far. Barely. (273-4) 

 
The horror of Darren’s situation is made more apparent when the narrator studies the 

injured werewolf’s face more closely and discovers that Darren, like many caged creatures, 

has tried to force his way out from his prison, resulting in further injury. The narrator notes 

with horror that “[h]is mouth, it was scabbed over, his whole lower face dark with it. It was 

from shifting, I knew. From biting the bars. And one of his arms was broken too. The left 

one. Probably from when he had man-arms, told the bars it was him or them. It had been 

him” (274). The horrors of the scene are further compounded when Grace-Ellen opens the 

freezer from which Darren’s meat has been being supplied, revealing “[Grace-Ellen’s] 

husband, frozen between man and wolf. Stashed here after his usefulness had run out. 

Stashed here when he wasn’t saving NMV money anymore” (275). As becomes clear by 

the scene’s end, the extermination company—specializing in the expulsion and death of 

animals deemed “pests” to humans and, by extension, in the remolding of the world for the 

human—has long been accustomed to exploiting werewolf bodies for personal gain, 

working first Trigo to his death and, now, Darren. In a fitting denouement, the werewolves 

and their new ally Grace-Ellen realize they must now remove the true pest: Rayford, NMV 

Exterminators’ owner and chief executioner, here representative, I argue, of an outdated 
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kind of human: those unable, or unwilling, to build bridges between nature and culture, 

humans and nonhumans. 

 When they find the doomed Rayford, he is—fittingly—on a hunting trip, asserting 

the boundary between himself and all other species with every shot he fires. In turn, Libby 

hunts him, first breathing in his scent from a pair of overalls and then stalking him on his 

own hunting ground. When the narrator, Darren, and Grace-Ellen set eyes on the man, he 

is described in distinctly animalistic terms, revealing how tenuous the boundary between 

hunter and hunted, or between human and animal, always already is. The narrator observes:  

It was Rayford. He’d been run ragged. No, I knew: He’d been herded. When 
Libby’d found him in his blind, she could have taken him right then and there, 
painted the plywood walls with his insides. And she could have run him down at 
any point in between, hamstrung him then dragged him around by the back of the 
neck, never biting down quite deep enough to kill him. That would be too easy, 
though. He didn’t deserve easy. (278) 
 

Instead, Libby herds Rayford to a place that forms the grave of many werewolves and other 

animals: the road. Driving Rayford to the highway, Libby lets Rayford experience death at 

the hands of his own destructive species until all that is left of Rayford is “the splat of meat 

against chrome” (280) and “a red mist in the air, swirling into the wake” (280). Such a 

death, the novel suggests, is appropriate for Rayford, a man whose life was sustained by 

the deaths of other species, for whom other species were disposable. 

 If Rayford represents the human exceptionalism inherent in current configurations 

of the Western liberal human—configurations that emphasize human difference from and 

transcendence over other species and the environment—the novel does not suggest that 

these are the only modes of being human. Throughout this penultimate chapter, Grace-

Ellen stands opposed to Rayford, representing an alternative route forward for posthuman 
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participation in a more-than-human community premised on human-animal connections 

and familial relationships across species lines. Indeed, when Rayford dies, Grace-Ellen’s 

response is not to mourn for the death of a fellow human but, instead, to mourn for her 

murdered husband, Rayford’s first werewolf victim, as she “lean[s] forward, to spit into 

the road, where Rayford had been. To lean forward and spit and scream after it, like 

emptying out all her grief and anger for her dead husband at once” (280). In fact, it is this 

human-werewolf alliance—an alliance that undergirds every aspect of Grace-Ellen’s 

subjectivity in the novel—that prompts Darren to immediately declare “I think I’m in love” 

(280) as he watches Grace-Ellen’s expression of rage and grief for the werewolves’ 

suffering. Such alliances, the novel suggests, can pave the road toward more ethical 

posthuman futures: ones grounded in human-animal kinship and community instead of 

human/animal difference. 

 

Human-animal futures: Becoming-werewolf, becoming-with 

  As the narrator recalls in an episode from the first chapter, his grandfather was 

engaged in a search before his death: to find a cure for the family’s “curse” (8) of losing 

women during childbirth. The chapter, which introduces many of the novel’s central 

concerns, spends considerable time on this question: it serves as the explanation for the 

death of the narrator’s own human mother and also for his grandmother, the human woman 

with whom Grandpa fell in love. As Grandpa explains to the narrator in the first chapter, 

human women cannot survive giving birth to a werewolf: the pup’s back-and-forth shifting 

in the womb puts too much strain on the human mother, killing her or even, sometimes, 
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infecting her—and as Grandpa ominously explains, “you’ve got to be born to the blood to 

take it” (8), lest the pain of transformation lead one to insanity. However, as Grandpa tells 

the narrator, “There used to be a secret” (10), an “old way for a human woman to live with 

a werewolf and not die from giving birth” (11). It is this quest to solve the family “curse” 

(11)—to search for a means of allowing humans and werewolves to become-otherwise 

together—that occupies Grandpa in the final days of his life. 

 Grandpa’s optimism about the possibility of human-animal community, placed 

directly in the novel’s lengthy first chapter, sets the framework for much of the novel’s 

investigation of the possibilities of human-animal kinship. Indeed, despite the family’s 

labeling of their predicament a “curse” (8), and despite Libby’s and Darren’s belief in the 

impossibility of a human mother surviving a werewolf birth, the family’s emphasis 

throughout on community as a signifier for werewolf identity raises the possibility that, for 

Jones, being a werewolf is not so much a species identity, but a choice: as Eric Gary 

Anderson argues, “Jones casts werewolves as metaphors for otherness and also as conduits 

for personal, if not political, self-determination, not just a physical imperative but also an 

emotional and intellectual alliance—a choice” (158). This sentiment is directly expressed 

by Grace-Ellen toward the end of the novel, when she explains to the as-yet-unchanged 

narrator, still struggling with his own status as a “late bloomer” (249), that “[b]eing a 

werewolf isn’t just teeth and claws, […] it’s inside. It’s how you look at the world. It’s how 

the world looks back at you” (260). For Jones, then, becoming-werewolf is more than a 

species identity: it is a stance one occupies toward the world, an invitation one accepts to 
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reject the comforting illusion of transcendence offered by the “human” in favor of the 

messy, lived realities of life-in-relation, life-lived-with. 

  It is Grace-Ellen’s character who, at the end of the novel, represents this possibility 

for becoming-with most strongly. Formerly married to the werewolf Trigo, Grace-Ellen’s 

past proximity to the werewolf community has taught her much of what there is to know 

about werewolf lore, including the “old way” for a human mother to live with a werewolf 

and survive childbirth, through which she and Trigo had a werewolf daughter of their own. 

As she explains, piercings laced with silver jewelry—such as her own “line of silver hoops 

clamped through all around the edge of her ear” (288)—can serve as an effective barrier 

against the mother’s death. She tells Libby, “Keep the silver fresh, […] clean them every 

week, and the silver gets in your blood. Not enough to hurt, just enough to kick the wolf in 

the baby. To keep it down for the birthing process” (288). As Darren triumphantly declares, 

“This is what Dad was always looking for” (288): with Grace-Ellen’s remedy, the family 

is able to “[finish] what Grandpa had started” (288), forming a line of continuity between 

Grandpa and Grace-Ellen, werewolf and human, through which humans and werewolves 

might join together in an alliance, a community. As Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari state 

in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, in a passage with striking 

resonance for Mongrels’ central concerns, “In order to produce werewolves in your own 

family it is not enough to resemble a wolf, or to live like a wolf: the pact with the Devil 

must be coupled with an alliance with another family, and it is the return of this alliance to 

the first family, the reaction of this alliance on the first family, that produces werewolves 

by feedback effect” (287-8). In other words, the way forward to a true werewolf future—a 
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true human-animal future—necessitates alliances between families, between species. It is 

only through the spaces opened up by such alliances that we can produce werewolves in 

our own families—a statement confirmed in Mongrels’ first chapter, when Grandpa 

explains to the young narrator that two werewolves cannot produce more werewolves. 

Through the alliance formed at the end of the novel’s penultimate chapter by Darren and 

Grace-Ellen, now carrying a “litter” (288) of hers and Darren’s making, Mongrels signals 

the beginning of a new human-animal alliance, a posthuman future to come. 

 The novel’s coming-of-age narrative would not, however, be complete without one 

final transformation: the narrator’s own. In the novel’s last chapter, “Wolf Like Me,” the 

narrator finally experiences his own long-awaited transformation, thereby closing the novel 

with the embrace of a new way of being or, more accurately, becoming. Narrated in 

gruesome detail, we, as readers, transform alongside the narrator, feeling with him as he 

experiences a series of agonies: 

The claws pushing through, it was like having the long bones of his fingers pulled 
slowly out. And his teeth, his jaw thrusting forward, taking bone mass from the 
back of his skull, his memories writhing in there, pale colors shooting across their 
skies. […] And then his legs. His fingers had been nothing compared to the 
exquisite torture of his knees turning themselves backward one after the other, all 
that pressure threatening to crack his pelvis in half. (294) 

 
At the end of this painful transformation process, however, waits something else: a vision 

of a posthuman mode of subjectivity, of what it might mean to think oneself in a way that 

is multiplicitous, ever-in-flux, ever-in-relation with the outside. The narrator—now 

thinking of himself, finally, as “nephew,” as a full member of his werewolf family—notes 

with wonder the relations and interconnections that connect his body to his surroundings 

and the other beings near him: 
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Outside, in the motel parking lot, two men with hard hats were walking from truck 
to door. A woman was loudly inhaling smoke through her cigarette by the ice 
machine. On the second floor a baby was about to wake, but for now it was just 
kicking through a dream. The world was alive in a way he’d never known. There 
were tiny feet in the walls, soft wings circling the light bulbs, and above it all, the 
bats with their piercing cries. The nephew felt like his throat was swelling. […] His 
skin was quivering. With joy. With speed. With hunger. […] There was no panic, 
no fear. This was like falling deeper into himself. (296) 
 

In this posthuman becoming—an experience offered also, to us, as readers—we are invited 

to see the world through new eyes, through a manner of thinking ourselves in tandem with 

our communities and wider ecological networks both human and nonhuman. As Libby and 

the narrator begin a new chapter of their lives, with Libby returning to her lifelong 

werewolf mate Red and the narrator embarking on the journey of self-discovery that is the 

rite of passage of all young werewolves, the narrator, standing at the threshold of the 

posthuman future, reflects on his and Libby’s parting, his transformation, and his own role 

as a werewolf: 

In all the stories and all the movies, there’s human footprints walking along, 
becoming wolf prints at the end. In the heaven of werewolves, there’s just new 
grass folding back into place. There’s a wolf running across one part of the meadow, 
her true husband waiting under the shadow of the trees, and there’s a wolf standing 
behind as well, taking snapshots with his eyes, with his heart, with his nose. With 
his pen. (297) 
 

The wolf standing behind is, of course, the narrator—the protagonist we have followed 

throughout as he chronicles the story of his family, a manuscript that, in one final 

metatextual transformation, becomes the body of the novel Mongrels itself. As Billy J. 

Stratton perceptively notes, the manuscript the narrator leaves for us is “about love and 

loss, family and loyalty, living and dying, and how we can best pay tribute to the 

complexity of the experiences and relationships that allow [the] narrator and all of us to 
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imagine who we are what we can become” (10): a manuscript, in other words, containing 

valuable lessons about how to live a life-in-relation ethically. In offering to readers his 

family’s stories—the vehicle of his people’s knowledge—Mongrels’ narrator offers us the 

possibility of imagining a subjectivity beyond species: a posthuman subjectivity formed 

not through self-reference but, instead, through one’s community, one’s relationships with 

others, with the outside, and with a wider ecological community both natural and cultural, 

human and nonhuman. 

 

III. Storytelling for posthuman futures 

 Throughout Mongrels, Jones’s narrator reflects on the power of stories. He dreams 

himself into various roles, imagining himself as a vampire, an astronaut, a biologist; he 

uses stories to keep his grandfather alive as he becomes more and more ragged, reasoning 

that the old man can keep breathing as long as he can keep speaking; and he uses stories to 

capture and make sense of his family’s experiences, to preserve and pass on the knowledge 

that would otherwise disappear with their deaths because, as the narrator states, “That’s 

how it is with werewolves. You have something, then you just have the story of it” (247).97 

But, as the narrator also clearly knows, stories also have another power: to transform the 

world around them, “to make [things] true” (9). 

 
97 As noted throughout this chapter, Jones’s werewolves use storytelling in ways analogous to the role 
occupied by storytelling in indigenous cultures, in which “[s]torytelling [has been] the medium of choice for 
transmitting and preserving traditional knowledge” (Dillon 8). However, as Grace Dillon cautions, “the trick 
is [for native stories] to avoid becoming ‘a mere archive, covering the earth with empty traces of a lost 
plenitude,’ a public memory that exists only through its exterior scaffolding and outward signs” (14). Jones’s 
own werewolf protagonists would surely agree with regard to the importance of not only preserving such 
tales, but also using the knowledge within them to keep their traditions alive. (Dillon quotes Gerald Vizenor, 
Fugitive Poses: Native American Indian Scenes of Absence and Presence [U of Nebraska P, 1998], p. 51.) 
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 Jones himself views storytelling similarly. In his video essay “Werewolves and Me,” 

Jones explains that the werewolf narratives he encountered in his youth inspired his own 

childhood “experiments” in becoming a werewolf between the ages of twelve and fifteen. 

He describes:  

I scrounged all the methods I could from the used bookstore we went to in town 
every now and again, and then I timed the full moon out so I could roll around out 
in the grass waiting for the transformation to ripple down my arm, punch claws 
through my fingertips. When the moonlight didn’t work, I remembered a long-
legged, pale coyote that we’d seen out at the fence once, just watching us, and in 
my mind, I squinted it into a regal, dangerous wolf, told myself those were wolf 
footprints in the driveway the next morning coming out of the puddle I’d made the 
day before with the hose. If you drink from a wolf print, you become a werewolf—
it’s automatic. It’s a rule of nature. […] But, mostly, I just tried wishing. 
(“Werewolves and Me”) 

 
For Jones, such experiments in living-otherwise were partially due to the racism 

experienced by his family; as he notes, such fantasies of living as a monster were only one 

narrative means through which he attempted to remold his identity. He explains:  

When you’re 12, you want to be anybody else, anything—werewolf, that was just 
my first option, and it was mostly for night. What I wanted to be in the day, it was 
a kid with blond hair, blue eyes, and a gold rope chain necklace—the necklace was 
very important for this new identity to work. Neither happened. I didn’t become a 
werewolf. I stayed an Indian in west Texas, where there aren’t any Indians. 
(“Werewolves and Me”) 
 

However, horror stories—particularly Kathryn Bigelow’s vampire film Near Dark (1987) 

and Joe Dante’s werewolf film The Howling (1981)—helped Jones better understand his 

family’s experiences, as such works also do for Jones’s own protagonist in Mongrels, who 

makes sense of his experiences not only through the stories he collects from his Aunt Libby 

and Uncle Darren, but also through the monster films he encounters on television. Like his 
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protagonist, such works allowed Jones to see himself and his family differently. He 

declares: 

But, then I saw Near Dark, and I had already seen The Howling about as many 
times as it’s possible to watch a stolen VHS, and something clicked over in my 
head: I knew now that being a fantasy creature, it wasn’t reserved for the Lestats 
and the Draculas98 of the world: there could be ordinary monsters, too. There could 
be check-to-check werewolves. There would have to be, wouldn’t there? It gave 
me hope. Back then, we were always check-to-check. […] In a way, in the way I 
figured it, we were already kind of werewolves. The people in town, it was just that 
they were too smart, they were figuring it out, they were doing the math, making 
associations. The reason we moved so much, it was to stay ahead of their suspicions. 
We were too dangerous to be in one place for very long. The villagers would mob 
up, see our teeth, come for us with their torches and their pitchforks. If you wrap 
yourself in the right story, everything makes sense. (“Werewolves and Me”) 
 

Indeed, for Jones, such stories helped him understand not only his family’s difficult 

encounters with racism, but also the liberating potentialities of crafting new modes of 

subjectivity, new modes of community, new ways of relating to and with others.  

For Jones, the power of storytelling to inspire such insights—and, in turn, to 

transform our relationships with nature and with other species—is an integral part of 

Mongrels itself. Noting how the reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park 

dramatically altered and improved the park’s ecosystems, including the structure of the 

park’s rivers, Jones states: 

I was just rewatching that Yellowstone documentary, about how reintroducing 
wolves into the ecosystem ended up changing the course of the rivers. Kind of 
makes me wonder. How would the rivers of the world change, with werewolves? 
And, thing is, those rivers can change without werewolves actually even being real. 
They can change if we just all believe in werewolves. That’s a big part of Mongrels, 
to me. (Hatfull) 

 
98 Jones here refers to the characters of Lestat, from Anne Rice’s The Vampire Chronicles series (1976-2018), 
and Count Dracula, from Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) and numerous adaptations and spin-offs of the novel. 
Both characters are financially well-off and racially privileged in their respective communities, contrasting 
sharply with the vampire and werewolf characters from Bigelow’s Near Dark and Dante’s The Howling, who 
are poor, nomadic vampires in Bigelow’s film and working-class Native American werewolves in Dante’s. 
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Indeed, as Jones underscores, storytelling about werewolves offers us a way of changing 

our relationships with our communities and ecosystems both human and nonhuman—

whether or not such creatures exist—by allowing us to perceive such communities and 

ecosystems through werewolf eyes. What Mongrels offers, then, is the opportunity not only 

to believe in werewolves, but also, more importantly, to experience the world from their 

posthuman perspective and, thus, to alter the way we perceive our relationships to this 

world.99 As Darren notes, “If you’re not a beautiful monster, then you’re a villager” (237). 

Through the werewolves’ stories in Mongrels, we experience a process of becoming-

monster that allows us to suspend our status as villagers: to make sense of the world, our 

subjectivities, and the relationship between them in new ways, in turn influencing the 

shapes of our own posthuman becomings. As Deleuze and Guattari note, “[T]he vampire 

and werewolf are becomings of man” (320); they can serve as catalysts for transformation, 

for engendering posthuman futures where the human and the animal are no longer at war 

within our understandings of ourselves. These posthuman tales of becoming, of monsters-

in-the-making, can, then, be our guide as we look forward, and as we leave the village—

and our dangerous histories of human exceptionalism—behind. 

 
99 A similar idea is expressed by Judy Iseke, who notes that for indigenous communities, storytelling plays a 
particularly interconnective role: “In storytelling, we can become who we are meant to be. In the stories we 
tell of who we are, where we come from, what we understand, and how we belong, we make ourselves and 
our connections to our world. Through storytelling and ceremonial life, we are involved in the lifeways of a 
people, culture, community, family, and tradition, and in it we make a new story today of our connections. 
[…] Storytelling as a research practice enables the researcher to engage with the stories and histories of 
families, communities, and cultures and to begin the transformative process of understanding oneself in 
relation” (573). Indeed, among Blackfeet peoples, such stories often explicitly underscore the ecological 
relations that connect beings of all species: as Nimachia Howe notes, “Indigenous Peoples’ perspectives 
regard the entirety of creation as the foundation on which social and societal rules and customs are built. In 
the Blackfoot universe, Naapi stories [stories about the Blackfeet trickster figure] guide People so they do 
not upset the inherent balance of the environment by killing or taking beyond necessity, which is correctly 
understood to be a true source of death” (111). 
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Becoming-With: Toward Multispecies Flourishing in the Anthropocene 
 

Conclusion 
 
 

“There is only one hope, and it is in eternal life, but this endless life has nothing to do 
with spirit or even the idea. It isn’t universal. It exists only in the sensation of shared 

experience. Living things are each other’s comrades, even in their struggles against each 
other. Our species-being is lost from shared life when we make a fetish of a particular 

idea, a particular love, or a particular labor […]. Comradely life, devoted to its secondary 
ideas, is a homeless, rootless nation, in which each labors for another who labors for 

another. It is a life done with the death-image of the absolute outside and beyond itself. 
Comrades are orphans by choice.” 

—McKenzie Wark, Molecular Red: Theory for the Anthropocene (106-7) 
 
 This project has been an examination of aesthetics, ethics, ecology, and their 

entanglements in the more-than-human worlds of Russian and American horror. 

Specifically, I have examined worlds produced in the Cold War and post-Cold War eras: 

worlds both real and fictional, worlds forged by the world-binding and world-erasing 

histories of Cold War-era competition. As I have emphasized throughout this project, 

however, the perceived ideological binaries of the Cold War-era Soviet Union and United 

States appear less like polarities than continuums when viewed through a different lens: 

one capable of perceiving the shared histories of humanism that have undergirded both 

ideological projects and that, I have argued, have led to dire and ongoing ecological 

consequences for humans and nonhumans in both regions. When viewed through such a 

lens, the unexpected conjunctions between the Cold War “East” and “West”—and the 

devastating global reaches of both—are readily apparent. As McKenzie Wark observes: 

Common sense has it that the Cold War is over, that the Soviet Union lost and the 
United States won. While some would wish to hibernate in some “psychic soviet,” 
the dominant mood is that regnant American-style capitalism won a global victory. 
[…] [However,] the collapse of the Soviet system merely prefigures the collapse of 
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the American one. While the ruins of the first are real and poignant, the ruins of the 
latter have not quite been apprehended for what they are. (xii-xiii) 
 

In other words, while the “global victory” of “regnant American-style capitalism” might 

have erased a global communist alternative, the real ideological connections between these 

regional superpowers—such as the human exceptionalism common to both—contain 

valuable lessons for us here, today, in the global Anthropocene. The Soviet Union’s 

collapse—partially precipitated by devastating environmental events such as the 

desiccation of the Aral Sea and the eruption of the Chernobyl nuclear plant—point toward 

future ecological collapses to come in the post-Cold War era of the twenty-first century 

and beyond, where “[t]he critical misalignment of the non-living, the living, and the 

organizational diagram” remains “no less a problem” (Wark 103-4). By examining the 

connections between these frequently opposed humanist worlds—the worlds of the Soviet 

“East” and the capitalist “West”—through an ecological lens, I have endeavored to instead 

reveal the more-than-human world that unites them both, and that frequently disappears, 

with disastrous consequences, beneath their respective ideological narratives. Thus, the 

challenge, as I have argued throughout this project, is to imagine new worlds: worlds in 

which our connections with the more-than-human world are readily apparent.100 

I have proposed that horror is an indispensable partner in this task. Through its 

emphases on the connections among humans and nonhumans—connections that are often 

unexpected, violent, and brutal—horror, I have argued, easily reveals the more-than-human 

 
100 As Wark similarly writes, “It’s time for other stories. One thing, strangely, that the Soviet Union and its 
American Cold War nemesis had in common was a clear understanding that any narrative for a whole way 
of life has to scale. It had to work for millions, even billions. The challenge then is to take the desire for 
alternatives from the romantic anti-capitalists and wed it to the grand scale on which capitalist realism 
imagines itself now to be the only discourse” (217-8). 
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world, thereby also revealing the inadequacy of the humanist modes of relation that have 

governed Western narratives of “progress” and, thus, the need for new ecological 

paradigms in the West. Horror, then, can function as what Wark calls an “apparatus.” In 

her call for a critical theory adequate to the conditions of the Anthropocene, Wark writes: 

One of [the apparatus’s] special qualities as such may […] be to generate data about 
a nonhuman world. The apparatus renders to the human a world that isn’t for the 
human. An apparatus is that which demonstrates some aspect of a monstrous, alien 
world. An apparatus yields aspects, particular monstrosities, which never add up to 
that consistent and absolute world that remains the God, or Goddess, of all realists. 
An apparatus affords the real, material and historical form of mediation. (151) 

 
With its emphases on a world that escapes absolute knowledge—a world in which 

ecological disruptions are occurring more and more frequently—the apparatus of horror 

may help us to “dispense with the invisible hand, and with homeostatic ecology as a basic 

metaphor” (Wark 209), thereby allowing us to also forego the mutually reinforcing 

illusions of ecological transcendence and human exceptionalism. Horror, then, may help 

us “to live once again after God is dead” (Wark 209). 

 However, as I have also demonstrated throughout this project, the worlds revealed 

by horror are not easy worlds in which to live. They are worlds marked by looming, 

unknowable universes, as in Aleksandr Sokurov’s Days of Eclipse. They are worlds in 

which vegetable bodies, frequently unnoticed by humans, are suddenly rendered monstrous, 

omnipresent, as in Carter Smith’s The Ruins. They are worlds in which the “intimacy of 

strangers” that exists within our DNA—the animal evolutionary histories that always 

already shape the human from within—are turned outward, allowing us to glimpse the 

animality that inheres in the human, as in Dmitrii Svetozarov’s Hounds. They are worlds 

in which the frequently uncomfortable intimacies we share with nonhumans are 
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foregrounded, as in Stephen Gregory’s The Cormorant. They are worlds that, as Robin 

Wood has famously theorized, bring to light what has been repressed. They are worlds that 

undo the human exceptionalist myths under which humanism and the Western “human” 

have come of age. They are worlds that hurt. But, most importantly, they are worlds that 

are. As such, they are worlds to which we must reconcile. 

Reconciling to a dying world is a difficult task: it requires not only the work of 

mourning for what has been lost and for the other species whom we are losing, but also the 

work of changing our relationships to the more-than-human world and the nonhuman 

beings within it. It requires the work of acknowledgment, the work of facing difficult truths. 

As Thom van Doreen and Deborah Bird Rose argue: 

Mourning is about dwelling with a loss and so coming to appreciate what it means, 
how the world has changed, and how we must ourselves change if we are to move 
forward from here. In this context, genuine mourning might open us into an 
awareness of our dependence on and relationships with those countless others being 
driven over the edge of extinction. […] The reality is that there is no avoiding the 
necessity of the difficult cultural work of reflection and mourning. This work is not 
opposed to practical action, rather it is the foundation of any sustainable and 
informed response. (376) 
 

With its focus on the difficult cultural work of ecological reflection—its emphases on what 

it means to live as embodied, interconnected beings living and dying on a damaged 

planet—horror might aid in this task of mourning and of facing these difficult truths, a 

necessary foundation, as van Doreen and Rose write, “of any sustainable and informed 

response” to the ecological conditions of our time.101 It is this capacity of horror films and 

 
101 Donna Haraway similarly writes, “[O]rdinary stories, ordinary becoming ‘involved in each other’s lives,’ 
propose ways to stay with the trouble in order to nurture well-being on a damaged planet. Symchthonic stories 
are not the tales of heroes; they are the tales of the ongoing” (Staying 76). Indeed, as she argues, storytelling 
might help us find ways to nurture accountability: she writes, “The devil is truly in the details of response-
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literature that I have emphasized throughout this project: the capacity of horror to 

foreground difficult ecological truths, to put pressure on the fault lines of Western humanist 

thinking. As Bruce F. Kawin writes, “[H]orror films are one of our important ties with the 

mythic, with the visionary, and their best goal has historically been—as in the analogy of 

the Freudian dream—to bring to consciousness that which has been repressed, so that 

integration and wholeness, both personal and societal, might become a real possibility” 

(110). Indeed, as I have argued, horror excels at “regrounding” the human: at making us 

aware of the messy, material connections that are the necessary environmental inheritances 

of all earthbound creatures,102 and thus at making us aware of the need to remediate our 

relationships with the more-than-human world. As Brad Tabas poetically observes, “Re-

encountering familiar scenes after having read horror is to see these scenes with heightened 

senses, with an awareness of straining for sight beyond sight. Thus the weird [and other 

horror genres] hardly leads us away from the places in which we dwell. On the contrary, it 

brings us back to them with x-ray attentiveness and extraordinary humility” (17). In helping 

us to see the more-than-human world with new eyes, with “heightened senses,” with “an 

awareness of straining for sight beyond sight,” works of horror like Days of Eclipse, The 

Ruins, Hounds, and The Cormorant can, I have argued, bring us back from human 

 
able naturecultures inhabited by accountable companion species. They—we—are here to live and die with, 
not just think and write with” (Staying 125). 
 
102 My usage of the term “earthbound” here is inspired by Haraway’s usage of the term throughout Staying 
with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene (Duke UP, 2016). Haraway draws the term from Bruno 
Latour’s 2013 lecture “War and Peace in an Age of Ecological Conflicts” for the Peter Wall Institute in 
Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
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exceptionalism to the more humble, grounded, embodied position of co-beings in a more-

than-human world: beings who are, necessarily, becoming-with. 

Horror, then, not only “regrounds” us: it is also a vital tool in underscoring our 

kinships with nonhuman others, our place within and connections to the wider multispecies 

ecological communities through which we are shaped. The kinships of horror—like the 

“‘transgenic’ […] kinship communit[ies]” (Yurchak, “Necro-Utopia” 207) of Evgenii Iufit 

and Vladimir Maslov’s Necrorealist film Silver Heads and the human-werewolf alliances 

and posthuman families of Stephen Graham Jones’s Mongrels—echo Donna Haraway’s 

queer multispecies kinships, which “are about keeping the lineages going, even while 

defamiliarizing their members and turning lines into webs, trees into esplanades, and 

pedigrees into affinity groups” (Haraway, “Introduction” 1). In their emphases on the ties 

that bind nature with culture, humans with nonhumans, and life with death, the queer cross-

species kinships of horror cut to a core ecological truth vital to the survival of life in the 

Anthropocene: that, as Haraway argues, “[b]ecoming-with, not becoming, is the name of 

the game; becoming-with is how partners are […] rendered capable. Ontologically 

heterogenous partners become who and what they are in relational material-semiotic 

worlding. Natures, cultures, subjects, and objects do not preexist their intertwined 

worldings” (Staying 12-3). By exposing the unbreakable bonds that always already exist 

between and co-fashion beings, the kinships of horror reveal the liberal Western human—

self-fashioned and divorced from a wider, more-than-human world—to be not only a 

dangerous myth, but also inadequate to the environmental demands of the Anthropocene, 

in which the more-than-human world, and all life within it, are imperiled. Instead, horror 
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emphasizes what Haraway and many other theorists of the Anthropocene well know: that 

“staying with the trouble [of the Anthropocene] requires learning to be truly present, not 

as a vanishing pivot between awful or edenic pasts and apocalyptic or salvific futures, but 

as mortal critters entwined in myriad unfinished configurations of places, times, matters, 

meanings” (Haraway, Staying 1). Horror, with its kinships bloody and brutal, fleshly and 

fecund, is a valuable tool in the endeavor to produce new modes of becoming-with and 

new multispecies kinships for the Anthropocene: ones bound not by nation, ideology, or 

species, but instead by a shared interest in the flourishing of all creatures, human and 

nonhuman alike. 
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